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Foreword

Vaccines are among the greatest public health accomplishments of the past
century. In recent years, however, a number of concerns have been raised about
both the safety of and the need for certain immunizations. Indeed, immunization
safety is a contentious area of public health policy, with discourse around it
having become increasingly polarized and exceedingly difficult. The numerous
controversies and allegations surrounding immunization safety signify an erosion
of public trust in those responsible for vaccine research, development, licensure,
schedules, and policy making. Because vaccines are so widely used—and because
state laws require that children be vaccinated to enter daycare and school, in part
to protect others—immunization safety concerns should be vigorously pursued in
order to restore this trust.

It is in this context that the Institute of Medicine (IOM) was approached
more than a year ago by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the
National Institutes of Health to convene an independent committee that could
provide timely and objective assistance to the Department of Health and Human
Services in reviewing emerging immunization safety concerns.

The IOM was chartered by the National Academy of Sciences in 1970 to
serve as an adviser to the federal government on issues affecting the public’s
health, as well as to act independently in identifying important issues of medical
care, research, and education. The IOM thus brings to this mission three decades
of experience in conducting independent analyses of significant public health
policy issues. In particular, as described in more detail in this report, the IOM has
a long history of involvement in vaccine safety. The IOM published its first major
vaccine safety report in 1977, followed by a subsequent report in 1988; both
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focused on the safety of polio vaccines. Two subsequent major reports, published
in 1991 and 1994, examined the adverse events of childhood vaccines. Since
then, the IOM has conducted several smaller studies and workshops focused on
various vaccine safety topics. These studies were all well received by both the
public and policy makers, and previous IOM committees on vaccine safety issues
have been viewed as objective and credible.

Given the sensitive nature of the present immunization safety review study,
the IOM felt it was especially critical to establish strict criteria for committee
membership. These criteria prevented participation by anyone with financial ties
to vaccine manufacturers or their parent companies, previous service on major
vaccine advisory committees, or prior expert testimony or publications on issues
of vaccine safety.

The rationale for imposing these stringent criteria was twofold. First, given
growing public concern about vaccine safety and the public scrutiny surrounding
this committee’s work, it was important to establish standards that would pre-
clude any real or perceived conflict of interest or bias on the part of the committee
members. While the committee members all share a belief in the benefits of
vaccines to the public health, none of them has any vested interest in any of the
vaccine safety issues that will come before them. Second, the IOM wanted to
ensure consistency in the committee membership and to avoid having members
recuse themselves from the deliberations because they had participated in the
development or evaluation of a vaccine under study.

Thus, the IOM has convened a distinguished panel of 15 members who
possess significant breadth and depth of expertise in a number of fields, including
pediatrics, neurology, immunology, internal medicine, infectious diseases, genetics,
epidemiology, biostatistics, risk perception and communication, decision analysis,
public health, nursing, and ethics. The committee members were chosen because
they are leading authorities in their respective fields, are well respected by their
colleagues, and have no conflicts of interest. This committee brought a fresh
perspective to these critically important issues and approached its charge with
impartiality and scientific rigor.

The IOM does not propose the use of the criteria it has laid out above in
selecting members for federal vaccine advisory committees. The IOM committee
was convened for a very different purpose from the usual federal vaccine advi-
sory committees and, as such, required different standards.

As with all reports from the IOM, the committee’s work was reviewed by an
independent panel of experts. The purpose of the review process is to enhance the
clarity, cogency, and accuracy of the final report and to ensure that the authors
and the IOM are creditably represented by the report published in their names.
The report review process is overseen by the National Research Council’s (NRC)
Report Review Committee (RRC), comprised of approximately 30 members of
the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and IOM.
The IOM, in conjunction with the RRC, appoints a panel of reviewers with a
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diverse set of perspectives on key issues considered in the report. Unlike the
selection criteria for committee membership (discussed above), many reviewers
will have strong opinions and biases about the report topic. The composition of
the review panel is not disclosed to the committee until after the report is approved
for release. While the committee must consider and evaluate all comments from
reviewers, it is not obligated to change its report in response to the reviewers’
comments. The committee must, however, justify its responses to the reviewers’
comments to the satisfaction of the RRC’s review monitor and the IOM’s review
coordinator. A report may not be released to the sponsors or the public, nor may
its findings be disclosed, until after the review process has been satisfactorily
completed and all authors have approved the revised draft.

This report represents the unanimous conclusions and recommendations of
that dedicated committee whose members deliberated a critical health issue. The
report’s conclusions and recommendations should be of value to all concerned
about these important matters.

Harvey V. Fineberg
President, Institute of Medicine
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1

Executive Summary

ABSTRACT

Infection with the influenza virus can have a serious effect on the health of
people of all ages, although it is particularly worrisome for infants, the elderly,
and people with underlying heart or lung problems.  At least 35,000 people die
in the United States every year from influenza infection.  A vaccine exists (the
“flu” shot) that can greatly decrease the impact of influenza.  Because the
strains of virus that are expected to cause serious illness and death are slightly
different every year, the vaccine is also slightly different every year and it must
be given every year, unlike other vaccines.  The influenza vaccine that was used
in 1976 for the expected “Swine Flu” epidemic (which never materialized) was
associated with cases of a nervous system condition called Guillain-Barré
syndrome (GBS).  Ever since that time, public health leaders, doctors and nurses,
and the public have wondered whether every year’s influenza vaccine can cause
GBS or other similar conditions.

The Immunization Safety Review committee reviewed the data on influenza
vaccine and neurological conditions and concluded that the evidence favored
acceptance of a causal relationship between the 1976 swine influenza vaccine
and GBS in adults.  The evidence about GBS for other years’ influenza vaccines
is not clear one way or the other (that is, the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship).

The committee concluded that the evidence favored rejection of a causal
relationship between influenza vaccines and exacerbation of multiple sclerosis.
For the other neurological conditions studied, the committee concluded the
evidence about the effects of influenza vaccine is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship. The committee also reviewed  theories on how the influ-
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enza vaccine could damage the nervous system.  The evidence was at most weak
that the vaccine could act in humans in ways that could lead to these neurological
problems. See Box ES-1 for a summary of all recommendations and conclusions.

Immunization to protect children and adults from many infectious diseases is
one of the greatest achievements of public health. Immunization is not without
risks, however. Given the widespread use of vaccines, state mandates requiring
vaccination of children for entry into day care, school, or college, and the impor-
tance of ensuring that trust in immunization programs is justified, it is essential
that safety concerns receive assiduous attention.

The Immunization Safety Review Committee was established by the Insti-
tute of Medicine (IOM) to evaluate the evidence on possible causal associations
between immunizations and certain adverse outcomes, and to then present con-
clusions and recommendations. The committee’s mandate also includes assess-
ing the broader societal significance of these immunization safety issues. While
the committee members all share the view that immunization is generally benefi-
cial, none of them has a vested interest in the specific immunization safety issues
that come before the group.

The committee reviews three immunization safety review topics each year,
addressing one at a time. In this seventh report in the series, the committee
examines the hypothesis that influenza vaccines are associated with an increased
risk of neurological complications, particularly Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS)
and multiple sclerosis (MS).

The committee is charged with assessing both the scientific evidence regard-
ing the hypotheses under review and the significance of the issues for society:

• The scientific assessment has two components: an examination of the
epidemiologic and clinical evidence regarding a possible causal relationship
between exposure to the vaccine and the adverse event; and an examination of
theory and experimental evidence from human or animal studies regarding bio-
logical mechanisms that might be relevant to the hypothesis.

• The significance assessment addresses such considerations as the burden
of the health risks associated with the vaccine-preventable disease and with the
adverse event. Other considerations may include the perceived intensity of public
or professional concern, or the feasibility of additional research to help resolve
scientific uncertainty regarding causality.

The findings of the scientific and significance assessments provide the basis
for the committee’s recommendations regarding the public health response to the
issues. In particular, the committee addresses needs for a review of immunization
policy, for current and future research, and for effective communication strategies.

For its evaluation of the question concerning influenza vaccines and neuro-
logical complications, the committee held an open scientific meeting in March
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2003 (see Appendix B) to hear presentations on issues germane to the topic.
These presentations are available in electronic form (audio files and slides) on the
project website (www.iom.edu/imsafety). In addition, the committee reviewed an
extensive collection of material, primarily from the published, peer-reviewed
scientific and medical literature. A list of the materials reviewed by the com-
mittee, including many items not cited in this report, can be found on the project’s
website.

THE FRAMEWORK FOR SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT

Causality

The Immunization Safety Review Committee has adopted the framework for
assessing causality developed by previous IOM committees (IOM, 1991; 1994a,b),
convened under the congressional mandate of P.L. 99-660 to address questions of
immunization safety. The categories of causal conclusions used by the committee
are as follows:

1. No evidence
2. Evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship
3. Evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship
4. Evidence favors acceptance of a causal relationship
5. Evidence establishes a causal relationship.

Assessments begin from a position of neutrality regarding the specific vac-
cine safety hypothesis under review. That is, there is no presumption that a
specific vaccine (or vaccine component) does or does not cause the adverse event
in question. The committee does not conclude that the vaccine does not cause the
adverse event merely if the evidence is inadequate to support causality. Instead, it
concludes that the “evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal rela-
tionship.”

Biological Mechanisms

Evidence considered in the scientific assessment of biological mechanisms1

includes human, animal, and in vitro studies related to biological or patho-
physiological processes by which immunizations could cause an adverse event.
When other evidence of causality is available, biological data add supportive
evidence but they cannot prove causality on their own.

1For a discussion of the evolution of the terminology concerning biological mechanisms, see the
committee’s earlier reports (IOM, 2001a,b; 2002a,b).
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The committee has established three general categories of evidence on bio-
logical mechanisms:

1. Theoretical. A reasonable mechanism can be hypothesized that is com-
mensurate with scientific knowledge and does not contradict known physical and
biological principles, but it has not been demonstrated in whole or in part in
humans or in animal models.

2. Experimental. A mechanism can be shown to operate in in vitro systems,
animals, or humans. But, experimental evidence often describes mechanisms that
represent only a portion of the pathological process required for expression of
disease. Showing that multiple portions of a process operate in reasonable experi-
mental models strengthens the case that the mechanisms could possibly result in
disease in humans.

3. Evidence that the mechanism results in known disease in humans. For
example, the wild-type infection causes the adverse health outcome, or another
vaccine has been demonstrated to cause the same adverse outcome by the same or
a similar mechanism.

If the committee identifies evidence of biological mechanisms that could be
operational, it will offer a summary judgment of that body of evidence as weak,
moderate, or strong. The summary judgment of the strength of the evidence also
depends both on the quantity (e.g., number of studies or number of subjects in a
study) and quality (e.g., the nature of the experimental system or study design) of
the evidence.

Influenza Vaccines and Neurological Complications

The committee’s review of the evidence concerning risks that might be
associated with influenza vaccines had to take into account a distinctive feature
of the vaccine: its formulation changes from year to year to reflect changes in the
strains of influenza virus circulating in the population. As a result, the question
before the committee actually concerns many different influenza vaccines rather
than a single, consistent product used over many years. In terms of the neuro-
logical outcomes of concern, GBS is the most widely cited. Other outcomes
considered by the committee are multiple sclerosis (MS) and optic neuritis.

Influenza and Influenza Vaccines

Influenza is an acute and highly contagious viral respiratory disease that
occurs worldwide. Although some infections are subclinical, influenza is respon-
sible for substantial morbidity and mortality. The elderly, young children, and
persons with chronic cardiac or pulmonary diseases are generally at greatest risk
for fatal complications (Dolin, 2001). In the United States alone, the disease is
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now estimated to contribute to an average of 36,000 deaths each year, a toll that
has risen as the population has aged (Thompson et al., 2003). The extent and
severity of influenza infections can vary widely from year to year.

The influenza viruses infects the respiratory epithelium. Onset of illness is
often abrupt, with systemic symptoms that include fever, chills, headache,
myalgias and respiratory signs such as cough and sore throat. In uncomplicated
cases, acute illness typically resolves over 2 to 5 days. Recovery may be complete
within a week, but some patients experience persistent weakness or lassitude
(Dolin, 2001). Many of the influenza-related deaths result from complications,
the most common being secondary bacterial pneumonia. Influenza can also
exacerbate chronic pulmonary conditions or contribute to a general deterioration
in cardiac or pulmonary function, especially in the elderly or persons with chronic
illness.

Influenza viruses are members of the family Orthomyxoviridae. Three forms
of the virus—referred to as types A, B, and C—are known to infect humans. The
B and C viruses circulate only in humans, with type C producing little illness.
Type A viruses, however, circulate not exclusively in humans but also in wild
aquatic birds, their natural reservoir. In addition, the type A viruses infect other
birds and several species of mammals. Influenza A viruses are subtyped based on
antigenic characteristics of their spike-like surface glycoproteins hemagglutinin
(HA) and neuraminidase (NA) (Dolin, 2001). Influenza B and C viruses also
carry HA and NA surface antigens, but they are not given subtype designations.

 Immunity to influenza depends on the formation of antibodies to the glyco-
protein surface antigens HA and NA (Dolin, 2001; Hilleman, 2002). However,
influenza viruses of types A and B are successful in evading pre-existing immu-
nity from prior infections or vaccination because HA and NA continuously evolve
(Dolin, 2001; CDC, 2002a). Replication of the genetic material in the influenza A
and B virus genomes is error-prone and there is no proofreading mechanism,
allowing for the accumulation of point mutations (Dolin, 2001; Hilleman, 2002;
Steinhauer and Skehel, 2002; Ziegler and Cox, 1999).  Such mutations in the
genes encoding the surface antigens lead to what is called antigenic drift. The
influenza A virus is also subject to antigenic shift—a major change in the HA or
NA antigens (e.g., from H1 to H2 or N1 to N2). Antigenic drift occurs often,
leading the need for annual influenza vaccination. Antigenic shift occurs less
frequently and is associated with increases in morbidity and mortality.

Vaccination is the primary means of reducing the impact of influenza. The
effectiveness of influenza vaccines depends, in part, on the match between the
viral strains used to produce them and the strains that actually circulate in the
subsequent influenza season. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Prac-
tices (ACIP) currently recommends influenza vaccination for persons 6 months
of age and older who are at increased risk for complications of influenza, all
persons 50 to 64 years old, and health care workers and others who can routinely
transmit influenza to those at high risk for complications (CDC, 2003c). Persons
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considered to be at high risk for complications from influenza include persons
aged 65 years or older; residents of nursing homes and chronic care facilities;
children and adults with chronic lung, heart, kidney, metabolic, or immune system
disorders; and women who will be in the second or third trimester of pregnancy
during influenza season.  The ACIP encourages, when feasible, the use of influ-
enza vaccine for children 6 to 23 months of age.

The majority of influenza vaccines currently approved for use in the United
States are inactivated (“killed virus”).2 A live attenuated intranasal influenza
vaccine was just approved by the FDA in June 2003 for use in the United States
in healthy individuals aged 5-49 years (DHHS, 2003). Current vaccines are
trivalent, produced using strains of influenza A(H1N1), influenza A(H3N2), and
influenza B viruses. Because of the continuing antigenic changes in these viruses,
new influenza vaccines are formulated each year based on information on the
viral strains that circulated during the previous season or are circulating at the
time in other parts of the world.

Adverse Neurological Events

The adverse events considered in this report—GBS, MS, and optic neuritis—
are primarily diseases involving demyelination of nerve cell axons in either the
central (CNS) or peripheral (PNS) nervous systems.

GBS is an acute, immune-mediated paralytic disorder of the peripheral ner-
vous system. Estimates of the annual incidence of GBS range from 0.4 to 4.0
cases per 100,000 population, with most studies pointing to a level of from 1 to 2
cases per 100,000 (Hughes and Rees, 1997; Magira et al., 2003). GBS occurs
throughout the year, and in the United States the condition is more likely to occur
in adults than in children (Asbury, 2000).

About two-thirds of GBS cases occur several days or weeks after an infec-
tious event (Hughes and Rees, 1997), commonly a diarrheal illness or a virus-like
upper-respiratory infection. From 20 percent to 40 percent of all GBS cases are
associated with Campylobacter jejuni infections (Buzby et al., 1997). Exposure
to certain vaccines has also been associated with an increased risk for GBS. The
potential association between GBS and influenza vaccines, most notably the 1976
swine influenza vaccine, has been widely studied and is the subject of this report.

The characteristic clinical feature of GBS is an acute, rapidly progressive,
symmetrical weakness, with loss of deep tendon reflexes, possible tingling in the
feet and hands, and muscle aches (myalgia). Approximately 85 percent of patients
will return to normal functioning within 6 to 9 months, but some patients experi-

2Inactivated influenza vaccines licensed for use in the United States for the 2002 influenza season
included FluShield (Wyeth Lederle); Fluvirin (Evans Vaccines, Ltd.); and Fluzone (Aventis Pasteur).
As of November 2002, Wyeth ceased producing FlueShield. The live attenuated vaccine FluMist is
manufactured by MedImmune Vaccines, Inc and marketed by Wyeth Vaccines.
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ence relapses or a prolonged disease course with residual neurological deficits
(Asbury, 2000; Joseph and Tsao, 2002). The mortality rate is 3-5 percent, with
patients succumbing to undetected respiratory failure, malfunction of the auto-
nomic nervous system, or to complications of immobility such as sepsis or
pulmonary embolism (Joseph and Tsao, 2002).

MS affects between 250,000 and 350,000 people in the United States and is
the most common inflammatory demyelinating disease of the CNS (Keegan and
Noseworthy, 2002). Its incidence and manifestations vary within the population.
The relapsing-remitting form, for example, occurs predominantly in females
(~1.6:1), but follows a more severe clinical course in males (Noseworthy et al.,
2000). The incidence of the disease is highest in persons between the ages of 20
and 40 years, but it is also diagnosed in children as young as 2 years and in older
individuals. The prevalence of the disease is between 50 and 250 cases per
100,000 population in high-risk areas such as the Scandinavian countries or the
northern United States, whereas it is less than 5 cases per 100,000 in Africa and
Japan (Waubant and Stuve, 2002).

Clinically, MS is characterized by a variety of neurological signs and symp-
toms, reflecting the occurrence of inflammatory demyelinating lesions through-
out the CNS. Common presenting symptoms include focal sensory deficits, focal
weakness, a loss of vision, double vision, imbalance, and fatigue. The severity of the
disease can range from subclinical forms that are diagnosed only after death from
other causes to hyperacute forms that lead to death within the first few months after
disease onset. The cause of MS remains elusive, but disease susceptibility appears
to involve both genetic and environmental factors. Genetic factors are reflected in
an increased risk of developing MS among family members of MS patients.

Optic neuritis is caused by an inflammation of the optic nerve, with lesions
occurring behind the orbit but anterior to the optic chiasm (IOM, 1994a). Symp-
toms include rapid vision loss, pain associated with eye movement, dimmed
vision, abnormal color vision, altered depth perception, and Uhthoff’s phenom-
enon (visual loss associated with an increase in body temperature) (IOM, 2001c).
The majority of cases resolve within a few weeks to months of onset. Optic
neuritis can occur as an isolated monophasic disease, or it may be a symptom of
other demyelinating diseases such as acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
(ADEM) or MS.

SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT

Causality

Guillain-Barré Syndrome

For its review of the epidemiologic evidence regarding a possible association
between influenza vaccination and GBS, the committee separated studies concern-
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ing the vaccines administered during the 1976 National Influenza Immunization
Program from studies concerning influenza vaccines administered in subsequent
years. The committee reviewed studies that presented data for the nation as a
whole and studies based on data for individual states or for military personnel.
Case reports were also reviewed, but the committee concluded that reports to
VAERS and other case reports submitted to the committee are uninformative
with respect to causality, although they are useful for hypothesis generation. Case
reports help describe the domain of concerns, but the data are usually uncorrobo-
rated clinical descriptions that are insufficient to permit meaningful comment or
to contribute to a causality argument. The analytical value of data from VAERS
and other passive surveillance systems is limited by such problems as under-
reporting, lack of detail, inconsistent diagnostic criteria, and inadequate denomi-
nator data (Ellenberg and Chen, 1997; Singleton et al., 1999).

1976 Swine Influenza Vaccine

Studies that examined the association between swine influenza vaccine and
GBS, including analysis and reanalysis of nationwide data (Schonberger et al
1979, Langmuir et al 1984), and state-based studies (Parkin et al., 1978; Marks
and Halpin, 1980; Breman and Hayner, 1984; Safranek et al., 1991) consistently
showed an increased risk of GBS for the vaccinated population (See Table 3).
The committee concludes that the evidence favors acceptance of a causal
relationship between 1976 swine influenza vaccine and Guillain-Barré syn-
drome in adults. Concerns that the evidence of increased risk found in the
original analysis of the national data might have been a reflection of inaccuracies
in ascertainment of GBS cases have been addressed in subsequent studies by
detailed and systematic reviews of clinical data to verify GBS diagnoses.

Although the studies of GBS among military personnel (Johnson, 1982;
Kurland et al., 1986) do not show an association with the 1976 swine influenza
vaccine, these studies have limitations that led the committee to discount their
findings in its evaluation of the evidence. Military personnel represent a more
limited age range than the civilian population and are typically healthier on
average than civilians of comparable ages. In addition, information bias may
have been present because estimates of the number of vaccinations administered
and the number of people serving in the military were not validated and the
accuracy of the data sources was not reported. Thus, these studies are limited in
their ability to contribute to the causality argument.

Influenza Vaccines Used after 1976

The committee reviewed several population-based surveillance studies
(Hurwitz et al., 1981; Kaplan et al., 1982, Lasky et al., 1998), a study of military
personnel (Roscelli et al., 1991), and two unpublished studies that were discussed
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by Chen (2003) at the committee’s public meeting (see Table 4). Their findings
were mixed. The studies differed in terms of their design, the case definitions for
GBS, their methods of case ascertainment, the size of the study populations, and
the influenza seasons covered. Compared with the 1976 immunization experi-
ence, vaccinations were administered over a longer period of time in the years
covered by these studies, making it more difficult to detect any increase that
might have occurred in a rare condition like GBS. Although immunization rates
were estimated to be much higher among U.S. Army personnel (Roscelli et al.,
1991), the relatively small size of the population vaccinated each year would
make detection of vaccine-attributable risk difficult. Because of the nature of
case reports, the information from VAERS added little to the committee’s ability
to assess causality.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship between GBS in adults and influenza vaccines
administered after 1976 (that is, subsequent to the swine influenza vaccine
program).

Multiple Sclerosis

The committee examined reports on epidemiological studies of relapses
among MS patients following influenza vaccination; separately it examined  a
smaller set of reports concerning the risk of MS onset. All these studies con-
cerned influenza vaccines used in various years, including the swine influenza
vaccines of 1976. The committee was also provided with VAERS summary
information (Haber, 2003). Reports from passive surveillance systems like
VAERS are of little assistance in assessing causality.

On the basis of the Confavreaux study (2001) and the consistent findings
from the other studies (Miller et al., 1997; Mokhtarian, 1997; Bamford et al.,
1978; Myers et al., 1977), the committee concludes that the evidence favors
rejection of a causal relationship between influenza vaccines and relapse of
multiple sclerosis in adults. Uncontrolled studies and case series (De Keyser et
al., 1998; Salvetti et al., 1995; Sibley et al., 1976) provide similar findings, but
given their nature they are of limited value in assessing causality. The occurrence
of relapse is rare and the power to detect increased risk is limited.

Few studies have examined the association between influenza vaccination
and the onset of MS. Only one study (DeStefano et al., 2003) provided a thorough
description of the study methods and outcomes. It  found no increase in the risk of
onset of MS associated with influenza vaccination, but in the absence of confir-
mation from other sources, the committee concludes that the evidence is inade-
quate to accept or reject a causal relationship between influenza vaccines
and incident MS in adults. However, the biological mechanisms involved in the
onset of MS are presumed to be related to those involved in relapse. With the
epidemiological data favoring the rejection of a causal relationship between
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influenza vaccines and relapse of MS, the committee sees no reason to suspect
that a causal relationship might exist between influenza vaccines and onset of MS.

Because the available studies did not consistently report ages (some did not
report age at all, and detail is lacking in studies that did report age, for example,
reporting average age without a range) and none of the studies specifically
included children, the committee could not reach a conclusion on causality in the
children’s age group, but it also could not clearly define the lower age limit for its
conclusion in adults.

Optic Neuritis

With a single epidemiologic study available (DeStefano et al., 2003), the
committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and optic neuritis in adults.
VAERS data and case reports have limited value in assessments of causality.
Because the available studies that examined optic neuritis did not specifically
include children, the committee could not reach a conclusion on causality in the
children’s age group, but also could not clearly define the lower age limit for its
conclusion in adults.

Other Demyelinating Neurological Conditions

Several case reports have been published mentioning the occurrence of other
neurological disorders (e.g., acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, transverse
myelitis) after influenza vaccination (Saito et al., 1980; Yahr and Lobo-Antunes,
1972; Bakshi and Mazziotta, 1996; Larner and Farmer, 2000 ). Other neurologi-
cal conditions were reported from the surveillance system set-up during the 1976
National Influenza Immunization Program, but the data were not sufficient to
assess causality (Retailliau et al., 1980). No other epidemiological studies were
identified. Based on the nature of case reports and the paucity of epidemiological
data, the committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship between influenza vaccines and other demyeli-
nating neurological disorders.

Children and Influenza Vaccines

Influenza vaccine is generally administered to adults, and relatively few
studies have reported data concerning any neurological complications observed
in children. Currently, ACIP encourages influenza immunization for children
ages 6-23 months (CDC, 2003c). A recommendation for annual routine influenza
immunization in that age group may be made within the near future (CDC,
2003c). Given concerns that demyelinating neurological disorders might follow
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receipt of influenza vaccines, the committee describes the relevant data in chil-
dren, specifically focusing on the age group 6-23 months .

The published reports concerning the 1976 swine influenza vaccine and GBS
(Schonberger et al., 1979; Marks and Halpin, 1980; Breman and Hayner, 1984)
and the reports on the safety of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in children
(Neuzil et al., 2001; Gonzalez et al., 2000; Piedra et al., 1993) did not directly
examine the relationship between influenza vaccines and demyelinating neuro-
logical disorders in children. These studies use a broad and varied definition of
“children,” and the small number of children in the studies limit the ability to
detect rare neurological outcomes, such as GBS and MS. The committee reviewed
one unpublished study that reported no cases of MS or other demyelinating
disorders in children (France, 2003), but the unpublished nature of the study and
the small number of cases limit its use in assessing causality. No published
studies directly examined receipt of influenza vaccines and the occurrence of
demyelinating neurological disorders in children. Thus, based on the lack of
direct published evidence on influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological
disorders in children, especially those aged 6-23 months, the committee con-
cludes that there is no evidence bearing on a causal relationship between
influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological disorders in children aged
6-23 months.

Biological Mechanisms

In its assessment of the possibility of a relationship between influenza vac-
cines and neurological complications, the committee hypothesized two general
ways vaccine could lead to neurological complications: immune-mediated pro-
cesses and neurotoxic effects.

Infection can induce immune-mediated tissue injury. In most cases, this
injury is short-lived and resolves as the immune system eliminates active infec-
tion. The injury is a consequence of the immune response to the foreign invader,
and when the invader is eliminated, the damaging immune process ceases. In
some diseases, however, infection appears to induce an injurious immune response
in the form of T and B cells that are directed, at least in part, against self antigens.
This autoimmune injury must be distinguished from immune-mediated injury
that results from persistent but undetected infection.

The two major mechanisms proposed to account for the activation of self-
reactive T and B cells and the induction of autoimmunity by infection are molecular
mimicry and bystander activation (see IOM 2002b for a complete review of this
issue).  Molecular mimicry is a mechanism by which an antigenic epitope from an
infectious agent or other exogenous substance that is structurally similar to
(mimics) an epitope of a self-molecule has the potential to trigger the activation
of self-reactive, naïve T or B lymphocytes.  Bystander activation results when an
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infection creates environmental conditions that allow the activation of self-
reactive T and B cells that are normally held in check. For example, tissue
damage from an infection (or an inflammatory process) can lead to the liberation
or exposure of host antigens in a context that allows for presentation to, activation
of, and expansion of self-reactive lymphocytes.

It is conceivable that vaccine antigens could mimic self (host), that stimula-
tion from vaccines could trigger bystander activation just as an infectious organ-
ism does, and that either or both of these potentially damaging mechanisms could
possibly lead to the development of central or peripheral demyelinating disease.
There is no reason in theory why influenza virus antigens, or other substances in
the vaccines (e.g., residual traces of constituents from the production process),
could not function in this way. Thus, there is a theoretical basis for influenza
vaccines to induce immune responses that could possibly lead to demyelination.
As discussed in the subsequent section, however, the evidence in support of this
theory is limited, and some is indirect.

The following biological evidence relates to the theory that influenza vac-
cines could be associated with neurological complications:

• Bystander activation.  Animal models (Hjorth et al., 1984; Ziegler et al.,
1983) show that under contrived experimental conditions inoculation with influ-
enza vaccines in combination with myelin antigens (as tissue or gangliosides)
leads to demyelinating diseases similar in many respects to GBS. Animal models
of MS-like CNS demyelination also exist but have not been linked to influenza
viruses or vaccines. In models of peripheral demyelination (EAN-like disease
and EN), influenza vaccines had adjuvant properties in the presence of neural
antigens. For this model to operate during routine human use of influenza vac-
cine, neural injury would have to be initiated during the immunization process to
release neural antigens with which the vaccine would act as adjuvant, or influ-
enza vaccines would have to contain myelin (which has not been shown) or other
components that mimic myelin.

• Molecular mimicry.  Evidence related to molecular mimicry is mixed.
1. No direct evidence shows that influenza antigens or other vaccine compo-

nents act as molecular mimics of self antigens in the nervous system.
Although two older studies demonstrated similarities in amino acid
sequences between the myelin protein P2 and the influenza A virus protein
NS2, there is no evidence that this sequence similarity leads to structural
similarity or that NS2 can elicit host autoantibodies. In addition, NS2 is
not likely to be found in influenza vaccines.

2. A strong set of data indicate that C. jejuni antigens can trigger GBS
through molecular mimicry. Influenza vaccines are made using viruses
cultivated in eggs, and eggs can be contaminated with C. jejuni. Although
the production of the 1976 swine influenza vaccine by four different
manufacturers with four different proprietary seed viruses and different
egg sources makes widespread C. jejuni contamination seem highly
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unlikely, the available evidence cannot exclude the possibility that C. jejuni
antigens were present in the vaccines from all four manufacturers.

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for biological
mechanisms related to immune-mediated processes, including molecular
mimicry and bystander activation, by which receipt of any influenza vaccine
could possibly influence an individual’s risk of developing the neurological
complications of GBS, MS, or other demyelinating conditions such as optic
neuritis. In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the
direct neurotoxic effect of influenza vaccines, the committee concludes that
this mechanism is only theoretical.

SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT

The committee considered the significance of the concern that influenza
vaccines might increase the risk of developing neurological complications such
as GBS or MS. The scientific assessment provided support for a link between
GBS and the 1976 influenza vaccines, but the evidence for other outcomes or for
vaccines for other years was inadequate to support a conclusion or favored no
association. Vaccination plays a key role in efforts to reduce the annual impact of
influenza infections, making it important that any vaccine-related risks be identi-
fied and evaluated.

Influenza vaccine is an essential tool for reducing the substantial burden of
morbidity and mortality associated with influenza infections each year. Not only
is the yearly disease toll high, but the prospect of an influenza pandemic is a
serious concern to many. If the viral strains used to produce the vaccine are
closely matched to the viral strains circulating during the influenza season, vacci-
nation may prevent illness (although not necessarily infection) in 70 to 90 percent
of healthy children as young as 6 months of age and healthy adults under age 65.
(CDC, 2002b). Vaccination is only 30 to 40 percent effective in preventing
illness in older and more frail individuals, but it is 50 to 60 percent effective in
preventing hospitalization and 80 percent effective in preventing deaths (CDC,
2002a).

 Influenza vaccine must be given every year and is recommended for large
segments of the population, making it the one of the most widely used vaccines in
the United States. Because the vaccine is used so widely and may be recom-
mended for regular administration to young children, the possibility of vaccine-
related adverse events must be given serious consideration. In its scientific assess-
ment, the committee found support for a causal association between the vaccine
used in 1976 and GBS. But it found no support for an association with relapses of
MS, and inconclusive evidence regarding influenza vaccines used in other years
and other neurological conditions. The committee found no evidence bearing on
a causal relationship between influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological
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disorders in children aged 6-23 months. GBS is a serious condition, but it is rare
and the additional risk related to vaccination in 1976 translated into fewer than
6 cases per million vaccinees (Langmuir et al., 1984). By contrast, influenza
contributes to an annual average of 13.8 deaths per 100,000 (36,000 deaths,
majority are 65 years of age or older) and to an annual excess of 49 pneumonia
and influenza related hospitalizations per 100,000 (114,000 hospitalizations)
(Thompson et al., 2003; Simonsen et al., 2000). It is important to fully understand
any risk for GBS or other neurological complication that might be associated
with influenza vaccination to ensure that it can be appropriately weighed against
the sizable burden of illness associated with influenza infections.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE

Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the recommenda-
tions for influenza vaccination by any of the national or federal vaccine
advisory bodies on the basis of concerns about neurological complications.
Current and future immunization policies should continue to reflect the
benefits of influenza vaccination.

Research

With a vaccine as widely used as influenza vaccine, the committee considers
it important to pursue research and research-related activities aimed at ensuring
that any risk of GBS or other neurological complications is minimized.

Surveillance and Epidemiological Studies

Even though use of the vaccine generally appears to pose minimal risk of
adverse neurological events, the strong association between the 1976 vaccine and
GBS points to the need for appropriate vigilance through adequate surveillance
systems and for better tools to support studies of rare adverse events. The com-
mittee recommends increased surveillance of adverse events associated with
influenza vaccination of children, with particular attentiveness to detecting
and assessing potential neurological complications. Enhanced surveillance
should be in place before an ACIP recommendation is implemented for
universal annual influenza vaccination of young children.

Better methods are needed to identify and assess risks for rare outcomes such
as the neurological complications considered in this report. The scale of the 1976
vaccination program helped make detection of the link with GBS feasible. The
committee recommends efforts to develop techniques for the detection and
evaluation of rare adverse events and encourages the use of administrative
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databases and the standardization of immunization records as part of this
effort.

Basic and Clinical Science

Despite improvements over the past 25 years in the broad understanding of
the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases, and of GBS in particular, the exact
mechanisms by which the 1976 influenza vaccine precipitated this adverse out-
come remain unknown. To gain further insight into these mechanisms, the com-
mittee sees a need for additional basic and clinical research on influenza viruses,
the composition and immunological properties of the 1976 vaccine, immunologi-
cal responses to vaccines in general, and host characteristics that may affect
susceptibility to adverse events.

There is a need to better understand the immunological responses in recipi-
ents of the 1976 swine influenza vaccine who experienced GBS. One avenue of
inquiry should be the pathogenesis of influenza viruses in general and the swine
influenza strain (A/New Jersey/76) in particular to learn whether and how strains
might differ in their ability or predisposition to produce neurological injury. The
committee supports ongoing research aimed at better understanding the
pathogenesis of influenza and encourages efforts to anticipate which strains
might be more neurologically active.

 Although the 1976 influenza vaccine was produced under atypical condi-
tions, with the four manufacturers given less time than usual while being asked to
produce much larger quantities than in previous years, there is no evidence that
the speed of manufacture or volume of production produced lapses that could
have led to a faulty vaccine.  The increased risk of GBS associated with the 1976
swine influenza vaccine appeared consistent for vaccine from the four different
manufacturers, for the monovalent and bivalent vaccines, and for the whole- and
split-virus vaccines. The consistency of the risk across the sources and types of
vaccine argues against, but does not rule out, problems related to the manufactur-
ing process. Issues that might be investigated include whether there was some-
thing atypical about the nonviral components of the swine influenza vaccines
and, if so, identifying it and determining whether it can be controlled.

The use of eggs to produce vaccine-strain influenza virus suggests the possi-
bility that unrecognized antigens might have been present in the 1976 vaccine.
C. jejuni infection is a recognized risk factor for GBS, possibly acting through
molecular mimicry, and C. jejuni commonly infects chickens. Although the com-
mittee concluded that molecular mimicry is only theoretically possible as an
immune mechanism by which influenza vaccines may cause GBS, the evidence
that C. jejuni antigens can trigger GBS is strong, and the possibility cannot be
excluded that C. jejuni antigens were present in swine influenza vaccine from all
four manufacturers of the 1976 swine influenza vaccine. Although stocks of the
1976 vaccine are unlikely available, the committee recommends that if
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samples of the influenza vaccines used in 1976 are available, they should be
analyzed for the presence of C. jejuni antigens, NS1 or NS2 proteins, or other
possible contaminants. The 1976 vaccines should be compared with current
and other historical influenza vaccines.

Studies in animals (Hjorth et al., 1984; Ziegler et al., 1983) have provided at
least some basis for considering bystander activation as a potential mechanism by
which influenza vaccines could cause GBS or related neurological complications.
As it did in a previous report (IOM, 2002a), the committee recommends contin-
ued research using animal and in vitro models, as well as with humans, on
the mechanisms of immune-mediated neurological diseases that might be
associated with exposure to vaccines.

Genetic factors are known to be an important source of variability in the
responses of the human immune system and in the risks of autoimmune disease.
At present, understanding of the complex interactions among genetic variables
and environmental exposures, including vaccines and wild-type infectious organ-
isms, remains incomplete. The committee recommends continued research
efforts aimed at identifying genetic variability in human immune system
responsiveness as a way to gain a better understanding of genetic susceptibility
to vaccine-based adverse events.

Communication

A broader framework for influenza vaccine issues is critical for substantial
progress in vaccination rates to be achieved. A rigorous, systematic identification
of the influences that affect experts’ and subpopulations’ views and decisions
about vaccines is an important step toward developing such a framework
(Bostrom, 1997).  Despite the studies that have been conducted to date, a compre-
hensive context has not yet been compiled for the influenza vaccine.  The com-
mittee recommends that research be supported to conduct investigations
that would deepen and expand the knowledge available from existing studies
and more effectively organize what is currently known from these and future
projects.  Comprehensive influence diagrams of expert and at-risk populations’
views of the vaccine are needed to provide a broader context and reveal richer
insights than are possible from a review of currently available studies.
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BOX ES-1 Committee Conclusions and Recommendations

SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT
Causality Conclusions

The committee concludes that the evidence favors acceptance of a causal re-
lationship between 1976 swine influenza vaccine and Guillain-Barré syndrome in
adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between GBS in adults and influenza vaccines administered
after 1976 (that is, subsequent to the swine influenza vaccine program).

The committee concludes that the evidence favors rejection of a causal rela-
tionship between influenza vaccines and relapse of multiple sclerosis in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and incident MS in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and optic neuritis in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and other demyelinating neurolog-
ical disorders.

The committee concludes that there is no evidence bearing on a causal rela-
tionship between influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological disorders in
children aged 6-23 months.

Biological Mechanisms Conclusions

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for biological mecha-
nisms related to immune-mediated processes, including molecular mimicry and
bystander activation, by which receipt of any influenza vaccine could possibly influ-
ence an individual’s risk of developing the neurological complications of GBS, MS,
or other demyelinating conditions such as optic neuritis.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the direct neuro-
toxic effect of influenza vaccines, the committee concludes that this mechanism is
only theoretical.

continued
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PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE RECOMMENDATIONS
Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the recommendations
for influenza vaccination by any of the national or federal vaccine advisory bodies
on the basis of concerns about neurological complications. Current and future
immunization policies should continue to reflect the benefits of influenza vaccination.

Research

The committee recommends increased surveillance of adverse events associ-
ated with influenza vaccination of children, with particular attentiveness to detect-
ing and assessing potential neurological complications. Enhanced surveillance
should be in place before an ACIP recommendation is implemented for universal
annual influenza vaccination of young children.

The committee recommends efforts to develop techniques for the detection
and evaluation of rare adverse events and encourages the use of administrative
databases and the standardization of immunization records as part of this effort.

Basic Science and Clinical Research

The committee supports ongoing research aimed at better understanding the
pathogenesis of influenza and encourages efforts to anticipate which strains might
be more neurologically active.

Although stocks of the 1976 vaccine are unlikely available, the committee
recommends that if samples of the influenza vaccines used in 1976 are available,
they should be analyzed for the presence of C. jejuni antigens, NS1 or NS2 pro-
teins, or other possible contaminants. The 1976 vaccines should be compared
with current and other historical influenza vaccines.

The committee recommends continued research using animal and in vitro
models, as well as with humans, on the mechanisms of immune-mediated neuro-
logical diseases that might be associated with exposure to vaccines.

The committee recommends continued research efforts aimed at identifying
genetic variability in human immune system responsiveness as a way to gain a
better understanding of genetic susceptibility to vaccine-based adverse events.

Communication

The committee recommends that research be supported to conduct investiga-
tions that would deepen and expand the knowledge available from existing studies
and more effectively organize what is currently known from these and future projects.

BOX ES-1 continued
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Immunization Safety Review:
Influenza Vaccines and

Neurological Complications

Immunization to protect children and adults from many infectious diseases is
one of the greatest achievements of public health. Immunization is not without
risks, however. It is well established, for example, that the oral polio vaccine on
rare occasion has caused paralytic polio and that vaccines sometimes produce
anaphylactic shock. Given the widespread use of vaccines, state mandates requir-
ing vaccination of children for entry into school, college, or day care, and the
importance of ensuring that trust in immunization programs is justified, it is
essential that safety concerns receive assiduous attention.

The Immunization Safety Review Committee was established by the Insti-
tute of Medicine (IOM) to evaluate the evidence on possible causal associations
between immunizations and certain adverse outcomes, and to then present con-
clusions and recommendations. The committee’s mandate also includes assessing
the broader significance for society of these immunization safety issues.

This seventh report from the committee examines the hypothesis that influ-
enza vaccines are associated with an increased risk of neurological complica-
tions, particularly Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) and multiple sclerosis (MS).

THE CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

Challenges to the safety of immunizations are prominent in public and scien-
tific debate. Given these persistent and growing concerns about immunization
safety, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) recognized the need for an independent, expert group
to address immunization safety in a timely and objective manner. The IOM has
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been involved in such issues since the 1970s. (A brief chronology can be found in
Appendix C.) In 1999, because of IOM’s previous work and its access to inde-
pendent scientific experts, CDC and NIH began a year of discussions with IOM
to develop the Immunization Safety Review project, which would address both
emerging and existing vaccine safety issues.

The Immunization Safety Review Committee is responsible for examining a
broad variety of immunization safety concerns. Committee members have exper-
tise in pediatrics, neurology, immunology, internal medicine, infectious diseases,
genetics, epidemiology, biostatistics, risk perception and communication, deci-
sion analysis, public health, nursing, and ethics. While all of the committee
members share the view that immunization is generally beneficial, none of them
has a vested interest in the specific immunization safety issues that come before
the group. Additional discussion of the committee composition can be found in
the Foreword, written by Dr. Harvey Fineberg, President of the IOM.

The committee is charged with examining up to three immunization safety
hypotheses each year during the three-year study period (2001–2003). These
hypotheses are selected by the Interagency Vaccine Group (IAVG), whose mem-
bers represent several units of the Department of Health and Human Services: the
CDC’s National Vaccine Program Office, National Immunization Program, and
National Center for Infectious Diseases; the NIH’s National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases; the Food and Drug Administration; the Health Resources
and Services Administration’s National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program;
and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (formerly the Health Care
Financing Administration). The IAVG includes representation from the Depart-
ment of Defense and the Agency for International Development as well.

For each topic, the Immunization Safety Review Committee reviews relevant
literature and submissions by interested parties, holds an open scientific meeting,
and directly follows the open meeting with a 1- to 2-day closed meeting to
formulate its conclusions and recommendations. The committee’s findings are
released to the public in a brief consensus report 60 to 90 days after its meeting.

The committee is charged with assessing both the scientific evidence regard-
ing the hypotheses under review and the significance of the issues for society.

• The scientific assessment has two components: (1) an examination of the
epidemiologic and clinical evidence regarding a possible causal relationship
between exposure to the vaccine and the adverse event; and (2) an examination of
theory and experimental or observational evidence from in vitro, animal, or human
studies regarding biological mechanisms that might be relevant to the hypothesis.

• The significance assessment addresses such considerations as the burden
of the health risks associated with both the vaccine-preventable disease and the
adverse event. Other considerations may include the perceived intensity of public
or professional concern, or the feasibility of additional research to help resolve
scientific uncertainty regarding causality.
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The findings of the scientific and significance assessments provide the basis
for the committee’s recommendations regarding the public health response to the
issue. In particular, the committee addresses any needs for a review of immuniza-
tion policy, for current and future research, and for effective communication
strategies. See Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the committee’s charge.

THE STUDY PROCESS

The committee held an initial organizational meeting in January 2001. CDC
and NIH presented the committee’s charge at the meeting, and the committee
then conducted a general review of immunization safety concerns. At this initial
meeting, the committee also determined the basic methodology to be used for
assessing causality in the hypotheses to be considered at subsequent meetings. A
website (www.iom.edu/imsafety) and a listserv were created to provide public
access to information about the committee’s work and to facilitate communica-
tion with the committee. The conclusions and recommendations of the
committee’s reports thus far (see Box 1) are summarized in Appendix A.

For its evaluation of the question concerning influenza vaccines and neuro-
logical complications, the committee held an open scientific meeting in March
2003 (see Appendix B) to hear presentations on issues germane to the topic.
These presentations are available in electronic form (audio files and slides) on the
project website (www.iom.edu/imsafety). In addition, the committee reviewed an
extensive collection of material, primarily from the published, peer-reviewed
scientific and medical literature. A list of the materials reviewed by the com-
mittee, including many items not cited in this report, can be found on the project’s
website.

THE FRAMEWORK FOR SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT

Causality

The Immunization Safety Review Committee has adopted the framework for
assessing causality developed by previous IOM committees (IOM, 1991; 1994a,b)
convened under the congressional mandate of P.L. 99-660 to address questions of
immunization safety. The categories of causal conclusions used by the committee
are as follows:

1. No evidence
2. Evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship
3. Evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship
4. Evidence favors acceptance of a causal relationship
5. Evidence establishes a causal relationship.
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BOX 1
Previous Reports of the Immunization Safety Review Committee

Immunization Safety Review: Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccine and Autism (IOM,
2001a)

Immunization Safety Review: Thimerosal-Containing Vaccines and Neuro-
developmental Disorders (IOM, 2001b)

Immunization Safety Review: Multiple Immunizations and Immune Dysfunction
(IOM, 2002b)

Immunization Safety Review: Hepatitis B Vaccine and Demyelinating Neurological
Disorders (IOM, 2002a)

Immunization Safety Review: SV40 Contamination of Polio Vaccine and Cancer
(IOM, 2002c)

Immunization Safety Review: Vaccinations and Sudden Unexpected Death in
Infancy (IOM, 2003)

Assessments begin from a position of neutrality regarding the specific immu-
nization safety hypothesis under review. That is, there is no presumption that a
specific vaccine (or vaccine component) does or does not cause the adverse event
in question. The weight of the available clinical and epidemiologic evidence
determines whether it is possible to shift from that neutral position to a finding for
causality (“the evidence favors acceptance of a causal relationship”) or against
causality (“the evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship”). The com-
mittee does not conclude that the vaccine does not cause the adverse event merely
if the evidence is inadequate to support causality. Instead, it maintains a neutral
position, concluding that the “evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal
relationship.”

Although no firm rules establish the amount of evidence or the quality of the
evidence required to support a specific category of causality conclusion, the
committee uses standard epidemiologic criteria to guide its decisions. The most
definitive category is “establishes causality,” which is reserved for those relation-
ships in which the causal link is unequivocal, as with the oral polio vaccine and
vaccine-associated paralytic polio or with anaphylactic reactions to vaccine
administration (IOM 1991; 1994a). The next category, “favors acceptance” of a
causal relationship, reflects evidence that is strong and generally convincing,
although not firm enough to be described as unequivocal or established. “Favors
rejection” is the strongest category in the negative direction. (The category of
“establishes no causal relationship” is not used because it is virtually impossible
to prove the absence of a relationship with the same surety that is possible in
establishing the presence of one.)
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If the evidence is not reasonably convincing either in support of or against
causality, the category “inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship” is
used. Evidence that is sparse, conflicting, of weak quality, or merely sugges-
tive—whether toward or away from causality—falls into this category. Under
these circumstances, some authors of similar assessments use phrases such as
“the evidence does not presently support a causal association.” The committee
believes, however, that such language does not make the important distinction
between evidence indicating that a relationship does not exist (category 3) and
evidence that is indeterminate with regard to causality (category 2).

The category of “no evidence” is reserved for those cases in which there is a
complete absence of clinical or epidemiologic evidence.

The sources of evidence considered by the committee in its assessment of
causality include epidemiologic and clinical studies directly addressing the ques-
tion at hand. That is, the data are specifically related to the effects of the vaccine(s)
under review and the adverse health outcome(s) under review—in this report, the
effects of influenza vaccination on the risk of neurological complications.

Epidemiologic studies carry the most weight in a causality assessment. These
studies measure health-related exposures and outcomes in a defined set of sub-
jects and use that information to make inferences about the nature and strength of
associations between such exposures and outcomes in the overall population
from which the study sample was drawn. Epidemiologic studies can be catego-
rized as observational or experimental (clinical trial) and as uncontrolled
(descriptive) or controlled (analytic). Among the various study designs, experi-
mental studies generally have the advantage of random assignment to exposures
and are therefore the most influential in assessing causality. Uncontrolled obser-
vational studies are important but are generally considered less definitive than
controlled studies. In uncontrolled observational studies, where observations are
made over time, confounding factors such as changing case definitions or improv-
ing case detection may affect the apparent incidence and prevalence of the adverse
outcomes studied.

Case reports and case series are generally inadequate by themselves to estab-
lish causality. Despite the limitations of case reports, the causality argument for
at least one vaccine-related adverse event (the relationship between vaccines
containing tetanus toxoid and Guillain-Barré syndrome) was strengthened most
by a single, well-documented case report on recurrence of the adverse event
following re-administration of the vaccine, a situation referred to as a “rechallenge”
(IOM, 1994a).

Biological Mechanisms

The committee’s causality assessments must be guided by an understanding
of relevant biological processes. Therefore the committee’s scientific assessment
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includes consideration of biological mechanisms1 by which immunizations might
cause an adverse event. The evidence reviewed comes from human, animal, and
in vitro studies of biological or pathophysiological processes relevant to the
question before the committee.

When convincing statistical or clinical evidence of causality is available,
biological data add support. But this committee is often faced with circumstances
in which the epidemiologic evidence is judged inadequate to accept or reject a
causal association between a vaccine exposure and an adverse event of concern.
It is then left with the task of examining proposed or conceivable biological
mechanisms that might be operating if an epidemiologically sound association
could be shown between a vaccine exposure and an adverse event. The biological
data alone cannot be invoked as proof of causality, however.

The committee has established three general categories of evidence on bio-
logical mechanisms:

1. Theoretical. A reasonable mechanism can be hypothesized that is com-
mensurate with scientific knowledge and does not contradict known physical and
biological principles, but has not been demonstrated in whole or in part in humans
or animal models. Postulated mechanisms by which a vaccine might cause a
specific adverse event but for which no coherent theory exists would not qualify
for this category. Thus, “theoretical” is not a default category, but one that requires
thoughtful and biologically meaningful suppositions.

2. Experimental. A mechanism can be shown to operate in in vitro systems,
animals, or humans. But experimental evidence often describes mechanisms that
represent only a portion of the pathological process required for expression of
disease. Showing that multiple portions of a process operate in reasonable experi-
mental models strengthens the case that the mechanisms could possibly result in
disease in humans.

Some experimental evidence is derived under highly contrived conditions.
For example, achieving the results of interest may require extensive manipulation
of the genetics of an animal system, or in vivo or in vitro exposures to a vaccine
antigen that are extreme in terms of dose, route, or duration. Other experimental
evidence is derived under less contrived conditions. For example, a compelling
animal or in vitro model might demonstrate a pathologic process analogous to
human disease when a vaccine antigen is administered under conditions similar
to human use. Experimental evidence can also come from studies in humans. In
any case, biological evidence is distinct from the epidemiologic evidence obtained
from randomized controlled trials and other population-based studies that are the
basis for the causality assessment.

1For a discussion of the evolution of the terminology concerning biological mechanisms, see the
committee’s earlier reports (IOM, 2001a,b, 2002a,b).
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3. Evidence that the mechanism results in known disease in humans. For
example, the wild-type infection causes the adverse health outcome associated
with the vaccine, or another vaccine has been demonstrated to cause the same
adverse outcome by the same or a similar mechanism. Data from population-
based studies of the risk of adverse outcomes following vaccination constitute
evidence regarding causality, not biological mechanisms.

If the committee identifies evidence of biological mechanisms that could be
operating, it offers a summary judgment of that body of evidence as weak,
moderate, or strong. Although the committee tends to judge biological evidence
in humans as “stronger” than biological evidence from highly contrived animal
models or in vitro systems, the summary judgment of the strength of the evidence
also depends on the quantity (e.g., number of studies or number of subjects in a
study) and quality (e.g., the nature of the experimental system or study design) of
the evidence. Obviously, the conclusions drawn from this review depend both on
the specific data and scientific judgment. To ensure that its own summary judg-
ment is defensible, the committee aims to be as explicit as possible regarding the
strengths and limitations of the biological data.

The committee’s examination of biological mechanisms reflects its opinion
that available information on possible biological explanations for a relationship
between immunization and an adverse event should influence the design of epi-
demiologic studies and analyses. Similarly, the consideration of confounders and
effect modifiers is essential in epidemiologic studies and depends on an under-
standing of the biological phenomena that could underlie or explain the observed
statistical relationship. The identification of sound biological mechanisms can
also guide the development of an appropriate research agenda and aid policy-
makers, who frequently must make decisions without having definitive informa-
tion regarding causality.

In addition, investigating and understanding possible biological mechanisms
is often of value even if the available epidemiologic evidence suggests the absence
of a causal association. A review of biological data could give support to the
negative causality assessment, for example, or it could prompt a reconsideration
or further investigation of the epidemiologic findings. If new epidemiologic
studies were to question the existing causality assessment, the biological data
could gain prominence in the new assessments.

Published and Unpublished Data

Published reports carry the most weight in the committee’s assessment
because their methods and findings are laid out in enough detail to be assessed.
Furthermore, those published works that undergo a rigorous peer review are
subject to comment and criticism by the entire scientific community. In general,
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the committee cannot rely heavily on unpublished data in making its scientific
assessments (regarding either causality or biological mechanisms) because they
usually lack the commentary and criticism provided by peer review and must
therefore be interpreted with caution. The committee also relies on editorial and
peer-review procedures to ensure the disclosure of potential conflicts of interest
that might be related to sources of funding of the research studies. The committee
does not investigate the sources of funding of the published research reports it
reviews, nor do funding sources influence the committee’s interpretation of the
evidence.

Unpublished data and other reports that have not undergone peer review do
have value, however, and are often considered by the committee. They might be
used, for example, in support of a body of published, peer-reviewed literature
with similar findings. If the committee concluded that the unpublished data were
well described, had been obtained using sound methodology, and presented very
clear results, the committee could report, with sufficient caveats in the discus-
sion, how the unpublished data fit with the entire body of published literature.
Only in extraordinary circumstances, however, could an unpublished study refute
a body of published literature.

The Immunization Safety Review Committee’s scope of work includes con-
sideration of clinical topics for which high-quality experimental studies are rarely
available. Although many other panels making clinical recommendations using
evidence-based methods are able to require that randomized trials be available to
reach strong conclusions, the IOM committee was convened specifically to assess
topics that are of immediate concern yet for which data of any kind may just be
emerging. Given the unique nature of this project, therefore, the committee
deemed it important to review and consider as much information as possible,
including unpublished reports. The committee does not perform primary or sec-
ondary analyses of unpublished data, however. In reviewing unpublished material,
the committee applies generally accepted standards for assessing the quality of
scientific evidence, as described above. (All unpublished data reviewed by the
committee and cited in this report are available—in the form reviewed by the
committee—through the public access files of the National Academies. Informa-
tion about the public access files is available at 202-334-3543 or www.national-
academies.org/publicaccess.)

UNDER REVIEW:
INFLUENZA VACCINES AND NEUROLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS

The Immunization Safety Review Committee was asked to examine the
hypothesis that a causal relationship might exist between receipt of influenza
vaccines and neurological complications. In the United States, concern about
such adverse neurological events is most prominently linked to cases of Guillain-
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Barré syndrome (GBS) that occurred following the administration of influenza
vaccine to between 40-45 million people in the 1976 National Influenza Immuni-
zation Program (CDC, 2003c; Langmuir et al., 1984).

This federally funded immunization program was aimed at averting the
possibility of an outbreak of a type of influenza—“swine flu”—thought to be
related to the virus that caused a massive global epidemic in 1918–1919. Although
production of a vaccine was slowed by technical problems as well as by negotia-
tions between the government and manufacturers over the purchase contracts and
liability protections, ultimately, the production, distribution, and administration
of the swine influenza vaccine was successfully implemented.  However, the
vaccination program was halted in December 1976 when no pandemic was evi-
dent and after more than 500 cases of GBS were reported among U.S. vaccinees,
which appeared to be associated with the vaccine (Kitch et al., 1999).

When a CDC-sponsored study showed a statistically significant association
between vaccination and an increase in the risk of GBS during the 10 weeks
following vaccination, the federal government agreed to accept liability for all
cases of GBS with onset falling within this period (Kitch et al., 1999). More than
$90 million was paid by the government to cover claims on these cases. The large
scale of the program and the administration of vaccine within a narrow time
window offered an opportunity to identify a vaccine-related event as rare as GBS.
The detection of such a rare and unexpected event such as the association of the
vaccine with GBS was facilitated by the large number of doses of vaccine admin-
istered in a narrow time window. The program also demonstrated the role of
resource-intensive surveillance for rare adverse events and the significance of
liability concerns, both for the government and vaccine manufacturers.

The committee’s review of the evidence concerning risks that might be
associated with influenza vaccines had to take into account a distinctive feature
of the vaccine: its formulation changes from year to year to reflect changes in the
strains of influenza virus circulating in the population. As a result, the question
before the committee actually concerns many different influenza vaccines rather
than a single, consistent product used over many years. In terms of the neurologi-
cal outcomes of concern, GBS is the most widely cited. Other outcomes con-
sidered by the committee are multiple sclerosis (MS) and optic neuritis. Key
features of influenza, influenza viruses, and influenza vaccines are described
below, followed by brief overviews of these outcomes.

Influenza and Influenza Vaccines

Influenza

Influenza is an acute and highly contagious viral respiratory disease that
occurs worldwide. Up to 20 percent of the population may be infected in a single
year (Palese and Garcia-Sastre, 2002). Although some infections are subclinical,
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influenza is responsible for substantial morbidity and mortality. The elderly,
young children, and persons with chronic cardiac or pulmonary diseases are
generally at greatest risk for fatal complications (Dolin, 2001). In the United
States alone, the disease is now estimated to contribute to an average of 36,000
deaths each year, a toll that has risen as the population has aged (Thompson et al.,
2003).

The incidence of influenza peaks during the winter months in temperate
zones, but infections occur year-round in the tropics (Dolin, 2001). The extent
and severity of influenza infections can vary widely from year to year. The
disease frequently reaches epidemic levels and periodically becomes pandemic—
referring to high levels of infection worldwide that are not necessarily associated
with an unusually severe form of the disease (Kilbourne and Arden, 1999). The
1918–1919 pandemic, however, resulted in the deaths of an estimated 500,000
persons in the United States and 20 to 50 million persons worldwide, including
large numbers of young adults (CDC, 2002a).

The influenza viruses infect the respiratory epithelium. Onset of illness is
often abrupt, with systemic symptoms that include fever, chills, headache,
myalgias and respiratory signs such as cough and sore throat. In uncomplicated
cases, acute illness typically resolves over 2 to 5 days. Recovery may be complete
within a week, but some patients experience persistent weakness or lassitude
(Dolin, 2001). Treatment generally consists of symptomatic therapy, such as
acetaminophen for headache, myalgia or fever. Antiviral drugs may also be effec-
tive if therapy is started within 48 hours of the onset of illness (Dolin, 2001).

Many of the influenza-related deaths result from complications, the most
common being secondary bacterial pneumonia (e.g., Streptococcus pneumoniae,
Haemophilus influenzae, or Staphylococcus aureus). Primary viral pneumonia is
less common but has a high fatality rate. Influenza can also exacerbate chronic
pulmonary conditions or contribute to a general deterioration in cardiac or pul-
monary function, especially in the elderly or persons with chronic illness. Other
complications sometimes seen include myositis, rhabdomyolysis, and myoglobi-
nuria (Dolin, 2001; Hilleman, 2002).

A temporal association between neurological complications such as encephalitis,
transverse myelitis, and GBS has also been reported (Dolin, 2001). Encephalitis/
encephalopathy has been reported as a complication primarily of influenza type A
(H3N2) infections in Japanese children, although a causal relationship has not been
proven (Morishima et al., 2002; Sugaya, 2002). Others have reported smaller num-
bers of cases of encephalitis associated with influenza B infections in children in the
United States and elsewhere (Newland et al., 2003). The CDC (2003a) has recently
requested information to try to identify additional cases of acute encephalopathy
that may have occurred in children with influenza since January 1998.

Factors that have been proposed as possibly accounting for the complications
observed in the Japanese children include genetic characteristics in the Japanese
population, infection with a particularly virulent viral strain, and regional differ-
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ences in diagnostic criteria (Morishima et al., 2002; Sugaya, 2002; Yoshikawa et
al., 2001). Although the Japanese cases are described as distinct from Reye’s
syndrome, which is closely associated with the administration of aspirin in viral
infections, the non-aspirin antipyretics (e.g., diclofenac sodium) used in Japan
are being studied to clarify whether they might be associated with increased risk
for encephalitis/encephalopathy (Morishima et al., 2002).

Influenza Viruses

Influenza viruses are members of the family Orthomyxoviridae. Three forms
of the virus—referred to as types A, B, and C—are known to infect humans. The
B and C viruses circulate exclusively in humans, with type C producing little
illness. Type A viruses, however, circulate not only in humans but also in wild
aquatic birds, their natural reservoir. In addition, the type A viruses infect other
birds and several species of mammals.

Influenza A viruses are subtyped based on antigenic characteristics of their
spike-like surface glycoproteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA)
(Dolin, 2001). There are 15 known subtypes of HA and 9 subtypes of NA in
influenza A viruses (Steinhauer and Skehel, 2002). All of these subtypes are
found in wild aquatic birds. Various subtypes circulate in other birds and
mammals as well. To date, only H1N1, H2N2, and H3N2 are known to circulate
extensively in humans, although other subtypes are found sporadically. Influenza
B and C viruses also carry HA and NA surface antigens, but they are not given
subtype designations. Individual strains of all three types of influenza virus have
unique designations that reflect the location and year of the identified strain. For
example, the type A swine influenza virus that prompted the 1976 immunization
program in the United States is referred to as A/New Jersey/76 (H1N1).

Immunity to influenza depends on the formation of antibodies to the glyco-
protein surface antigens HA and NA (Dolin, 2001; Hilleman, 2002). However,
influenza viruses of types A and B are successful in evading pre-existing immu-
nity from prior infections or vaccination because HA and NA continuously evolve
(Dolin, 2001; CDC, 2002a). The influenza A and B virus genomes consists of
eight strands of negative-sense RNA that encode 10 viral proteins (see Table 1)
(Dolin, 2001; Hilleman, 2002; Steinhauer and Skehel, 2002; Ziegler and Cox,
1999). Replication of the genetic material is error-prone and there is no proof-
reading mechanism, allowing for the accumulation of point mutations.  Such
mutations in the genes encoding the surface antigens lead to what is called anti-
genic drift.

The influenza A virus is also subject to antigenic shift—a major change in
the HA or NA antigens (e.g., from H1 to H2 or N1 to N2). Antigenic shift is
thought to be the result of gene reassortments between different virus strains,
including strains circulating in animals. Pigs have been proposed as a potential
host for reassortment because replication of both human and avian viruses can
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TABLE 1 Components and Products of the Influenza A Virus Genome

RNA
segment Gene product Role

1 PB-2 Subunits of viral polymerase

2 PB-1

3 PA

4 Hemagglutinin (HA) Receptor binding, fusion of viral envelope to cell
membrane

5 Nucleoprotein (NP) Encapsidates RNA segments

6 Neuraminidase (NA) Cleaves host cell sialic acid, prevents viral
aggregation, facilitates release of progeny virus

7 Matrix proteins
M1 Interacts with genome, assists in viral assembly
M2 Ion channel, controls pH during HA synthesis and

virion uncoating

8 Nonstructural (NS) proteins
NS1 Regulation of mRNA splicing and translation,

interferon antagonist.
NS2 or NEP Nuclear export of viral RNA, viral assembly

SOURCE: Adapted from Hilleman, 2002.

TABLE 2 Antigenic Shifts in Influenza A Subtypes During the 20th Century

Year Viral Subtype Associated Health Impact (in the U.S.)

1918 H1N1 Severe—500,000 deaths
1957 H2N2 Severe—70,00 deaths
1968 H3N2 Moderate—34,000 deaths
1977 H1N1 Mild

SOURCE:  Adapted from CDC, 2002a.

occur in pigs. Antigenic shift is associated with pandemic infection. The four
antigenic shifts that occurred during the 20th century are listed in Table 2. Since
1977, H3N2 and H1N1 subtypes have been co-circulating in humans. Antigenic
drift occurs often, leading the need for annual influenza vaccination. Antigenic
shift occurs less frequently and is associated with changes in morbidity and
mortality.
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Influenza Vaccines

Vaccination is the primary means of reducing the impact of influenza, either
by preventing illness or reducing its severity. Estimates of vaccination coverage
for 2001 were 67 percent for adults aged 65 years or older and 35 percent for
adults aged 50–64 years. Estimates from 2000 showed that vaccination coverage
was 29 percent among adults aged 18–64 years who had high-risk health condi-
tions. Coverage among children for whom influenza vaccination is recommended
are said to be low, but systematic data are not readily available (CDC, 2003d).

The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) currently
recommends influenza vaccination for persons 6 months of age and older who are
at increased risk for complications of influenza, all persons 50 to 64 years old,
and health care workers and others who can transmit influenza to those at high
risk for complications (CDC, 2003d). Persons considered to be at high risk for
complications from influenza include persons aged 65 years or older; residents of
nursing homes and chronic care facilities; children and adults with chronic lung,
heart, kidney, metabolic, or immune system disorders; and women who will be in
the second or third trimester of pregnancy during influenza season. ACIP also
encourages that children aged 6-23 months receive the influenza vaccine. A
recommendation for universal routine influenza immunization in that age group
may be made in the near future (CDC, 2003d).

The majority of vaccines currently approved for use in the United States are
inactivated (“killed virus”) influenza vaccines.2 These vaccines can be formu-
lated as whole virus or “split” (subvirion or purified surface antigen) products.
Only split-virus vaccines are available in the United States. In addition to inacti-
vated vaccines, attenuated live-virus vaccines are used in some other countries
(Wareing and Tannock, 2001). A live attenuated intranasal influenza vaccine was
approved by the FDA in June 2003 for use in the United States in healthy indi-
viduals aged 5-49 years (DHHS, 2003). Current vaccines are trivalent, produced
using strains of influenza A(H1N1), influenza A(H3N2), and influenza B viruses.
Because of the continuing antigenic changes in these viruses, new influenza
vaccines are formulated each year based on information on the viral strains that
circulated during the previous season or are circulating at the time in other parts
of the world. The effectiveness of influenza vaccines depends, in part, on the
match between the viral strains used to produce them and the strains that actually
circulate in the subsequent influenza season. If the viral strains used to produce
the vaccine are closely matched to the viral strains circulating during the influ-
enza season, vaccination may prevent illness (although not necessarily infection)

2Inactivated influenza vaccines licensed for use in the United States for the 2002 influenza season
included FluShield (Wyeth Lederle); Fluvirin (Evans Vaccines, Ltd.); and Fluzone (Aventis
Pasteur). As of November 2002, Wyeth ceased producing FlueShield. The live attenuated vaccine
FluMist is manufactured by MedImmune Vaccines, Inc and marketed by Wyeth Vaccines.
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in 70 to 90 percent of healthy children as young as 6 months of age and healthy
adults under age 65. (CDC, 2002b).

The World Health Organization coordinates a system of worldwide surveil-
lance of influenza infection and recommends viral strains to be used in each
year’s vaccines. CDC collaborates in this surveillance activity and is responsible
for monitoring influenza morbidity and mortality in the United States. Every year
between January and March, FDA and CDC identify the strains that are recom-
mended for use in formulating the vaccine for the coming influenza season in the
United States. Ideally, influenza vaccine is ready for distribution in time for
vaccination campaigns to begin in the fall before the start of influenza season.

Manufacturers begin preparations for vaccine production while the strain
selection is being completed. The FDA prepares the specific reference virus stock
for manufacturers, who then incorporate the HA and NA genetic components
from the FDA reference viruses into their proprietary, high-yield seed virus
strains. Virus for the vaccines is cultivated in embryonated chicken eggs and
purified from the allantoic fluid by zonal centrifugation or chromatography. The
purified live virus is inactivated (killed) with formalin or beta-propiolactone. To
prepare split-virus vaccines, the killed virus is treated with organic solvents or
detergents. Split-virus vaccines prepared with solvents, the subvirion vaccines,
contain all the viral structural proteins and portions of the viral membrane. Virus
treated with detergent is used to produce subunit or purified surface antigen
vaccines, which are enriched for HA and NA and contain only residual internal
structural proteins. Thimerosal is used as a preservative in vaccines distributed in
multi-dose vials and in some single-dose syringes. A limited supply of preserva-
tive-free vaccine is also prepared as single dose pre-filled syringes (although
preservative is not included in the final formulation, these preparations do con-
tain a trace amount of thimerosal from the manufacturing process) (CDC, 2003d).

Subvirion and purified antigen influenza vaccines are similar in immuno-
genicity and are less reactogenic than whole-virus preparations, especially in
children (Beyer et al., 1998; Kilbourne and Arden, 1999). Nevertheless, because
influenza vaccines are produced in eggs and may contain residual egg protein,
special caution has to be exercised in giving them to individuals who are allergic
to egg products (Kilbourne and Arden, 1999).

Summarized in Box 2 are similarities and differences among influenza vac-
cines in terms of the manufacturing processes used and the content of the result-
ing vaccine. The influenza vaccines that were used in the 1976 swine influenza
vaccination program were produced using similar methods, except that both
whole-cell and subunit vaccines were manufactured. Some of the vaccine pro-
duced in 1976 was monovalent, using only the influenza A(H1N1) subtype, and
some was bivalent, incorporating both the A(H1N1) and A(H3N2) subtypes. The
timeline for production of swine flu vaccine was compressed, compared with
other years, with vaccination beginning less than eight months after the strain was
first identified.
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BOX 2
Similarities and Differences in the Manufacturing and Content

of Influenza Vaccines Used in the United States1

Similarities Differences

Manufacturing • Virus cultured in • Proprietary chicken flocks
embryonated chicken eggs • Proprietary seed viruses

• Influenza reference virus • Process differences:
provided by FDA zonal centrifugation vs.

• Purification steps to remove chromatography,
nonviral (egg) materials and disrupting agent
chemicals (detergents and lipid

• Chemical inactivation solvents, e.g., ether,
• Sterile, but with some Triton X 100)

residual endotoxin
• Preservative

Content • Hemagglutinins • Total protein content
standardized to a minimum • Residual viral proteins
of 15 micrograms per strain (NA, NP, M)
per dose • Endotoxin content

• Limits for maximum • Formalin vs. beta
endotoxin content propiolactone

• Limits for chemical excipients • Thimerosal content
(disrupting agents and • Adjuvants (none used in
inactivating agents) U.S. licensed vaccines)

1From 1990 to 2003, influenza vaccines used in the United States were manu-
facturered by Connaught (Aventis Pasteur), Swiftwater, PA, USA; Evans Vaccines,
Liverpool, England; Wyeth Vaccines, Marietta, PA, USA (ceased 2002); and
Parke-Davis (Parkedale), Rochester, MI (ceased 2000).

SOURCE: Adapted from Levandowski, 2003.

Adverse Neurological Events

The adverse events considered in this report—GBS, MS, and optic neuritis—
are primarily diseases involving demyelination of nerve cell axons in either the
central (CNS) or peripheral (PNS) nervous systems. Myelin, a principal compo-
nent of what is referred to as the white matter of the nervous system, normally
surrounds the axons of many nerve cells, providing protection and contributing to
the transmission of signals through the nervous system. In the CNS (the brain,
spinal cord, and optic nerves), myelin is synthesized by oligodendrocytes; in the
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PNS, it is synthesized by Schwann cells. Oligodendrocytes typically ensheath
several axonal processes, and the expression of myelin genes by the oligodendro-
cytes appears to depend on the presence of astrocytes. In contrast, the external
cell membrane of each Schwann cell surrounds a single axon, and the expression
of myelin genes is regulated by contact between the axon and the myelinating
Schwann cell.

Demyelination occurs when the sheaths around nerve cell axons are damaged
by inflammatory or other injurious processes, including autoimmune mecha-
nisms. The damage to the myelin sheath exposes the axon to the risk of injury and
interferes with the transmission of nerve impulses. Remyelination can occur and
is more effective in the PNS than in the CNS. This difference is probably related
to the respective tissue environments, with peripheral nerves exposed to growth
factors and other mediators that are not present in or are less accessible to the
CNS (Waubant and Stuve, 2002).

Several other neurological complications have been reported following
receipt of influenza vaccines, including transverse myelitis, hypoglossal nerve
paralysis, hemiparesis, meningoencephalitic syndrome, and ADEM (acute dis-
seminated encephalomyelitis). The committee found no systematic study of their
possible association with influenza vaccines, and therefore these conditions have
not been described here.

Guillain-Barré Syndrome

GBS is an acute, immune-mediated paralytic disorder of the peripheral nervous
system. It is the most common cause of acute flaccid paralysis in the post-polio
era. Estimates of the annual incidence of GBS range from 0.4 to 4.0 cases per
100,000 population, with most studies pointing to a level of from 1 to 2 cases per
100,000 (Hughes and Rees, 1997; Magira et al., 2003). GBS occurs throughout
the year, and in the United States the condition is more likely to occur in adults
than in children (Asbury, 2000).

About two-thirds of GBS cases occur several days or weeks after an infec-
tious event (Hughes and Rees, 1997), commonly a diarrheal illness or a virus-like
upper-respiratory infection. Viral pathogens associated with GBS include human
immunodeficiency virus, Epstein-Barr virus, and cytomegalovirus. Other risk
factors for the development of GBS appear to include surgery and malignant
disorders, especially lymphomas (IOM, 1994a).

From 20 percent to 40 percent of all GBS cases are associated with
Campylobacter jejuni infections (Buzby et al., 1997). Often present in the sera of
these patients are autoreactive antibodies to gangliosides. Gangliosides are a type
of glycolipid found throughout the body, with high concentrations in nervous
system tissue (Ledeen, 1985). More than 100 different forms of ganglioside are
known. It is hypothesized that the antiganglioside antibodies found in some GBS
patients may be induced as a result of molecular mimicry between peripheral
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nerve gangliosides and structurally similar lipopolysaccharides of C. jejuni
(Moran and Prendergast, 2001; Nachamkin, 2002; Sheikh et al., 1998). (Molecular
mimicry is discussed further in the review of evidence regarding biological
mechanisms.)

Exposure to certain vaccines has also been associated with an increased risk
of GBS. One example is the Semple rabies vaccines (used outside the United
States) that were produced from nerve tissue of infected animals (Plotkin et al.,
1995). Other examples include tetanus toxoid containing vaccines and oral polio
vaccine. A previous IOM committee concluded that the evidence favored accep-
tance of a causal relation with receipt of those vaccines and GBS (IOM, 1994a).
However, a study (Rantala et al., 1994) published after the release of that IOM
report suggests to some that the relationship with the oral polio vaccine is not, in
fact, causal (Sutter et al., 1999). The potential association between GBS and
influenza vaccines, most notably the 1976 swine influenza vaccines, has been
widely studied and is the principle focus of this report.

Until recently, GBS had been considered synonymous with acute inflamma-
tory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (AIDP), but research has shown that
GBS is really a group of heterogenous but related disorders (see Box 3). In
addition to the demyelinating AIDP, there are two axonal forms—acute motor
axonal neuropathy (AMAN) and acute motor sensory axonal neuropathy
(AMSAN)—and the cranial nerve variant, Miller Fisher syndrome (MFS)
(Asbury, 2000; Joseph and Tsao, 2002). More than 90 percent of GBS cases seen
in the United States are considered to be AIDP (Asbury, 2000). For the purposes
of this report’s examination of evidence concerning GBS and influenza vaccines,
GBS has been treated as a single entity.

The characteristic clinical feature of GBS is an acute, rapidly progressive,
symmetrical weakness, with loss of deep tendon reflexes, possible tingling in the
feet and hands, and muscle aches (myalgia). Classically, symptoms progress in
an ascending fashion, affecting legs first, but weakness and paresthesias may
occasionally appear first in the arm or face and progress in a descending fashion.
The severity of the motor impairment can range from mild weakness to total
paralysis, and the severity of the sensory symptoms from minimal numbness and
tingling to severe pain. Facial, oculomotor, oropharyngeal, and respiratory
muscles may also be involved, and some patients may require respiratory
support.

The severity of clinical deficits typically peaks within the first 2 weeks of
onset, but some deficits may continue to progress for 3 to 4 weeks. Approxi-
mately 85 percent of patients will return to normal functioning within 6 to 9
months, but some patients experience relapses or a prolonged disease course with
residual neurological deficits (Asbury, 2000; Joseph and Tsao, 2002). The mor-
tality rate is 3-5 percent, with patients succumbing to undetected respiratory
failure, malfunction of the autonomic nervous system, or to complications of
immobility such as sepsis or pulmonary embolism (Joseph and Tsao, 2002).
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BOX 3
Characteristics of Subtypes of Guillain-Barré Syndrome

Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (AIDP)
AIDP is the predominant form of GBS in the United States and Europe,

accounting for more than 90 percent of GBS cases. There are likely to be multiple
target antigens on the surface of peripheral nervous system tissue, although the
target is unknown in most cases. Antiganglioside antibodies, most commonly anti-
GM1, are present in some cases.

Acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN)
AMAN lacks features of demyelination and appears to be purely a motor dis-

ease. It is the predominant form of GBS in northern China, accounting for 65-80
percent of cases. A higher proportion of AMAN patients have antecedent C. jejuni
infections than do AIDP patients. Antibodies to gangliosides GD1a and GM1 can
be detected in patient sera.

Acute motor sensory axonal neuropathy (AMSAN)
AMSAM is an uncommon, axonal form of GBS. It is similar to AMAN but also

affects the sensory nerves and dorsal roots.

Miller Fisher syndrome (MFS)
MFS, also called Fisher syndrome, is an uncommon, demyelinating form of

GBS. Patients experience paralysis of eye muscles (opthalmoplegoia), ataxia, and
loss of tendon reflexes. More than 90 percent of patients with MFS are positive for
the antiganglioside antibody anti-GQ1b.

SOURCE: Asbury, 2000; Sheikh et al., 1998; Winer, 2001; Griffin, 2003.

Diagnosis of GBS is based primarily on clinical evaluation (Joseph and
Tsao, 2002). Diagnostic criteria have varied over time and were made more strict
in the wake of the concern about GBS raised by the 1976 swine influenza vacci-
nation program (Asbury, 2000). Laboratory evaluation of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) demonstrates raised protein levels with relatively normal cell count.
Electromyography (EMG) and nerve conduction studies are also done as confir-
matory tests.

Patients with GBS require careful monitoring and good supportive care.
Treatment with plasmapheresis (also called plasma exchange) is an effective
means for relieving symptoms and shortening the time to recovery (Joseph and
Tsao, 2002; Raphael et al., 2001). The benefit of plasmapheresis appears to come
from removing circulating antibodies thought to aggravate GBS. Comparable
benefits are obtained with intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) (Asbury, 2000;
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Hughes et al., 2001). Either form of immunotherapy must be started within
3 weeks of the first symptoms to be beneficial (Asbury, 2000).

Multiple Sclerosis

MS affects between 250,000 and 350,000 people in the United States and is
the most common inflammatory demyelinating disease of the CNS (Keegan and
Noseworthy, 2002). Its incidence and manifestations vary within the population.
The relapsing-remitting form, for example, occurs predominantly in females
(~1.6:1) but follows a more severe clinical course in males (Noseworthy et al.,
2000). The incidence of the disease is highest in persons between the ages of 20
and 40 years, but it is also diagnosed in children as young as 2 years and in older
individuals. MS is more frequent in populations of Northern European origin
than in other ethnic groups (IOM, 2001c). The prevalence of the disease is
between 50 and 250 cases per 100,000 people in high-risk areas such as the
Scandinavian countries or the northern United States, whereas it is less than
5 cases per 100,000 in Africa and Japan (Waubant and Stuve, 2002).

Clinically, MS is characterized by a variety of neurological signs and symp-
toms, reflecting the occurrence of inflammatory demyelinating lesions through-
out the CNS. Common presenting symptoms include focal sensory deficits, focal
weakness, a loss of vision, double vision, imbalance, and fatigue. Sexual impair-
ment as well as urinary and bowel dysfunction may occur. Approximately 50 per-
cent of patients with MS may display some degree of cognitive impairment and
psychiatric symptoms. The severity of the disease can range from subclinical
forms that are diagnosed only after death from other causes to hyperacute forms
that lead to death within the first few months after disease onset. About 20 per-
cent of patients have a “benign” form of the disease, with little accumulation of
disability by 10 or more years after the onset of the disease. However, 50 percent
of MS patients develop a significant limitation in their ability to walk and require
assistance within 15 years (Noseworthy et al., 2000).

Four principal disease patterns have been identified (Lublin and Reingold,
1996). More than 80 percent of patients with MS initially experience a relapsing-
remitting course, with clinical exacerbations of neurological symptoms that are
followed by complete or partial recovery. Exacerbations can last from 1 day to
several weeks. Incomplete recovery from relapses can result in accumulation of
disability. Approximately 50 percent of patients with the relapsing-remitting form
of MS will experience a more progressive course of the disease after 10 years.
Patients with this secondary progressive course of MS experience a gradual wors-
ening of their disability, with or without superimposed exacerbations. Another 10
percent to 15 percent of patients have primary progressive MS, a form associated
with the gradual progression of symptoms from onset without exacerbation or
remission. A very small proportion of patients (1 percent to 5 percent) experience
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a course called progressive relapsing MS, which is progressive from onset and
includes a few superimposed exacerbations during the course of the disease.

The clinical diagnosis of MS requires evidence of recurrent episodes of
clinical exacerbations (dissemination in time) that represent dysfunctions in dif-
ferent anatomic locations within the CNS (dissemination in space). The diagnosis
is often established only after the second attack, with the clinical onset of the
disease defined retrospectively as the first clinical attack. Biological changes
detectable in neuroimaging studies can precede the first appearance of clinical
symptoms, but the timing of the onset of those changes is difficult to establish.
Relapses are defined by the clinical onset of new, recurrent, or worsening neuro-
logical symptoms related to CNS dysfunction that last for 24 or more hours in the
absence of fever or infection.

The cause of MS remains elusive, but disease susceptibility appears to
involve both genetic and environmental factors. Genetic factors are reflected in
an increased risk of developing MS among family members of MS patients.
Regional differences in the incidence of MS and in clinical disease patterns may
reflect differences in the distribution of genetic risk factors. The possible role of
environmental factors is indicated by several epidemiological studies that have
suggested that individuals who migrate after age 15 from regions with a high
prevalence of MS to regions with a low prevalence of the disease, or vice versa,
carry their native risk for contracting MS (Alter et al., 1966; Kurtzke et al., 1970).
This suggests that exposure to an environmental factor, possibly an infectious
agent, during childhood is critical for the development of MS. Reports of local-
ized “clusters” (defined areas of unexpectedly high prevalence) of MS also
suggest that a transmissible agent may contribute to this illness (Waubant and
Stuve, 2002). But other analyses point to confounding factors that leave the role
of environmental exposures uncertain (Noseworthy et al., 2000).

Optic Neuritis

Optic neuritis is caused by an inflammation of the optic nerve, with lesions
occurring behind the orbit but anterior to the optic chiasm (IOM, 1994a). Symp-
toms include rapid vision loss, pain associated with eye movement, dimmed
vision, abnormal color vision, altered depth perception, and Uhthoff’s phenom-
enon (visual loss associated with an increase in body temperature) (IOM, 2001c).
Symptoms generally worsen during the first 3 to 7 days before improving (IOM,
2001c). The majority of cases resolve within a few weeks to months of onset.

Optic neuritis can occur as an isolated monophasic disease, or it may be a
symptom of other demyelinating diseases such as acute disseminated encephalo-
myelitis (ADEM) or MS. Optic neuritis is frequently, though not always, followed
by a diagnosis of MS. The risk of developing MS within 15 years of an episode of
optic neuritis is estimated to range from 45 to 80 percent (Purvin, 1998).
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SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT

Causality

To assess the issue of causality, the committee examined epidemiologic
evidence regarding the possibility of an association between exposure to influ-
enza vaccines and neurological complications. The three outcomes of GBS, MS,
and optic neuritis were considered separately. For GBS, the large number of
studies (using active surveillance data) concerning the 1976 swine influenza
vaccines were distinguished from the studies of influenza vaccines used in subse-
quent years. For MS, the committee reviewed studies involving the 1976 vaccine
together with studies of later vaccines. The only epidemiologic data on optic
neuritis come from a study conducted in the 1990s. For other neurological com-
plications that have been observed following influenza vaccination, only case
reports were found.

Concluding the assessment of these outcomes is a brief review of reports
regarding neurological complications following administration of influenza vac-
cines to children. Influenza vaccine is given primarily to adults, and most of the
evidence reviewed by the committee applies to persons aged 18 years or older.

Guillain-Barré Syndrome

For its review of the epidemiologic evidence regarding a possible association
between influenza vaccination and GBS, the committee separated studies concern-
ing the vaccines administered during the 1976 National Influenza Immunization
Program from studies concerning influenza vaccines administered in subsequent
years. Most of the studies of the 1976 vaccines were based on data collected
through a system of active GBS surveillance that was instituted near the end of
the 1976 immunization program. The data for studies of the vaccines used in later
years came from various sources, including active surveillance programs specifi-
cally developed to collect data on GBS. The committee reviewed studies that
presented data for the nation as a whole and studies based on data for individual
states or for military personnel.

The published literature also includes case reports of GBS after receipt of the
swine influenza vaccine (Houff et al., 1977; Poser and Behan, 1982; Poser et al.,
1978; Postic et al., 1980; Seyal et al., 1978) and after receipt of other influenza
vaccines (Knight et al., 1984; Brooks and Reznik, 1980; Winer et al., 1984).

For the period since 1990, case reports on GBS occurring after influenza
vaccination are available from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
(VAERS). The committee concluded that reports to VAERS and other case
reports submitted to the committee are uninformative with respect to causality,
although they are useful for hypothesis generation. Case reports help describe the
domain of concerns, but the data are usually uncorroborated clinical descriptions
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that are insufficient to permit meaningful comment or to contribute to a causality
argument. The analytical value of data from VAERS and other passive surveil-
lance systems is limited by such problems as underreporting, lack of detail,
inconsistent diagnostic criteria, and inadequate denominator data (Ellenberg and
Chen, 1997; Singleton et al., 1999).

Of potentially greater value in assessing causality are “challenge-
rechallenge” reports regarding a person who received a vaccine (or drug or other
challenge) more than once and reacted adversely with the same disorder each
time. For a challenge-rechallenge case to weigh heavily in a causality assessment,
there must be certainty that the diagnosis is correct and that alternative etiological
factors have been excluded. At the end of the section on influenza vaccines
administered since 1976, four cases from VAERS are reviewed to assess their
possible contribution as rechallenge cases.

1976 Swine Influenza Vaccines

Controlled Observational Studies

United States: Initial Analyses. Expanding on the preliminary report by
Langmuir (1979), Schonberger and colleagues (1979) examined the association
between GBS and influenza vaccination during the 1976 National Influenza
Immunization Program. They used data collected through March 1978 by an
active surveillance system for GBS cases that was established shortly before the
national immunization program ended in mid-December 1976. The surveillance
system operated in 11 selected states during the period December 3–16, 1976,
and in the rest of the country thereafter.

During the course of the surveillance period, several methods were used to
identify GBS cases with onset between October 1, 1976, and January 31, 1977.
Initially, state health departments contacted practicing neurologists to collect
basic information on any GBS case. Reports were telephoned to CDC on a daily
basis. Some states also contacted non-neurologist physicians or hospitals or
resurveyed neurologists after January 1977. In some analyses, data from nine states
were omitted because of declines in case ascertainment after December 18, 1976.

In early January 1977, CDC requested use of a standardized form to report
case histories, including vaccination status, medical history, and other relevant
information (such as, clinical and laboratory findings, antecedent events, date of
onset of neurologic symptoms, history of vaccination, and other demographic
information). The criteria defining GBS cases were (1) diagnosis by a physician,
and (2) objective evidence of muscle involvement. When vaccination was
reported, a copy of the vaccination consent form was requested. The form identi-
fied the type of vaccine received (e.g., monovalent or bivalent) and the
manufacturer’s lot number for the dose received.
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In total, about 45 million people in the civilian population were vaccinated as
part of the National Influenza Immunization Program. CDC estimated the num-
ber of vaccinations administered each week from data collected from the states,
which reported total vaccinations on a weekly basis and vaccinations adminis-
tered by age group and type of vaccine (monovalent or bivalent) on a monthly
basis. Weekly reporting ended in December 1976; monthly reporting continued
through June 1977, with most of the reports during 1977 being for vaccinations
administered in 1976. Schonberger and colleagues adjusted the data to account
for late reports. Data from three or four states were omitted from certain analyses
because of reporting discrepancies. Estimates of the U.S. population by state and
age as of July 1, 1976, were obtained from the Bureau of the Census.

Estimates were also made of the amount of vaccine, by manufacturer and lot
number, that was administered in each state. The amount of each vaccine lot on
hand in each state in 1977 was compared with the lot-specific amounts of vaccine
distributed. Overall, health departments received about 100 million doses of
influenza vaccines produced by four manufacturers.

A total of 1098 patients with GBS were reported to the CDC. Of these, 532
were considered vaccinated with the A/New Jersey/76 influenza vaccine prior to
their GBS onset and 543 were not vaccinated. The 15 patients who received the
vaccine after onset of GBS were considered unvaccinated. The vaccination status
of eight GBS cases was unknown.

Schonberger and colleagues (1979) produced a descriptive analysis of the
GBS trends during the swine influenza immunization program and made com-
parisons between the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups. In the unvaccinated
population, the incidence of GBS was stable during the study period, whereas
cases in the vaccinated population increased from October through December
and peaked around December 18. By January, the attack rate in the vaccinated
population was similar to that of the unvaccinated group. The average attack rate
for unvaccinated cases over 17 years of age was 0.22 cases per million per week,
which compares with rates of 2.8 and 3.5 per million per week in the second and
third weeks, respectively, after vaccination. The authors reported a nonrandom
pattern of GBS onset in the vaccinated population:  71 percent of vaccinated
cases became ill during the first 4 weeks after vaccination, and 52 percent became
ill during the second and third weeks after receipt of the vaccine.

Other differences between cases in the vaccinated and unvaccinated popula-
tions included a higher median age among the vaccinated (46 years compared to
34.5 years); a smaller percentage of cases under age 20 in the vaccinated group
(3 percent versus 26.1 percent), and a lower percentage of males in the vaccinated
group (46.5 percent versus 55.2 percent). The groups showed a statistically
significant difference in the percentages of cases diagnosed by a neurologist
(83.1 percent vaccinated, 89.1 percent unvaccinated), reporting sensory symp-
toms (89.5 percent vaccinated, 79.9 percent unvaccinated), reporting cranial nerve
involvement (53.3 percent vaccinated, 45.1 percent unvaccinated), and reporting
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acute illness 4 weeks prior to onset (32.8 percent vaccinated, 61.8 percent unvac-
cinated). Other significant differences included the percentage of reports with
elevated CSF proteins (82.3 percent vaccinated, 74.7 percent unvaccinated) and
with chronic illness (45.1 percent vaccinated, 35.6 percent unvaccinated). The
risk for GBS following vaccination was similar across the United States.

The authors calculated age-specific attack rates, attributable risks, and rela-
tive risks. Attack rates were based on the 6-week period after receipt of the
vaccine. (The surveillance period allowed for a maximum interval of 6 weeks for
persons vaccinated during the final days of the immunization program.) Relative
risks were calculated by comparing the attack rates for the vaccinated with those
for the unvaccinated, and attributable risk was calculated by multiplying the
difference between the attack rates in the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups by
1.37 (i.e., the ratio of 6 weeks to the length of the average month in the study
period). The relative risk for all ages was 9.2 (95% CI 8.2-10.3), and the relative
risk for cases aged 18 years and older was 7.6 (95% CI 6.7-8.6). The attributable
risk within 6 weeks after vaccination for each of these age groups was 8.8 per
million vaccinees. The authors reported no significant differences in risk between
the bivalent and monovalent vaccines or between the split- and whole-virus
vaccines.

The authors concluded that the findings demonstrated an increased risk of
GBS after swine influenza vaccination. Evidence included the nonrandom distri-
bution of intervals between vaccination and GBS onset, the clustering of cases
within the first 4 weeks after vaccination, and the lower proportion of cases with
prior acute illness among the vaccinated. The authors also noted that one possible
limitation was that no precise diagnostic criteria for GBS were used, but most of
the cases were diagnosed by a neurologist and the differences in the clinical
characteristics of the vaccinated and unvaccinated cases were not as great as
differences in attack rates between the two groups.

In a separate report, Keenlyside and colleagues (1980) reviewed the 58
fatalities among the 1098 cases of GBS with onset between October 1, 1976, and
January 31, 1977. Among the fatal cases, 32 had received a swine influenza
vaccine. The overall case fatality rate of 5.3 percent was described as similar to
the rate of 7 percent reported for an earlier 14-year period. Separate fatality rates
for the vaccinated and unvaccinated cases were not presented. The authors
reported that the mean interval from onset to death was significantly longer for
vaccinated cases (56 days) than for unvaccinated (30 days), but they did not
report statistical values. The differences between the vaccinated and unvacci-
nated cases in their history of prior acute or chronic illness were reported as not
significant.

United States: Reanalysis. During litigation of damage claims related to the
swine influenza vaccine, the reports by Langmuir (1979) and Schonberger and
colleagues (1979) were criticized for lack of detail on the basic data analyzed and
for the methods used to calculate risk (Langmuir et al., 1984). In response to a
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court order issued in 1981, Langmuir and colleagues (1984) reanalyzed the data
on cases of GBS with onset between October 1, 1976, and January 31, 1977.

As the basis for their analysis, Langmuir and colleagues (1984) had one-
page, computer-generated summaries for each of the 1098 cases in the analysis
by Schonberger and colleagues (1979), computer line-listings of the data for
these cases, and data on the estimated number of vaccinations administered each
week during the immunization program. The authors had no access to the original
reports compiled by CDC. They also were not permitted to interview personnel
who had been involved in the National Influenza Immunization Program. How-
ever, one former CDC staff member from the immunization program was respon-
sible for preparing the computerized data reviewed for the study.

Langmuir and colleagues (1984) excluded from their analysis 33 cases with
insufficient data and 121 cases who were less than 18 years of age. (Adults were
the primary target population for the vaccine.) The clinical data for the remaining
944 cases were reviewed, and cases were classified by extent of the motor involve-
ment. Cases with “extensive” motor involvement (n = 580) had paresis or paralysis
of extremities plus involvement of the trunk or cranial muscles, with or without
respiratory impairment. Cases with “limited” motor involvement (n = 242) had
paresis or paralysis of only the extremities (either three to four or one to two
extremities). The remaining cases (n = 122) were classified as “insufficient”
because key clinical data were missing or conflicting.

The clinical data were reviewed without access to information on vaccina-
tion status. Of the 944 cases, 504 had been vaccinated and 440 were unvacci-
nated. Langmuir and colleagues concluded that the data showed no difference
between the vaccinated and unvaccinated cases in the adequacy of the clinical
data reported. There was an indication, however, that ascertainment of new GBS
cases in unvaccinated persons declined after the immunization program ended.

Estimates were made of the number of vaccinations administered each week
from October 1, 1976, through December 16, 1976. Vaccination data that had
been collected each week in conjunction with the immunization program were
compared with vaccination reports from weekly rounds of the National Health
Survey. The survey data were considered less prone to reporting lags, but were
adjusted up by a uniform factor (1.068) to produce a total that matched the
program data.

For the vaccinated population, GBS incidence rates for 7-day intervals follow-
ing vaccination were calculated separately for each of the three categories of
motor involvement. The cases with extensive involvement showed a sharp peak
at 2 to 3 weeks after vaccination. The maximum rate was 2.47 cases per million
person-weeks. By the seventh week after vaccination, the rates fell to levels
consistent with estimates of a baseline incidence of GBS. This pattern was also
seen when the incidence data were analyzed in terms of the timing of vaccination
during the immunization program, with early, middle, and late cohorts of vaccinees
compared. Incidence in the groups with either limited motor involvement or with
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insufficient data was consistently lower and showed no peak. The maximum
weekly incidence rates in these two groups were 0.46 and 0.32, respectively.

Biweekly incidence rates for the unvaccinated population were essentially
stable during the period of the immunization program, with rates for cases with
extensive motor involvement consistently higher (averaging 0.14 per million
person-weeks) than for those with limited involvement (averaging 0.07). These
rates were adopted as “lower” estimates of baseline rates. Weekly incidence rates
calculated from detailed data from Michigan and from Olmstead County, Minne-
sota, were adopted as “higher” estimates of baseline rates. The rate for cases with
extensive motor involvement was 0.275, and the rate for cases with limited
involvement was 0.13. These data were judged by the authors to reflect more
complete ascertainment of cases than was achieved in the national surveillance
effort.

Langmuir and colleagues calculated relative risks using both the higher and
lower baseline rates for the cases with extensive motor involvement. Using the
higher baseline, the relative risk for GBS during the first six 7-day intervals after
receipt of the influenza vaccine was 3.96. Using the lower baseline estimate, the
relative risk for that same period was 7.75. The authors reported that because they
could find no basis for a more precise estimate of baseline rates, they refrained
from calculating confidence intervals around these risk estimates. They calcu-
lated that the number of GBS cases attributable to the influenza vaccine was 211
with the higher baseline estimate and 246 with the lower baseline.

The authors concluded that that there was no epidemiological basis for link-
ing the vaccinated cases with “limited” motor involvement to the swine influenza
vaccine since those cases occurred without a discernable pattern. Relative risks
were not calculated. Overall, limitations in the study included the inability to
calculate confidence intervals because more precise baseline estimates were not
found. The authors’ access to only one-page summaries of the original data may
have led to possible information or misclassification bias because authors were
unable to verify records or check for inconsistencies or other possible mistakes.

Pennsylvania. Parkin and colleagues (1978) examined the association between
swine influenza vaccination and GBS cases in Pennsylvania with onset between
September 15, 1976, and January 31, 1977. The State health department identi-
fied GBS cases by contacting hospitals between December 16, 1976, and Janu-
ary 31, 1977, and again in March 1977 to identify late cases. In addition, mailings
were sent to members of the American Boards of Psychiatry and Neurology in
Pennsylvania, and news articles requested information on all cases with GBS
during the onset interval of interest. For each possible case, a form was completed
that included information on influenza vaccination history, date of GBS onset,
lumbar puncture, mechanical respiratory assistance, death, physician contact
information, and other personal information, such as race, age, and sex. Attend-
ing physicians for suspect cases were contacted and asked to provide additional
information on patients meeting the case definition. GBS cases were defined as
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having subacute onset with full syndrome developing 1 to 7 days after initial
symptoms, marked symmetrical weakness of one or both sets of extremities, and
areflexia and marked hyporeflexia in areas of weakness.

Overall, about 2.9 million Pennsylvania residents (24 percent of the state’s
population) were vaccinated with either monovalent or bivalent influenza vac-
cines. The number of persons who were administered the vaccine was obtained
from state and county programs as of April 1, 1977. Pennsylvania population data
were based on 1970 census data.

A total of 56 cases were identified, ranging from 1 to 81 years of age, and 85
percent of these cases were evaluated by a neurologist or neurosurgeon.  Two
cases had GBS previously. Thirty-six cases (64%) received an influenza vaccina-
tion prior to GBS onset. Onset occurred between 1 and 102 days after vaccina-
tion, and 80 percent of vaccinated cases developed GBS within 5 weeks after
vaccination. GBS was not reported in those aged 17 years or younger who were
vaccinated or in those aged 65 years of older who were not vaccinated.

GBS incidence was 1.25 cases per 100,000 in the vaccinated group and was
0.22 per 100,000 in the unvaccinated group. The relative risk for the vaccinated
group was 5.68. About 1 in 111,000 vaccinees developed GBS within 5 weeks
after receipt of the vaccine, and about 1 in 480,000 vaccinees developed GBS
more than 5 weeks after receipt of the vaccine. For the group with GBS onset
within 5 weeks of influenza vaccination, the relative risk was 4.09.

About 75 percent of all cases had risk factors related to GBS, such as ante-
cedent illness, allergies, or exposure to toxins 4 weeks prior to onset, and there
was no significant difference in these factors between the vaccinated and unvac-
cinated groups. Severity of the syndrome and motor involvement were similar in
the both groups. Three deaths occurred, all to persons who had been vaccinated.
One was diagnosed with GBS 15 years earlier, and the other two had experienced
an acute illness prior to onset of GBS.

The relative risks and data on timing are suggestive of an association between
GBS and influenza vaccination. However, the data on other GBS risk factors did
not provide clear support for a causal link with vaccination.

Ohio. Marks and Halpin (1980) examined the association between swine
influenza vaccination and GBS cases in Ohio with onset between October 1,
1976, and January 31, 1977. Cases were identified by contacting all neurologists
in the state who could be identified from listings of the Ohio State Medical
Association or the telephone books of major metropolitan areas. Hospital-based
infection control nurses were contacted by mail, with the diagnosis of any reported
GBS cases verified by contacting the physician handling the case. Copies of
charts or detailed summaries (information on date of onset, age, sex, extent of
neurological involvement, and other clinical data) were requested for each case.
GBS cases were defined as having physical evidence of bilateral, but not neces-
sarily symmetrical, lower motor neuron weakness with an acute onset. Sensory
involvement was permitted.
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Overall, 2.2 million Ohio residents were vaccinated, 32 percent of the eli-
gible population. Vaccination status of GBS cases was reported by the patient or
physician. For vaccinated cases, consent forms with information on vaccine type,
manufacturer, and lot number were obtained if possible. Analyses by vaccine
characteristics (e.g., manufacturer or lot number) took into account total doses
distributed to Ohio (about 4.9 million doses), doses administered or returned
unused, and the 15 percent of distributed vaccine with unknown disposition. Ohio
population data were taken from the 1970 census.

A total of 54 GBS cases were identified, all of whom had been evaluated by
a neurologist. Thirty-two of the cases (58 percent) had been vaccinated, but two
of them were later excluded from the analysis. The proportion of cases occurring
in individuals 30 years of age or older was 96.9 percent in the vaccinated group,
but only 45.5 percent in the unvaccinated group. Significantly fewer vaccinated
individuals (12.9 percent) than unvaccinated cases (42.9 percent) had history of
prior illness (χ2 = 4.5; p < 0.05). There were no significant differences in other
clinical characteristics. Vaccinated cases clustered in the period from late Octo-
ber through late December and peaked at 2 to 3 weeks after vaccination.

The incidence of GBS in the vaccinated group (13.3 per million) was signifi-
cantly higher than for the unvaccinated group (2.6 per million) (χ2 = 41.6,
p = 1.6 × 10–10). The relative risk for the vaccinated group was 5.1, with an
attributable risk of 10.7 cases per million vaccinations. The authors also com-
pared the rates of GBS for the vaccine from the four separate manufacturers and
their individual vaccine lots. The differences among manufacturers were not
significant. Using case rates calculated with person-weeks of surveillance, one
vaccine lot had a significantly higher GBS rate (10 cases per 4.5 million person-
weeks) than other lots (20 cases per 31.4 million person-weeks; χ2 = 11.9,
p = .0006).

The authors noted several limitations of the study in assessing causality. No
standard diagnosis for GBS was available, but they found little clinical difference
between cases diagnosed in vaccinated and unvaccinated persons. Case ascertain-
ment may have been more complete in the vaccinated group, but doubling the
number of cases among the unvaccinated group would still have left the rate
significantly lower. With little previous epidemiologic data on GBS, it was diffi-
cult to assess the rates found in the study. The higher rate of GBS associated with
a single vaccine lot might have been attributable to random variation in an analy-
sis that included 47 different lots or to errors related to the 15 percent of vaccine
without a known disposition.

Michigan. Breman and Hayner (1984) examined the incidence of GBS in
Michigan between July 1, 1976, and April 30, 1977, a period that included the
swine influenza vaccination program. To identify cases, neurologists, neuro-
surgeons, hospital record room librarians, and physical therapists were contacted
via mailed questionnaire or telephone. Information on cases was also requested
from primary care physicians and local health departments. Data on GBS cases
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were collected from December 20, 1976, to June 30, 1977. The authors noted that
their methods allowed for more thorough ascertainment of GBS cases in Michi-
gan than was achieved on the national level.

Swine influenza vaccination were based on state and national data. Overall,
2.2 million out of a population of 6.2 million persons 18 years of age and older
were vaccinated in Michigan. Age- and sex-specific population estimates for the
period were developed using data from the state and the U.S. Bureau of Census.
Incidence rates were compared using chi-square statistics.

GBS cases were included in the study if they met the following criteria:
diagnosis by a physician, bilateral muscle weakness of lower motor neuron type
(with or without cranial nerve or sensory abnormalities), acute or subacute onset
and evolution of signs and symptoms, and absence of other conditions (e.g.,
diabetes mellitus, alcoholism, and neoplasia) that could cause polyneuropathy.
Patients who developed residual neurologic deficits (“chronic GBS”) were included
only if they met the criteria for signs and symptoms associated with onset. Infor-
mation was recorded on the form developed by CDC for the national surveillance
program. The patient’s primary care physician or consulting neurologist was
consulted to confirm the diagnosis.

A total of 300 possible cases were identified, but over half failed to meet the
inclusion criteria. Vaccination status was not considered when cases were
selected, but it was known to the reviewers of the records—who were epidemi-
ologists and physicians—once review began. The review identified 132 con-
firmed GBS cases with onset between July 1, 1976, and June 30, 1977. The
analysis was confined to 125 cases with onset before May 1, 1977, to avoid the
problem of under-ascertainment of cases with onset in May and June 1977.
Overall, 79 cases were unvaccinated, 8 cases had been vaccinated after the onset
of GBS, 31 cases were vaccinated and had onset of GBS within 6 weeks after
vaccination, and 7 cases were vaccinated and had GBS onset 7 weeks or more
after vaccination. No cases occurred in vaccinated children (under 18 years of
age), but 16 cases occurred in unvaccinated children.

For the vaccinated population aged 18 years or older who had onset of GBS
within 6 weeks after vaccination, the incidence of GBS was 2.31 per million
person-weeks, which was significantly higher than the rates in the other three
groups (no p value reported). The incidence rates were 0.36 per million person-
weeks in the unvaccinated group, 0.19 per million person-weeks in the group
with onset before vaccination, and 0.17 per million person-weeks in the group
with onset 7 weeks or more after vaccination. Using the incidence rate in the
unvaccinated group as the baseline, the attributable risk for acquiring GBS within
6 weeks of vaccination was calculated to be 11.70 cases per million persons
vaccinated.

In the unvaccinated group, the number of GBS cases occurring in September
and October 1976 was found to be significantly greater (p <0.05) than the number
of cases in the preceding and subsequent 2-month periods. The authors also
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compared the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups in terms of the numbers of
cases occurring in November and December 1976 and the number of cases from
January to April 1977. The ratio of cases in these two time periods (30 cases in
November–December 1976 to 7 cases in January–April 1977) (4.3) was signifi-
cantly higher than the ratio for the unvaccinated group (0.5) (p < 0.001), 9 cases
in November–December 1976 to 19 cases in January–April 1977. The authors
noted that this indicated that the association between vaccination and GBS onset
was limited to November–December 1976 and did not extend to January–April
1977.

In other analyses, the authors found no statistically significant difference in
incidence rates between the men and women, or among the vaccines from different
manufacturers or with different formulations (split versus whole-cell; monovalent
versus bivalent). The authors noted that the study showed an increased incidence
of GBS during the swine influenza vaccination program and that the increased
risk occurred for only 6 weeks after vaccination.

Michigan and Minnesota. To address persistent questions about previous
analyses that had found an association between GBS and receipt of the swine
influenza vaccine, Safranek and colleagues (1991) conducted a detailed review of
GBS cases that occurred in Michigan and Minnesota between October 1, 1976,
and January 31, 1977. About 10 percent of the 1098 cases analyzed by
Schonberger and colleagues (1979) were from those two states. The analysis by
Safranek and colleagues was limited to cases in persons who lived in Michigan or
Minnesota and who were 18 years of age or older.

Cases were identified in two stages. First, GBS cases from Michigan and
Minnesota that were reported to CDC and state health departments as part of the
national surveillance effort were identified, and medical records relevant to neu-
rological diagnosis were obtained. Second, the 424 acute care hospitals and
rehabilitation facilities in the two states were asked to identify all patients dis-
charged from October 1, 1976, through June 30, 1977, with an ICDA-8 diagnosis
code 354 (a category that includes GBS). After a preliminary review, medical
records were obtained for cases of possible GBS that had not been included in the
original reports to CDC.

To confirm the diagnosis of GBS, the medical records for each case were
reviewed by at least two neurologists from a six-member expert panel. Informa-
tion on vaccination status and prior illness was masked. Diagnoses were based on
standard criteria. Cases were classified as “definite,” “probable,” “possible,” or
“rejected.”

Of 102 cases identified from the CDC reports, 7 were excluded from further
review because the person was less than 18 years of age or because onset of GBS
fell outside the reference period. The remaining 95 cases included 67 with a GBS
diagnosis (48 definite, 19 probable) and 28 cases for whom the diagnosis of
GBS was rejected. From the inquiries to Michigan and Minnesota hospitals and
rehabilitation facilities, responses from 396 institutions (93 percent) identified
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379 patients. Of these, 362 were eliminated because they did not meet clinical or
nonclinical inclusion criteria. The remaining 17 were reviewed by the expert
panel, and 6 were included the analysis (1 definite GBS, 2 probable, 3 possible).
Thus a total of 73 cases were included in the study, of whom 67 (92 percent) had
been included in the CDC analysis (Schonberger et al., 1979).

Of the 73 cases, 45 (62 percent) received the swine influenza vaccine before
onset of GBS. Four cases that had been classified as unvaccinated in the CDC
records were reclassified as vaccinated. Case-ascertainment in the original CDC
reports was 93 percent (42/45) for vaccinated cases and 89 percent (25/28) for
unvaccinated cases; the difference was not significant. For Michigan, the number
of vaccinations administered each week during the immunization program was
determined using estimates from the National Center for Health Statistics. For
Minnesota, the numbers were based on data released as part of the 1981 court
order that prompted the reanalysis of the national data (Langmuir et al., 1984).
Overall, there were about 2.2 million vaccinees out of the 6.2 million adult
population (36.1 percent) in Michigan. In Minnesota, there were 1.6 million
vaccinees out of the population of 2.7 million (58.3 percent).

The incidence of GBS in the unvaccinated population in Michigan was 0.21
cases per million persons per week; in Minnesota, the rate was 0.38 cases per
million persons per week. The difference was marginally significant (p = 0.053).
In the vaccinated population, the rate for the 18-week surveillance period was
0.91 cases per million persons per week in Michigan and 1.10 cases per million
persons per week in Minnesota. The difference was not significant (p = 0.25).
The relative risk for GBS for the full 18-week period was 4.39 for Michigan and
2.89 for Minnesota. Looking only at the first 6 weeks following vaccination,
however, the relative risk was 7.94 for Michigan and 5.23 for Minnesota (confi-
dence intervals not reported). For the two states combined, the relative risk for 6
weeks post-vaccination was 7.10. For the vaccinated group, incidence peaked in
the third week after vaccination and then declined. In contrast, the weekly inci-
dence rate for GBS in the unvaccinated population was stable over the entire
observation period. The analysis showed that Michigan had 8.6 excess GBS cases
per million vaccinees attributable to vaccination and that Minnesota had 9.7
excess cases per million vaccinees.

The findings in this study were consistent with findings of earlier studies.
The incidence of GBS among the vaccinated populations in Michigan and Minne-
sota was significantly higher than among the unvaccinated population, with a
nonrandom clustering of cases in the 6 weeks following vaccination. These results
were similar to the findings of Schonberger and colleagues (1979). The results of
the study also showed that the CDC surveillance efforts were sensitive in detect-
ing cases without regard to vaccination status and that over-reporting was similar
both for the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups. The incidence rate seen in the
unvaccinated population of these two states was similar to that in the CDC
analysis. Since cases were identified if they sought medical attention or if they
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had a discharge diagnosis of ICD-8 354, the authors noted ascertainment bias was
possible if cases in either the vaccinated or unvaccinated group were more likely
to seek medical attention or to be labeled with the discharge code of ICD-8 354.
Limitations in the data did not allow the authors to evaluate the extent of this bias.

Uncontrolled Observational Studies

Military Personnel.  Kurland and colleagues (1986) examined data on GBS
among military personnel but did not describe their methods in detail. Their
analysis was based on hospitalization records of GBS cases diagnosed from 1974
to 1979 among active duty personnel serving in the U.S. Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force. Although it was not clear what sources were used to obtain
the number of vaccinations administered and the number of active duty personnel
serving in the military, the authors calculated that for this period an average of
80.5 percent of 2.1 million military personnel on active duty received an influ-
enza vaccine each year. In 1976, military personnel received only whole-virus
vaccine. The dose was twice the amount given to civilians.

The authors found 13 cases of GBS with onset between October 1976 and
January 1977. They calculated that 30.6 cases would have been expected on the
basis of the relative risk of 3.96 reported by Langmuir and colleagues (1984). The
average number of cases in military personnel in any other 4-month period
between 1974 and 1978 was 17.1. The average annual rate of GBS in military
personnel for the 1974–1978 period was 2.4 per 100,000. No statistical analysis
of the data was discussed by the authors, and the committee notes possible infor-
mation bias since it was unclear what data sources were used for the number of
vaccinations administered or for the number of active duty personnel serving in
the military and whether these data were validated.

A previous study had examined the incidence of GBS in U.S. Army active-
duty personnel, but data for 1971 through 1976 were pooled and analyzed only by
month of diagnosis, not by year of diagnosis or year of vaccination. In this study,
Johnson (1982) examined medical record data on GBS cases occurring in U.S.
Army personnel on active duty between 1971 and 1976. Over this period, active
duty Army personnel received the same or larger doses of the vaccines that were
given to the civilian population. In 1976, only whole-virus influenza vaccine was
used. (Active-duty Army personnel are routinely vaccinated against influenza in
October, but an unknown number are missed each year. Recruits receive influ-
enza vaccine as one of several vaccinations administered at the time they begin
active duty, and thus may receive the vaccine in any month.)

Cases included in the study were admitted to the hospital between January 1,
1971, and December 31, 1976. They were identified from the Individual Patient
Data System, which had records on all patients hospitalized in U.S. Army
hospitals and U.S. Army personnel hospitalized at other treatment facilities.
Records with several ICDA-8 diagnostic codes were requested, but all cases
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meeting the criteria for GBS were found to have been coded appropriately as
ICDA-8 3540.

Two sets of diagnostic criteria were used. The “protocol criteria,” based on
those of Osler and Sidell (1960), specified symptoms of progressive motor
neuropathy of unknown etiology that were severe enough to require hospitaliza-
tion. Among the exclusion criteria were asymmetrical weakness, a predominance
of objective sensory deficits, optic or auditory nerve involvement, or indications
of active infection (fever on admission and elevated white blood count CSF). The
“CDC criteria,” used in the analyses of the national data (Schonberger et al.,
1979; Langmuir et al., 1984), required diagnosis by a physician and objec-
tive motor deficits. No individual vaccination records were available.

A total of 127 potentially eligible hospitalization records were identified,
and 114 (90 percent) were available for review. Of the records reviewed, 67
cases, including 16 recruits, fulfilled the protocol criteria for GBS. Under the
CDC criteria, there were 98 cases, including 19 recruits. Depending on the diag-
nostic criteria used, the overall incidence of GBS ranged from about 1 to 3 cases
per 100,000 per year. The number of cases was examined by month of occur-
rence, with data for recruits examined separately because their vaccinations were
administered throughout the year. Both for recruits and non-recruits and under
either set of diagnostic criteria, the greatest number of cases occurred during the
first quarter of the year (January–March). The monthly pattern, however, showed
no statistically significant difference from a random distribution (Edwards test
for seasonality; χ2 = 1.04, df = 2).

The incidence of GBS in months of the first quarter of the year was 2.93 per
100,000. The rate for the months of the fourth quarter (October–December) was
1.75. On the basis of CDC’s estimate of an attributable risk of 1 case per 100,000
to 120,000 vaccinees in the civilian data for October–December 1976, and assum-
ing that up to 5,000,000 vaccinations were given to active-duty personnel, an
excess of 40 to 50 GBS cases would have been expected if all Army personnel
were vaccinated. Even if only 25 percent of Army personnel had been vaccinated,
the author believed that any increase in GBS cases would have been evident.
However, the author noted that any increased risk associated only with the 1976
vaccine in the military would have been difficult to detect. A higher underlying
rate of GBS among Army personnel (based on comparisons with the rate among
unvaccinated civilians) would, to some extent, mask vaccine-related risks. In
addition, GBS cases that did not require hospitalization would not have been
detected. Because the study examines a wide time period (1971–1976) to obtain
GBS cases and does not focus solely on GBS cases occurring in 1976, the com-
mittee notes the study’s limited ability in assessing GBS cases related to swine
influenza vaccination.
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Causality Argument

Studies that examined the association between swine influenza vaccines and
GBS, including studies based on nationwide data (Schonberger et al., 1979), the
reanalysis of that same data (Langmuir et al., 1984), and state-based studies
(Parkin et al., 1978; Marks and Halpin, 1980; Breman and Hayner, 1984; Safranek
et al., 1991) consistently showed an increased risk of GBS for the vaccinated
population (See Table 3). The committee concludes that the evidence favors
acceptance of a causal relationship between 1976 swine influenza vaccines
and Guillain-Barré syndrome in adults. Concerns that the evidence of increased
risk found in the original analysis of the national data might have been a reflection
of inaccuracies in ascertainment of GBS cases have been addressed in subsequent
studies by detailed and systematic reviews of clinical data to verify GBS diagnoses.

Although the studies of GBS among military personnel (Johnson, 1982;
Kurland et al., 1986) do not show an association with the 1976 swine influenza
vaccines, these studies have limitations that led the committee to discount their
findings in its evaluation of the evidence. Military personnel represent a more
limited age range than the civilian population and are typically healthier on
average than civilians of comparable ages. In addition, information bias may
have been present because estimates of the number of vaccinations administered
and the number of people serving in the military were not validated and the
accuracy of the data sources was not reported. Thus, these studies are limited in
their ability to contribute to the causality argument.

Influenza Vaccines Used after 1976

Controlled Observational Studies

United States, 1978–1979.  In 1978 a national prospective GBS surveillance
system (excluding Maryland) was established by CDC, the American Academy
of Neurologists (AAN), and the Conference of State and Territorial Epidemiolo-
gists. Hurwitz and colleagues (1981) used data collected through this system to
examine the association between GBS and the influenza vaccine given in 1978–
1979. The surveillance system was based on reports (a one-page surveillance
form) submitted by neurologists to CDC on all GBS cases. Cases had to have
been diagnosed by a neurologist and have objective indication of muscle involve-
ment, with questionable diagnoses evaluated against criteria established by a
committee of the NIH’s National Institute of Neurologic and Communicative
Disorders and Strokes.3 The data collected on each case included demographic
information, date of onset of neurologic symptoms, history of vaccination within

3The institute is now named the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke.
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TABLE 3 Evidence Table: Exposure to 1976 Swine Influenza Vaccines and
Guillain-Barré Syndrome

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Schonberger et Cohort U.S. population, 1976 Vaccinations per week, as
al. (1979) (program targeted individuals reported by states to CDC

≥ 18 years of age, which was NIIP Surveillance and
approximately 146 million) Assessment Center.
(based on U.S. Census Bureau
data.) Vaccination status of GBS

patients assessed by patient
Exposed: approximately report; confirmation sought
45 million persons from copy of vaccination

consent form (included type
GBS cases (onset of vaccine [monovalent
10/1/76–1/31/77): or bivalent] and
Total = 1098 manufacturer’s lot number).
Vaccinated = 532
Unvaccinated = 558
Unknown = 8
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

Guillain-Barré Relative Risk (95% CI) Authors found The study provides
Syndrome (GBS), of GBS within 6 weeks (a) nonrandom evidence of an
with onset 10/1/76 after vaccination: distribution of association
to 1/31/77. 0-17 years: 2.4 (0.4-16.2) intervals between between exposure

18+ years: 7.6 (6.7-8.6) vaccination and to the 1976 swine
Based on diagnosis All ages: 9.2 (8.2-10.3) GBS onset, with influenza vaccines
by a physician and cases clustered and GBS in adults.
objective evidence of Attributable Risk within within the first
muscle involvement. 6 weeks after vaccination 4 weeks after
Suspected cases (cases per million vaccination, and
included if accepted vaccinees): (b) lower
as a case by a state 0-17 yrs: Not significant proportion of
health department. 18+ yrs: 8.8 cases with prior

All ages: 8.8 acute illness
Cases identified by among the
state health No significant differences vaccinated.
department surveys in risk among vaccines Clinical
of physicians, from different characteristics of
including manufacturers, between the vaccinated
neurologists, and bivalent and monovalent and unvaccinated
hospitals. As of vaccines, or between split- cases differed
January 1977, CDC and whole-virus vaccines. less than the
requested attack rates in the
submission of Attack rate for recipients two groups.
standardized case of all monovalent split-
information form. virus vaccines combined

(recommended primarily
for children) was
significantly lower
(p < 0.5) than the rate for
recipients of all
monovalent whole-virus
vaccines combined. The
youngest case was eleven.

continues
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Langmuir et al. Cohort U.S. adult population Vaccinations per week, as
(1984) (≥ 18 years of age), 1976 reported in the National

Health Survey and adjusted
Reassessment of GBS cases (onset to match totals reported
data analyzed by 10/1/76–1/31/77): by states to CDC NIIP
Schonberger et al. Total = 944 Surveillance and
(1979) Vaccinated = 504 Assessment Center.

Unvaccinated = 440
Vaccination status of GBS
patients as recorded in CDC
records. Originally assessed
by patient report;
confirmation sought from
copy of vaccination
consent form.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS, with onset Relative Risk for GBS Authors had The study provides
10/1/76 to 1/31/77. (extensive motor access to one- evidence of an

involvement) during first page, computer- association
GBS cases six 7-day intervals after generated between exposure
categorized as receipt of the influenza summaries for to the 1976 swine
having “extensive” vaccine: each of the 1098 influenza vaccines
motor involvement cases in the and GBS in adults.
(n = 580); “limited” For lower baseline analysis by
motor involvement estimate: 7.75 Schonberger et al.
(n= 242); or (1979), but no
insufficient data For higher baseline access to
(n=122). estimate: 3.96 original data.

Investigators
“Lower” estimate of were unable to
baseline rates of verify records or
GBS based on check for
reported incidence inconsistencies
in unvaccinated or mistakes.
persons, No confidence
10/1/76-1/31/77. intervals

calculated
“Higher” estimate of because authors
baseline rates from could find no
data for Minnesota basis for a more
and Michigan. precise estimate

of baseline rates.
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Parkin et al. Cohort Pennsylvania population, A short epidemiologic form
(1978) based on 1970 census data. including information about

influenza vaccination
Exposed: history, was completed for
2.9 million residents each case. Attending
(24% of state population) physicians were contacted

to help complete the form.
GBS cases
(onset 9/15/76–1/31/77): Vaccines received included
Total = 56 bivalent and monovalent
Vaccinated = 36 products.
Unvaccinated = 20
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS case defined as Relative Risk for GBS Clustering The study provides
having subacute after vaccination: occurred in the evidence of an
onset with full 5.68 first 5 weeks association
syndrome developing after vaccination. between exposure
1 to 7 days after Onset within 5 weeks of About 75 percent to the 1976 swine
initial symptoms, influenza vaccination: of all cases influenza vaccines
marked symmetrical 4.09 experienced and GBS in adults.
weakness of one or risk factors
both sets of Other related GBS risk related to GBS,
extremities, and factors: such as
areflexia and marked No significant difference antecedent illness,
hyporeflexia in areas between vaccinated and allergies, or
of weakness. unvaccinated. exposure to toxins

4 weeks prior to
GBS cases were onset; there
identified by was  no
contacting hospitals significant
between difference
December 16, 1976, between the
and January 31, 1977, vaccinated and
and again in March unvaccinated
1977 and identify groups.
late cases; by
mailing to members
of the American
Boards of Psychiatry
and Neurology in
Pennsylvania; and by
preparing news
articles requesting
information on all
cases with GBS
during the onset
interval of interest.
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Marks and Halpin Cohort Ohio population, Vaccination status of GBS
(1980) based on 1970 census data. patients reported by

physician or patient. Copy
Exposed: of consent form used as
2.2 million residents confirmation.
(32% of eligible population).

Vaccines received included
GBS cases monovalent and bivalent
(onset 10/1/76–1/31/77): products.
Vaccinated =  54
(2 later excluded)
Unvaccinated = 22
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS case defined as Relative risk for GBS Possible The study provides
diagnosis with after vaccination: ascertainment evidence of an
physical evidence of 5.1 bias if physicians association
bilateral, but not were more likely between exposure
necessarily Attributable risk: to report GBS to the 1976 swine
symmetrical, 10.7 cases/million cases in vaccine influenza vaccine
lower-motor neuron vaccinations recipients than and GBS in adults.
weakness with acute unvaccinated
onset. Sensory GBS incidence in patients.
involvement vaccinated vs.
permitted; usually unvaccinatiod:
mild, if present. χ2 = 41.6 p = 1.6 × 10–10

Cellular response in
CSF was usually
lacking.
A neurologist
diagnosed all cases.

Cases were identified
by contacting all
neurologists listed
with Ohio State
Medical Association
or in telephone
directories for major
metropolitan areas.
All hospital-based
infection control
nurses contacted by
mail, with reported
cases verified by
the physician.
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Breman and Cohort Michigan population, Vaccination data based on
Hayner (1984) based on state and U.S. state and national estimates.

Census Bureau data.
Vaccination status of GBS

Exposed: cases determined by review
2.2 million considered of medical records by
vaccinated (of an estimated epidemiologists and
6.2 million persons 18 years physicians.
of age or older)

GBS cases
(onset 6/1/76-5/1/77):
Total = 125
Unvaccinated = 79
Vaccinated:
onset before vaccination = 8
1-6 weeks after
vaccination = 31
7+ weeks after vaccination = 7
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS case defined as GBS incidence within Authors noted The study provides
diagnosis by 6 weeks after vaccination that the study evidence of an
physician, with (age 18 years or older): showed an association
bilateral muscle Unvaccinated: 0.36 per increased between exposure
weakness of lower million person-weeks incidence of GBS to the 1976 swine
motor neuron type during the swine influenza vaccine
with or without Onset before vaccination: influenza and GBS in adults.
cranial nerve or 0.19 per million vaccination
sensory person-weeks program and that
abnormalities; the increased risk
acute or subacute Onset 1-6 weeks after occurred for
onset and evolution vaccination: 2.31 per only 6 weeks
of signs and million person-weeks after vaccination.
symptoms; absence
of other conditions Onset 7+ weeks after
(diabetes mellitus,  vaccination: 0.17 per
alcoholism, million person-weeks
neoplasia) that could
cause neuropathy. Incidence was significantly

higher in the group with
Diagnoses confirmed onset 1-6 weeks after
by primary care vaccination than in the
physician, other three groups
neurologist, or both (no p value reported).

Cases identified by Attributable Risk within
review of hospital 6 weeks after vaccination
discharge records (cases per million
for diagnosis of vaccinees):
ICDA 354. 11.70

No significant difference
in incidence rates among
the vaccines from
different manufacturers or
the different vaccine
formulations.
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Safranek et al. Cohort Michigan and Minnesota Michigan: Numbers of
(1991) populations, (≥ 18 years of age), vaccinations administered

1976. each week during the
immunization program

Exposed: determined from National
Michigan: 2.2 million Center for Health Statistics
considered vaccinated (36.1% estimates.
of total adult population).

Minnesota: Numbers of
Minnesota: 1.6 million vaccinations administered
considered vaccinated (58.3% each week were based on
of total adult population). data released under 1981

court order that prompted
GBS cases the reanalysis of the
(onset 10/1/76-1/31/77): national data
Total: 73 (Langmuir et al., 1984).
Vaccinated: 45
Unvaccinated: 28 Vaccination status of cases

determined from medical
records.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS cases, Relative Risk Study findings The study provides
established by expert (no CI reported): were consistent evidence of an
neurology group with earlier association
reviewing medical Within 6 weeks after findings. between exposure
records using vaccination: Nonrandom to the 1976 swine
modification of Michigan: 7.94 clustering of influenza vaccine
previously published Minnesota: 5.23 cases in the and GBS in adults.
criteria. Cases Both states: 7.10 6 weeks
categorized as following
definite, probable, 18-week surveillance vaccination.
possible, or rejected. period: Study also
Only definites were Michigan: 4.39 demonstrated that
included in the Minnesota: 2.89 CDC surveillance
analysis. efforts were

For the vaccinated group, sensitive in
Cases identified in weekly incidence of GBS detecting cases
two stages: (1) cases peaked in the 3rd week without regard to
from Michigan and after vaccination and then vaccination status.
Minnesota reported to declined. In the Over-reporting
CDC and state health unvaccinated group, the similar in both
departments as part incidence of GBS the vaccinated
of the national remained stable over the and unvaccinated
surveillance effort, entire study period. groups. Authors
and (2) identification noted possible
by acute care hospitals ascertainment bias
and rehabilitation if cases in either
facilities in the two the vaccinated or
states of all patients unvaccinated
discharged from group were more
10/1/76 – 6/30/77 likely to seek
with ICDA-8 medical attention
diagnosis code 354. or to be labeled

with discharge
code ICD-8 354.
Limitations in the
data did not allow
the authors to
evaluate the
extent of this bias.
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TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Johnson (1982) Uncon- U.S. military population, Influenza vaccine given to
trolled 1/1/1971and 12/31/1976. all active-duty military
observa- personnel in October.
tional Exposed Recruits immunized on
study Up to 5,000,000 influenza entry into active duty.

vaccinations given to No individual records
active-duty personnel. were available.

GBS cases in U.S. Army
hospital or treatment facilities
between 1/1/1971-12/31/1976:
114 records available for review.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

Hospital records GBS incidence: Any increased The study design
indicated ICD-8 3540 1st quarter of year: risk associated limits the study’s
code for GBS. 2.93/100,000 only with 1976 contribution to the

vaccine would causality
Cases were further 4th quarter of year: be difficult to argument.
classified according 1.75/100,000 detect. A higher
to two different underlying rate
GBS case definitions: of GBS among
1) Protocol criteria: Army personnel
based on Osler and would mask
Sidell (1960) vaccine-related
diagnostic criteria risks. In addition,
that specified GBS cases who
symptoms of did not require
progressive motor hospitalization
neuropathy of would not have
unknown etiology been detected.
that were severe Study lacked a
enough to require control group.
hospitalization.
Exclusion criteria
include asymmetrical
weakness,
predominance of
objective sensory
deficits, optic or
auditory nerve
involvement, or
indications of active
surveillance.
2) CDC Criteria:
based on analyses
of national data
(Schonberger et al.,
1979; Langmuir et
al., 1984) that
required diagnosis
by physician and
objective motor
deficits.
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Kurland et al. Uncon- Active U.S. military personnel Military personnel on active
(1986) trolled 1974-1978 duty routinely receive

observa- influenza vaccine each year.
tional Exposed: No individual records
study Of 2.1 million total population, available.

80.5 percent received vaccine
each year.

GBS cases (onset 10/76-1/77):
Total: 13

TABLE 3 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

the 8 weeks before onset of GBS, vaccination status, date of vaccination, and type
of vaccine received. The 1813 AAN neurologists participating represented 41
percent of active AAN members.

Hurwitz and colleagues (1981) studied 544 GBS cases with an onset between
September 1, 1978, and March 31, 1979. Of this group, there were 12 adults
 (≥ 18 years of age) who received the influenza vaccine within 8 weeks of the
onset of GBS and 393 adults who were not vaccinated. The remaining cases,
which were excluded from the analysis, included children and persons whose age
or vaccination status were unknown. Of the 12 vaccinated cases, 4 (33 percent)
also had an acute illness within 8 weeks of the onset of GBS. Significantly more
of the unvaccinated cases, 350 of 504 patients (69 percent), had an antecedent
illness (χ2 =5.5; p < .05).

Estimates of the adult population were obtained from Census Bureau data,
and estimates of the size of the vaccinated population were based on the 1979
national immunization survey. It was estimated that 8.26 percent, or 12.56 mil-
lion adults, in the states covered by the surveillance system were vaccinated
between September 1978 and January 1979.
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Analysis based on GBS cases with onset No formal The study’s design
hospitalization between 10/76-1/77: statistical analysis limits the study’s
records of GBS Expected: 30.6 conducted. contribution to the
cases diagnosed Observed: 3.96 No control group causality
1974-1978. available. The argument.

committee notes
Average number of possible
cases in military information bias
personnel in any since it was
other 4-month period unclear what the
between 1974 and data sources were
1978 was 17.1. for the number of

vaccinations
Average annual rate administered or
of GBS in military for the number
personnel for of active duty
1974-1978 period personnel serving
was 2.4 per 100,000. in the military

and whether those
data were
validated.

Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

The incidence of GBS in the vaccinated group was 0.52 cases per million
persons per month, compared with 0.38 cases per million persons per month for
the unvaccinated group. The relative risk of GBS for the vaccinated was 1.4
(95% CI 0.7-2.7). Allowing for the sampling error of ± 2 percent for the immuni-
zation survey, an assumption that only 6 percent of the adult population was
vaccinated produces a relative risk of 1.8. The intervals from vaccination to onset
were random across an 8-week period following vaccination.

The authors noted the difficulty of studying the relationship between influ-
enza vaccine and GBS, given the rarity of GBS and the relatively small number of
people who received the influenza vaccine. The detection of GBS cases was
assumed to be incomplete, but the incidence rates estimated from reported cases
were similar to rates from other studies. In addition, because of the well-publicized
association between swine influenza vaccine and GBS, it was possible that GBS
cases among persons who had been vaccinated were more likely to be reported.

United States, 1979–1980, 1980–1981.  Kaplan and others (1982) used data
and methods similar to those of Hurwitz and colleagues (1981) to examine the
association between GBS and influenza vaccines administered in 1979–1980 and
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1980–1981. Surveillance began on September 1 (before the start of the influenza
vaccine campaign) and ended March 31 (8 weeks after essentially all influenza
vaccine had been administered). A total of 1648 neurologists participated in
1979–1980 and 1557 neurologists participated in 1980–1981. Vaccinated GBS
cases were those who had received the influenza vaccine within 8 weeks of onset
of neurological symptoms. All others were considered unvaccinated.

The number of vaccinated persons was based on two sources of data. The
Bureau of Census provided estimates of the adult population in the contiguous
United States, minus Maryland,4 as of June 1, 1979, and June 1, 1980. The
percentage of vaccinated adults was estimated based on national immunization
surveys conducted by a private research firm for the CDC. For 1979–1980,
approximately 10 percent of the adult population of 153.6 million was vacci-
nated. For 1980–1981, approximately 9 percent of the adult population of 158.5
million was vaccinated.

For 1979–1980, a total of 528 GBS cases were reported, of which 437 were
adults. Seven were vaccinated, 412 were unvaccinated, and 18 had an unknown
vaccination status. For 1980–1981, a total of 459 GBS cases were reported,
including 375 adult cases. Of these, 12 were vaccinated, 347 were unvaccinated,
and 16 had an unknown vaccination status. The relative risk for onset of GBS
within 8 weeks of vaccination was 0.6 (95% CI 0.45-1.32) in 1979–1980, and 1.4
(95% CI 0.80-1.70) in 1980–1981. The distribution of vaccinated cases by inter-
val from vaccination to onset showed no significant clustering across the 8-week
period. An analysis by age for the two seasons combined showed that the relative
risk of GBS was 1.0 for vaccinated adults aged 18 to 49 years and 0.8 for adults
aged 50 or older.

To assess the completeness of reporting and possible ascertainment bias, the
authors investigated GBS cases that were not reported to CDC. Through tele-
phone contacts, primarily with neurologists’ office staff, an additional 354 prob-
able cases were identified for 1980–1981. Of those cases, 4 were vaccinated
within 8 weeks before GBS onset. Inclusion of these cases would have resulted in
a lower estimate of the relative risk of GBS following vaccination. The commit-
tee noted that both information and ascertainment biases were possible because
data for the estimated vaccinated population were not validated and estimates for
the 1979-1980 population were not evaluated.

Selected States, 1992–1993, 1993–1994.  Lasky and colleagues (1998)
examined the association between GBS and exposure to influenza vaccines admin-
istered during 1992–1993 and 1993–1994. Data on GBS cases were obtained
from hospital discharge databases from Illinois, Maryland, North Carolina, and
Washington. Cases were eligible for review if onset of GBS occurred between

4Data from Maryland was not included because its GBS surveillance system is not part of the
national surveillance system.
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either September 1, 1992, and February 28, 1993, or September 1, 1993, and
February 28, 1994. Cases classified as being definite or probable GBS were
grouped and included in the analysis. Other cases were excluded. Records were
reviewed by abstractors who were unaware of the case’s vaccination history.

“Definite” cases had other conditions ruled out, no fever on admission (unless
the fever was unrelated to GBS), symmetrical and progressive paralysis in more
than one limb, areflexia or hyopreflexia in legs and arms, and an elevated CSF
protein level. They either died or reached a peak of neurologic illness within 4
weeks of onset. “Probable” cases met the “definite” criteria but did not have
confirming CSF data, which are not required for a GBS diagnosis. Questionable
cases (e.g., those with inconsistent or missing information) were reviewed further
by a neurologist. Information on patients’ vaccination histories was obtained
through telephone interviews with the patients or proxies. Date of vaccination
was obtained from the provider. Vaccine-related GBS was defined as cases with
onset of GBS within 6 weeks after receipt of the influenza vaccine.

The estimated population ≥ 18 years of age in the four states was 21.2
million in 1992–1993 and 21.4 million in 1993–1994. Vaccination coverage in
the four states was estimated on the basis of a random-digit-dialing telephone
survey. A total of 1015 adults residing in the four states responded, a response
rate of about 81 percent. In 1992–1993, 4.5 million persons aged 18 years or older
were vaccinated (20.9%); in 1993–1994, 5.7 million were vaccinated (26.6%)
(Lasky, 2003). Response validation occurred only for positive vaccination reports
from the 1993-1994 season. Validation of negative and positive vaccination
reports was not conducted for the 1992-1993 season. Instead, responses were
validated by comparing the change in vaccine uptake between the 1992-1993 and
1993-1994 seasons. Because Medicare reimbursements of influenza vaccine
began in 1993, the change in vaccine uptake between these two seasons probably
reflects increased vaccine uptake in the 65 and older age group only. GBS inci-
dence rates were compared between the cases who were vaccinated within the 6
weeks after vaccination and the cases that occurred outside of this time period. A
Poisson regression analysis was used to estimate the vaccine-related risk while
controlling for age (on the basis of six age groups), vaccine season, and sex.

Out of 1201 hospital discharge records with an appropriate diagnosis code
(ICD-9 357.0) for either vaccine season, 1109 were obtained for review. After
exclusions for multiple admissions, residence in another state, GBS onset outside
the study period, or age less than 18 years, 273 cases were available. Of this
group, 180 individuals or proxies were interviewed by telephone. The rest
declined to participate, could not be located, or interviews were not authorized by
the patients’ physicians.

A total of 19 patients were vaccinated within 6 weeks before GBS onset.
There were 148 unvaccinated cases. Of these, 116 did not receive the influenza
vaccine, and 32 received the vaccine outside the 6-week period preceding the
onset of GBS. For six cases, permission was not given to confirm the vaccination
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date with a health care provider. These cases were retained in the analysis by
using multiple imputation to assign a vaccination date. Seven cases whose providers
could not confirm vaccination were excluded from subsequent analysis. Inclusion
of two cases with plausible vaccination dates did not change the point estimate.

In the vaccinated group, GBS cases peaked during the second week follow-
ing vaccination (9 of 19 cases; p = 0.009). Antecedent illness/infection was found
less often among the vaccinated cases than the unvaccinated cases (33 percent
versus 57 percent, p = 0.06). For the two study periods together, there were
61 million person-weeks of exposure following vaccination, and 1048 million
person-weeks of non-exposure. The relative risk for GBS in vaccinated cases
compared to unvaccinated cases was 2.4 (95% CI 1.5-3.8). Adjusting for sex, age
group, and influenza season, the relative risk was 1.7 (95% CI 1.0-2.8). Consid-
ering the two influenza seasons separately and adjusting for sex and age group,
the relative risk for GBS was 2.0 (95% CI 1.0-4.3) for 1992–1993 and 1.5 (95%
CI 0.8-2.9) for 1993–1994.

The average incidence of GBS among unvaccinated adults was 0.87 case per
million persons for a 6-week period. Based on the relative risk of 1.7, the esti-
mated attributable risk in the 6-week period after vaccination was 0.61 case per
million vaccinations. The authors considered this a conservative estimate, given
the restrictions they imposed on including GBS cases in the analysis. After adjust-
ing for charts not reviewed, cases excluded because of place of residence, and
patients not interviewed, the attributable risk was 1.1 cases per million vaccina-
tions. If possible cases were also included, the attributable risk would be 1.6 cases
per million vaccinations.

The committee noted several study limitations. The lack of validation of
vaccine status may have led to an underestimate of the number of people vacci-
nated in both the 1992–1993 and 1993–1994 influenza seasons. Another limita-
tion is the loss of 13 cases due to the lack of validation of vaccination status.
Recall bias of vaccine status from the 1992–1993 season is also possible since
subjects were asked in 1994. Thus, although the study demonstrated a marginally
significant increase in the risk of GBS after influenza vaccination, the lack of
validation, the underestimation of the number vaccinated (especially in the 18-64
year age group from the 1992–1993 season), the loss of cases, and possible recall
bias limit the contribution of the study to assess causality.

Military Personnel, 1980–1988.  Roscelli and colleagues (1991) examined
the incidence of GBS among active duty U.S. Army personnel during the period
1980–1988. GBS cases were identified from physician diagnoses in records for
patients hospitalized at Army medical-treatment facilities. Army personnel are
expected to receive influenza vaccine during the last week in October; the Army
Surgeon General estimated a compliance rate of 80 percent for the period covered
by the study.

The number of GBS cases occurring in the November months of 1980–1988
was compared with the number of cases occurring in non-November months.
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Cases occurring in November were assumed to have been vaccinated and, based
on previous studies, at maximum risk for vaccine-associated GBS during the 4 to
6 weeks following vaccination. For each incidence estimate, 95% confidence
intervals were calculated by the normal approximation of the binomial distributions.

A total of 289 active duty Army patients were hospitalized with a diagnosis
of GBS from 1980 through 1988. The mean number of cases per month in each
year was 2.68. The mean number of cases for each cumulative month from 1980
to 1988 was 24.08. The total number of cases in November months was 23. In
comparison, the mean number of cases in non-November months was 24.17. The
authors found no significant seasonal variation.

GBS incidence rates were based a population estimate of 780,000 active duty
personnel throughout the study period. In November months for 1980–1988, the
incidence rate was 3.3 cases per million (95% CI 2.0-4.6). In non-November
months in that same time frame, the incidence rate was 3.4 cases per million
(95% CI 3.0-3.8). Based on a chi-square analysis, the difference between the two
groups was not significant (p = 0.90). Making the assumption that all November
cases occurred among the 80 percent of Army personnel who were assumed to be
vaccinated each October, the authors estimated that the maximum vaccine-related
risk for GBS was 2 cases per million vaccinations. Interpretation of the study is
limited by the lack of validation of the vaccination status of GBS cases.

Unpublished Controlled Observational Studies

Selected Sites, 1990–1991. Chen (2003) presented unpublished data on the
association between GBS and the influenza vaccine administered in the 1990–
1991 season. Data were collected from a group of primary sites, which included
Colorado, two California health maintenance organizations, and 10 sites of a
Medicare demonstration program for reimbursement for influenza vaccination.
The secondary sites for data collection were Louisiana and Washington. For the
primary sites, cases were identified through active surveillance of practicing
neurologists, plasmapheresis centers, and a review of hospital medical discharge
records for diagnoses coded as ICD-9 357.0. For the secondary sites, only prac-
ticing neurologists were contacted to identify GBS cases who were included if
they resided in one of the study sites at GBS onset, if onset of GBS occurred after
August 1, 1990, and if age at onset was greater than 18 years. Vaccination history
was obtained through an interview with the patient and validated by the patient’s
provider.

A total of 181 cases (9 vaccinated) were identified at the primary sites and 27
cases (3 vaccinated) at the secondary sites. Case reports were reviewed for clas-
sification as either “definite,” “probable,” “possible,” or “rejected” on the basis
of diagnostic criteria and review procedures comparable to those used by Safranek
and colleagues (1991). Four neurologists served on the review panel, and two of
them independently reviewed each case. Discrepancies in the classification of a
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case were resolved through a review and discussion by the full panel. Reports
were masked for personal identifiers, vaccination status, antecedent illness, and
medical epidemiologist classification.

The number of vaccine doses administered among the population aged 18 to
64 years was determined through a random digit dialing telephone survey con-
ducted in July and August 1991. Survey participants’ self-reported vaccination
status was accepted without further validation. For those aged 65 years and older
in the Medicare demonstration project sites, the number of vaccinations adminis-
tered was determined on the basis of a separately funded vaccine coverage survey,
with validation through phone, mail, or field interviews. Those results were used
as a basis for extrapolating vaccination coverage in that age group in other sites.
The extrapolated estimates were refined when vaccination data from the 1991
National Health Interview Survey became available. Vaccination coverage was
11 percent in the age group 18–64 years, and 48 percent in the age group 65 years
or older.

For the combined population in the primary and secondary sites, the relative
risk of GBS within 6 weeks of vaccination (controlled for age when appropriate)
was 1.3 (95% CI 0.7-2.4). For the secondary sites alone, however, there was a
significant elevation in GBS risk within 6 weeks of vaccination (RR=3.5; 95%
CI 1.4-15.2). The risk of GBS within 6 weeks of vaccination was also signifi-
cantly higher both in the primary and secondary sites for those aged 18 to 64
years. The overall relative risk for this age group was 3.3 (95% CI 1.7-6.5). It was
3.0 (95% CI 1.4-6.4) for the primary sites and 5.9 (95% CI 1.5-28.2) for the
secondary sites. The data showed some clustering of onset within the first 4
weeks following vaccination, but there was no significant difference between the
vaccinated and unvaccinated cases in antecedent illness.

Chen concluded that the data showed no increased GBS risk for the elderly
(RR = 0.5, 95% CI 0.1-1.5), who were the primary target population for influenza
vaccination. For the age group 18–64 years, there was an indication of increased
risk for GBS following influenza vaccination, but the data on timing of GBS
onset and antecedent illness did not provide clear support for a causal link with
vaccination. In addition, interpretation of the study is limited by the lack of
validation of vaccination status in the 18-64 year age group and the small number
of cases. Overall, the committee notes that the unpublished nature of the study
limits its contribution to causality.

Unpublished Uncontrolled Observational Study

Medicare Data, 1993–1994, 1994–1995. Chen (2003) also presented data
from an unpublished study by Marshall McBean of the University of Minnesota
School of Public Health. McBean examined the occurrence of GBS in Medicare
beneficiaries (aged 65 years and older) following influenza vaccinations adminis-
tered in 1993–1994 and 1994–1995. Vaccinees were identified from Medicare
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claims records (physician/supplier Part B bills) for influenza vaccinations admin-
istered between September 1 and December 31 of 1993 or 1994 (approximately
9.8 million in 1993 and 11 million in 1994). GBS cases were identified from
hospitalization records for Medicare beneficiaries on the basis of any diagnosis
coded as ICD-9-CM 357.0. Charts were abstracted according to standard proto-
cols, and cases were classified according to criteria used by Lasky and colleagues
(1998). Cases were excluded if they were hospitalized before immunization or
outside the time period of interest.

For the 1993–1994 season, there was a nonrandom distribution of cases by
week over a 16-week period following vaccination, with a pronounced peak
during the third week. Cases following vaccinations during the 1994–1995 influ-
enza season showed no clear pattern. Hospitalization rates for GBS during the
first 6 weeks after immunization were compared with the rates for the period 7 to
16 weeks after immunization. For 1993–1994, the relative risk was 1.18 (95% CI
0.78-1.55; p = 0.59). The 1994–1995 data were not presented but were reported
to show no association.

Case Reports

VAERS. Using VAERS data from 1990-1999, Geier and colleagues (2003)
compared the occurrence of GBS in those who received the influenza vaccines
and those who received the tetanus-diphtheria adult vaccine (Td). Numerous
flaws in the study methods (unknown if vaccination status was validated, if
participants received both vaccines, and if GBS was diagnosed by a neurologist)
and limitations in VAERS data affect the validity and precision of the risk esti-
mates calculated and the ability of the study’s findings to contribute to causality.

At the committee’s public meeting, Haber (2003) presented data on reports
related to influenza vaccines that were submitted to VAERS between July 1990
and March 13, 2003. Using the indexing term “Guillain-Barré Syndrome,” 565
reports of GBS were identified.5 In a follow-up of these reports, the diagnosis of
GBS was verified in 81 percent of cases, and 59 percent were reported to have
occurred within 1 to 2 weeks after vaccination. Antecedent illness was reported in
18 percent of cases.

Challenge–Rechallenge Reports from VAERS. The committee reviewed
four reports from VAERS that raised the possibility of the occurrence of GBS
after two separate influenza vaccinations (CDC, 2003e). Reports were identified
using the indexing terms “Guillain-Barré Syndrome” and “positive-rechallenge.”6

A nurse from the CDC reviewed the medical records and found that four reports
were possible challenge-rechallenge cases.

5The outcome category “Guillain-Barré Syndrome” was based on indexing terms (COSTART)
found in the reports, not diagnostic or medical coding terms.

6“Positive–rechallenge” was added as an index term in 1994.
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The first case report described a 79-year-old woman who experienced “weak-
ness, shortness of breath, and difficulty in swallowing” 3 days after influenza
vaccination. The patient also experienced numbness and neuralgia, with stum-
bling and falling, and was admitted to the hospital. She continued to decline and
was eventually diagnosed with GBS. After being released, she experienced a
relapse and was readmitted to receive additional treatment. Her second admission
was protracted, but she eventually recovered. The patient reported a history of
GBS, with onset following a viral illness, but she reported receiving the influenza
vaccine during the previous year with no subsequent adverse event.

The second report concerned a 44-year-old man with schizophrenia and a
history of pneumococcal meningitis within the past 4 years. Ten days after
receiving the influenza vaccine, the patient reported severe muscle pains in his
shoulders and legs, followed by bilateral leg weakness and inability to stand.
Clinical findings included an elevated CSF protein level and abnormal nerve
conduction studies. The patient was treated with intravenous immunoglobulin.
He reported that GBS had occurred after receiving influenza vaccine 12 years
earlier, although no supporting information was available in the VAERS report
reviewed by the committee.

A third case report was for a 44-year-old man diagnosed with GBS 37 days
after receiving the influenza vaccine. The patient initially presented to the emer-
gency room with non-radiating chest pain and numbness in the fingers and toes.
After being discharged from the emergency room, the patient was later admitted
with worsening weakness that progressed from the lower extremities to the trunk
and upper chest, and he was diagnosed with GBS. The patient reported similar
numbness in fingers and toes after first exposure to the influenza vaccine; how-
ever, no clinical documentation was available.

The fourth case report described a 33-year-old woman. Two months after
receiving the influenza vaccine, the patient experienced progressive fatigue,
weakness, and numbness in her extremities. Laboratory results showed normal
CSF protein levels and no oligoclonal bands. Nerve conduction studies were also
normal. The diagnosis recorded in the report was fibromyalgia. Three years later,
the patient experienced generalized weakness and an unsteady gait about 2 months
after receipt of the influenza vaccine. An MRI and EMG results were normal. The
patient was again diagnosed with fibromyalgia.

The committee judged, on the basis of the supporting clinical information
and the interval between receipt of the vaccine and GBS onset (3 or 10 days), that
only the first two of these four reports are suggestive of cases of GBS associated
with influenza vaccination. In neither of these cases, however, was the documen-
tation sufficient to confirm GBS in response to a rechallenge with influenza
vaccine.
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Causality Argument

The committee reviewed several population-based surveillance studies
(Hurwitz et al., 1981; Kaplan et al., 1982, Lasky et al., 1998), and a study of
military personnel (Roscelli et al., 1991), and two unpublished studies that were
discussed by Chen (2003) at the committee’s public meeting (see Table 4). Their
findings were mixed, with only one published report (Lasky et al., 1998) showing
a marginally significant increase in the risk of GBS related to influenza vaccines
used since 1976. The studies differed in terms of their design, the case definitions
for GBS, their methods of case ascertainment, the size of the study populations,
and the influenza seasons covered. Compared with the 1976 immunization expe-
rience, vaccinations were administered over a longer period of time in the years
covered by these studies, making it more difficult to detect any increase that
might have occurred in a rare condition like GBS. Although immunization rates
were estimated to be much higher among U.S. Army personnel (Roscelli et al.,
1991), the relatively small size of the population vaccinated each year would
make detection of vaccine-attributable risk difficult. Because of the nature of
case reports, the information from VAERS added little to the committee's ability
to assess causality.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship between GBS in adults and influenza vaccines
administered after 1976 (that is, subsequent to the swine influenza vaccine
program).

Multiple Sclerosis

The committee examined reports on epidemiological studies of the risk of
MS relapses following influenza vaccination; separately it examined a smaller set
of reports concerning the risk of MS onset. All these studies concerned influenza
vaccines used in various years, including the swine influenza vaccines of 1976.
The committee was also provided with information that 24 reports of MS7 fol-
lowing influenza vaccination had been submitted to VAERS from January 1990
through March 2003 (Haber, 2003).This information did not indicate whether
these reports concerned the onset of MS or relapses. As mentioned earlier, reports
from passive surveillance systems like VAERS are of little assistance in assess-
ing causality.

7The outcome category “multiple sclerosis” was based on indexing terms (COSTART) found in
the reports, not diagnostic or medical coding terms.
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Table 4. Evidence Table: Influenza Vaccines Used After 1976 and
Guillain-Barré Syndrome

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Hurwitz et al. Cohort U.S. adult population in Vaccinations between
(1981) 47 states (contiguous U.S. 8/1978 and 1/1979

except MD), based on Census estimated from 1979
Bureau data as of 7/1/1978. national immunization

survey.
Exposed:
12.56 million persons between For GBS cases, neurologists
9/1978-1/1979 (8.26% of provided vaccination history.
eligible population). Vaccinated cases received

vaccine within 8 weeks
GBS cases before onset of neurological
(onset 9/1/1978—3/31/1979): symptoms. Other cases
Total: 544 designated as unvaccinated.
Vaccinated = 13 (12 adults)
Unvaccinated = 495 (393 adults)
Unknown age = 15
Unknown vaccination
status = 21

Kaplan et al. Cohort U.S. adult population Vaccinations between
(1982) (1979- (≥ 18 years of age) in 47 states 9/1979 and 1/1980

1980) (contiguous U.S. except MD), estimated from 1980
based on Census Bureau data national immunization
as of 7/1/1979 survey.

Exposed: For GBS cases, neurologists
15.36 million persons provided vaccination history.
(10% of eligible population) Vaccinated cases received

vaccine within 8 weeks
GBS cases before onset of neurological
(onset 9/1/79-3/31/80): symptoms. Other cases
Total: 437 designated as unvaccinated.
Vaccinated: 7
Unvaccinated: 412
Vaccination  status
unknown: 18
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

GBS cases diagnosed Relative Risk of GBS GBS onset was The study provides
by a neurologist with within 8 weeks of random across an evidence of no
objective evidence of vaccination, in adults 8-week period association
muscle involvement. (95% CI): following between exposure
Criteria from 1.4 (0.7-2.7) vaccination. to influenza
National Institute of Authors noted vaccines and GBS
Communicative During 8-week period that the in adults;
Disorders and Stroke before onset, antecedent well-publicized weaknesses in the
used to resolve illness significantly more association study limit its
questionable common in the between swine contribution to
diagnoses. unvaccinated  (69%) than influenza vaccine the causality

in the vaccinated (33%) and GBS may argument.
Cases reported to χ2 =5.5; p < .05 have resulted in
CDC by 1813 more complete
neurologists (41% reporting of GBS
of Academy of cases in the
American Neurology vaccinated
[AAN] members). population.

Several types of
vaccine were
reported.

GBS cases as Relative Risk of GBS No significant The study provides
defined in Hurwitz within 8 weeks of clustering of evidence of no
et al., 1981 vaccination (95% CI): cases across the association

0.6 (0.45-1.32) 8-week period between exposure
Cases reported to following to the influenza
CDC as part of GBS vaccination. vaccines and GBS
surveillance system Similar data and in adults;
by 1648 neurologists methods used by weaknesses in the
who were AAN Hurwitz et al. study limit its
members. (1981) contribution to the

causality
The number of argument.
vaccinated cases
was based on
census data and
a national survey
conducted by a
private research
firm. Possible
ascertainment
bias was not
evaluated.

continues
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Kaplan et al. Cohort U.S. adult population Vaccinations between
(1982) (1980- (≥ 18 years of age) in 47 states 9/1980 and 1/1981
(continued) 1981) (contiguous U.S. except MD), estimated from 1981

based on Census Bureau data national immunization
as of 7/1/1980. survey.

Exposed: For GBS cases, neurologists
14.27 million provided vaccination history.
(9% of eligible population) Vaccinated cases received

vaccine within 8 weeks
GBS cases before onset of neurological
(onset 9/1/1980-3/31/1981): symptoms. Other cases
Total: 375 designated as unvaccinated.
Vaccinated: 12
Unvaccinated: 347
Vaccination status
unknown:  16

Roscelli et al. Cohort Active duty U.S. Army Vaccination information
(1991) personnel from 1980-1988 from office of the Surgeon

estimated to be 780,000. General of the US Army.
About 80%of all active duty

GBS cases with diagnosis soldiers were vaccinated in
between 1980-1988= 289 the last week of October

from 1980-1988.
GBS cases in November
months of 1980-1988 compared
to non-November months.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS cases as Relative Risk of GBS No significant The study provides
defined in Hurwitz within 8 weeks of clustering of evidence of no
et al., 1981 vaccination (95% CI): cases across the association

1.4 (0.80-1.76) 8-week period between exposure
Cases reported to following to influenza
CDC as part of GBS Relative Risk of GBS vaccination. vaccines and GBS
surveillance system within 8 weeks of Similar data and in adults;
by 1557 neurologists vaccination by age group methods used by weaknesses in the
who were AAN (95% CI) 1979-1980 Hurwitz et al. study limit its
members. and 1980-1981 data (1981) contribution to the

combined: causality
The number of argument.

18-49 years: 1.0 vaccinated cases
50 years or older: 0.8 was based on

census data and
a national survey
conducted by a
private research
firm.

Evidence of some
underreporting of
unvaccinated
cases suggested
possible
overestimate of
risk of GBS for
vaccinated
population.

GBS cases GBS Incidence per 106 Interpretation The study design
hospitalized at Army Novembers, 1980-1988: of the study is limits the study’s
Medical Treatment 3.3 (95% CI 2.0-4.6) limited by lack contribution to the
Facilities between of validation of causality
1980-1988. Cases Non-November months, the vaccination argument.
identified from 1980-1988: status of GBS
physician diagnoses 3.4 (95% CI 3.0-3.8) cases.
in medical records.

Chi-square: difference was
not significant (p=0.90)
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Lasky et al. (1998) Cohort Adult population in Illinois, Vaccination coverage in the
Maryland, North Carolina, and 4 states was estimated on
Washington, 1992 and 1993. the basis of a random-digit-

dialing telephone survey.
Exposed:
1992-1993: 4.5 million Vaccination history of GBS
1993-1994: 5.7 million patients determined through

telephone interviews with
Definite or probable GBS patients or proxies.
(onset between 9/1/1992 and Providers contacted to
2/28/1993 or  between obtain exact dates of
9/1/1993 and 2/28/1994): vaccination.
Total = 180
Vaccinated = 19 Vaccine-associated cases
Not vaccinated = 148 defined a priori as those
Vaccination status with onset of GBS within
unconfirmed = 13 6-week period after

vaccination.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS cases identified Relative Risk of GBS Of 1201 records The study provides
from hospital within 6-weeks after reviewed, most evidence of a
discharge database influenza vaccination were excluded marginally
records with ICD-9 (95% CI): because of significant
diagnosis 357.0. 2.4 (1.5-3.8) multiple association;

admissions, weaknesses in the
Cases were Adjustment for age, sex, residence in study limit its
categorized as and season: another state, contribution to the
definite, probable, 1.7 (1.0-2.8) GBS onset causality
or possible GBS, not outside study argument.
GBS, or requiring Relative Risk  (95%CI) period, age less
review. Identification controlling for age and sex than 18 years,
of definite and 1992-1993: declined to
probable cases based 2.0 (1.0-4.3) participate, could
on published not be located,
diagnostic criteria. 1993-1994: or interview not

1.5 (0.8-2.9) authorized by
Only definite and patient’s physician.
probable cases Committee notes
included in the that loss of 13
analysis. cases because of

lack of validation
of vaccination
status limits the
strength of the
study’s findings.
In addition
the lack of
validation of
vaccine status
may have led to
an underestimate
of the number of
people vaccinated
in both the
1992-1993 and
1993-1994
influenza seasons.
Recall bias of
vaccine status from
the 1992-1993
season is also
possible since
subjects were
asked in 1994.
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Chen, 2003 Cohort Adult population (≥18 years) Number of vaccine doses
(Unpublished) in primary study sites (CO, administered in population

2 CA HMOs, 10 Medicare aged 18-64 years
demonstration sites) and determined through random
secondary sites (LA, WA), digit telephone survey.
1990-1991 influenza season. Self-reported vaccination

status without validation
GBS cases with  onset after was accepted. For persons
8/1/1990. Age at onset greater aged 65 years and older at
than 18 years of age. Medicare demonstration

project sites, the number of
GBS cases at primary sites: vaccinations administered
Total = 181 was determined on the basis
Vaccinated = 9 of vaccine coverage survey,

which was validated.
GBS cases at secondary sites= Vaccination data also
Total = 27 available from NHIS.
Vaccinated = 3 Vaccination coverage:

18-64 years: 11%
65 years or older: 48%

McBean, 2003 Uncon- Medicare beneficiaries Vaccinees identified from
(Unpublished) trolled (aged 65 years and older), Medicare claims records
Presented by observa- 1993-1995 (physician/supplier
Chen (2003) to tional Part B bills) for influenza
Immunization Total influenza vaccine vaccinations administered
Safety Review recipients: 9.8 million 9/1/1993-12/31/1993 and
Committee 9/1/1994-12/31/1994.

Number of GBS cases
hospitalized

Within 6 weeks of
vaccination = 19

Between 7-16 weeks after
vaccination = 26
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS cases identified Relative risk of GBS Interpretation of The study suggests
using criteria of within 6 weeks of the study’s an association
Safranek et al. (1991). influenza vaccination findings are between exposure
Neurologists (95%CI) limited by the to influenza
reviewed each case, lack of validation vaccines and GBS
which were classified Both primary and of vaccination in adults; as an
as either definite, secondary sites: status in the unpublished study,
probable, possible, > 18 years: 1.3 (0.7-2.4) 18-64 age group. its contribution to
or rejected. Cases 18-64 years: 3.3 (1.7-6.5) Data on timing the causality
from primary sites > 65 years: 0.6 (0.1-1.5) and antecedent argument is
were identified illness did not limited.
through active Primary sites alone: provide clear
surveillance of > 18 years: 1.1 (0.5-2.1) support for a
practicing 18-64 years: 3.0 (1.4-6.4) causal link.
neurologists, > 65 years: 0.3 (0.1-1.3)
plasmapherisis
centers, and hospital Secondary sites alone:
discharge records > 18 years: 3.5 (1.4-15.2)
with diagnosis code 18-64 years: 5.9 (1.5-28.2)
of ICD-9 357.0. > 65 years: 1.8 (0.2-14.7)
For secondary sites,
only practicing Some clustering of onset
neurologists were within the first 4 weeks
contacted. following vaccination

No significant difference
between vaccinated and
unvaccinated cases in
antecedent illness.

GBS cases identified Relative risk of No control group. The study
from hospitalization hospitalization  for GBS design and its
records for Medicare during the first 6 weeks unpublished status
beneficiaries on basis after immunization vs. limit its
of any diagnosis 7-16 weeks after contribution to the
coded as ICD-9-CM immunization (95%CI): causality
357.0. Cases were 1993-1994: 1.7 argument.
classified according (0.78-1.55, p=0.59)
to criteria used by 1994-1995: data not
Lasky et al. (1998) presented, but reported to

show no association.
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Geier et al., Cohort Cases: GBS after influenza Based on VAERS data.
(2003) vaccination Biological Surveillance

Summary data provided the
“Controls”: GBS after Td number of influenza vaccine
(adult) vaccination. doses administered
Number not reported. (distributed?) by

manufacturer and year.

CDC Case Case reports submitted to Receipt of influenza
(2003e) series VAERS between July 1990 vaccine as reported to

and March 2003. VAERS.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

Severe GBS defined Relative risk (95%CI) The committee The study design
as a case of of GBS after influenza notes that it is and limitations of
GBS with only immunization compared unknown if VAERS data
partial recovery to GBS after Td vaccination was restrict the study’s
and significant immunization by year: validated, if contribution to the
residual disability 1992  4.9 (1.2-20.2) GBS was causality
1 year later. 1993  12.5 (3.0-50.4) diagnosed by argument.

1994  6.4 (1.6-27.0) neurologist, and
1995  4.8 (1.7-12.9) if participants
1996  3.3 (1.5-7.2) received both
1997  3.4 (1.1-11.4) vaccines.
1998  2.0 (0.84-4.7) Limitations in
1999  4.2 (0.81-14.3) VAERS data

affect the validity
Attributable Risk by year and precision of
1992  3.9 the risk estimates
1993  11.5 calculated.
1994  5.4
1995  3.8
1996  2.3
1997  2.4
1998  1.0
1999  3.2

Reports were Number of GBS reports The analytical The nature of
included when the 565 value of data VAERS reports
indexing term from passive limits their
“Guillain-Barré Diagnosis verified: 81% surveillance contribution to the
syndrome” was noted Occurrence within systems is limited causality
in the VAERS report. 1-2 weeks after by such problems argument.
Cases identified on vaccination: 59% as underreporting,
the basis of inclusion Antecedent illness lack of detail,
of GBS as indexing reported: 18% inconsistent
term. diagnostic criteria,

and inadequate
denominator data
(Ellenberg and
Chen, 1997;
Singleton et al.,
1999).
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

VAERS: Case- Case reports submitted to Receipt of influenza vaccine
Possible reports VAERS, July 1990-March 2003. listed in record.as reported
challenge- Four reports of GBS identified in VAERS
rechallenge as possible rechallange.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

GBS following Case #1: 79-year-old The committee The nature of
influenza vaccination experienced “weakness, judged, on the VAERS reports
with history of GBS. shortness of breath, and basis of the limits their
Cases identified on difficulty in swallowing” supporting contribution to the
the basis of inclusion 3 days after influenza clinical causality
of “GBS” and vaccination. Patient information and argument.
“positive rechallenge” reported history of GBS, the interval
as indexing terms and with onset following viral between
review of records by illness. Reported influenza vaccination and
CDC nurse. vaccination during the GBS onset

previous year with no (3 or 10 days),
subsequent adverse events. that only cases
Case #2: 44-year-old man 1 and 2 are
with schizophrenia and suggestive of
history of pneumococcal GBS associated
meningitis. Ten days after with influenza
receiving influenza vaccine vaccination.
reported severe muscle In neither of
pains in his limbs followed these cases,
by bilateral weakness in however, was the
his legs and inability to documentation
stand. He reported GBS sufficient to
after receiving influenza confirm GBS in
vaccine 12 years earlier, response to a
but no supporting rechallenge with
information was available influenza vaccine.
in the VAERS report
reviewed by the committee.
Case #3: 44-year-old man
diagnosed with GBS
37 days after influenza
vaccination. The patient
presented with
non-radiating chest pain
and numbness in fingers
and toes. Patient was later
admitted with worsening
weakness. Reported similar
numbness in fingers and
toes after first influenza
vaccine exposure; however,
no clinical documentation
was available.
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TABLE 4 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

VAERS:
Possible
challenge-
rechallenge
(continued)

MS Relapse: Randomized Controlled Trials

California, 1976.  Myers and colleagues (1977) conducted a randomized
controlled trial to examine the safety and efficacy of the 1976 swine influenza
vaccine in MS patients. Subjects were recruited from two MS clinics in the Los
Angeles area and the private practice of a Los Angeles neurologist. Excluded
from the study were patients who were under 24 years of age, were receiving
immunomodulating medications, or had a history of an allergic reaction to eggs
or previous influenza vaccinations. The age range of subjects was 26-64 years.
An initial pilot study with 10 influenza-vaccinated patients and 10 placebo-
inoculated patients found no differences in local and systemic reactions between
the two groups.

The second phase involved three groups: vaccine recipients (n = 23), placebo
recipients (n = 23), and untreated controls (n = 22). Assignment to a group was
based on restrictive randomization. Patients were first classified as having active
or inactive MS. Active MS was defined as a relapse in the preceding 3 months or
deterioration over the past 6 months. All other patients were defined as having
inactive MS. Patients in each group were then randomly assigned to receive
either the swine influenza vaccine (a bivalent, whole-virus product) or the placebo
(vaccine diluent without virus). Before the injections were given, each patient
was evaluated by a neurologist to document the course and phase of the person’s
disease and assign a functional systems and disability status score.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

Case #4: 33-year-old
woman experienced
progressive fatigue,
weakness, and numbness
in extremities 2 months
after influenza vaccination.
Diagnosis reported was
fibromyalgia. Three years
later the patient
experienced weakness and
unsteady gait about
2 months after influenza
vaccination. MRI and EMG
results were normal, and
the patient was diagnosed
with fibromyalgia.

Vaccination status was unknown both to patients and researchers. Adverse
events were identified by patient reports and evaluations by a neurologist at 3
weeks and 3 months after injection. Local and systemic reactions were reported
by 52 percent of vaccine recipients, compared with 25 percent of placebo recipi-
ents. One vaccinated patient developed a mild, immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tion, with localized pain and a local area of erythema.

In each of the three study groups, four patients experienced relapses within
the 3 months following injection. For three patients each in the vaccine and
placebo groups and one patient in the untreated group, relapse involved myelopathy
with weakness, sensory loss, and ataxia in lower extremities. Among the vaccine
recipients, three of the relapses were mild and one was moderate. Among the
placebo recipients, two experienced a moderate relapse and one experienced a
severe relapse. All of the relapses were mild among the control group.

The relapse rate was 0.5 case per patient per year for the vaccine recipients
and 0.7 case per patient per year for the placebo group. Based on the similar
relapse rates among the groups, the authors concluded that exposure to the influ-
enza vaccine was safe for MS patients.

Northeastern MS Centers, 1993.  Miller and colleagues (1997) conducted a
multicenter, randomized controlled trial to examine the association between
receipt of influenza vaccine and exacerbation of relapsing-remitting MS. The
study was conducted during the influenza season of 1993.
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Subjects were recruited from five MS centers in northeastern states. Patients
were eligible for the study if they had a clinically definite case of relapsing-
remitting multiple sclerosis with a Kurtzke expanded disability status score
(EDSS) of less than 6.5 (able to walk with minimal assistance). Patients were
excluded if they had acute exacerbations or treatment with corticosteroids in the
previous 4 weeks; treatment with immunosuppressive medications, interferon-
beta, or copolymer 1 within the preceding 6 months; or a history of prior adverse
reactions to influenza vaccine or an allergy to egg products.

A total of 104 patients were randomized to receive either standard influenza
vaccine from a single manufacturer or a placebo. Each of the five centers had its
own randomization sequence. Both investigators and subjects were blinded to
vaccination status. Participants were followed for 6 months, with examinations
by a neurologist at 4 weeks and at 6 months after inoculation. An MS exacerba-
tion was defined as a demonstrated change observed during a neurologic exami-
nation, measured as an increase of at least 0.5 on the EDSS, at least one grade on
the scores of two or more of the Kurtzke functional system scores, or two grades
on one of the functional system scores. Neurologic changes had to persist for
more than 24 hours (or more than 48 hours after a fever). Sample size was
calculated for detection of a moderate effect size, assuming an alpha of 0.05 with
a 2-tailed test and a power of 80 percent.

Forty-nine participants received the influenza vaccine, and 54 received the
placebo injection. The groups were similar in age (ages of subjects were not
reported), gender, and disability. After 28 days, three vaccine recipients and two
placebo recipients had experienced exacerbations, a difference that the authors
reported was not significant (Fisher’s exact test). After 6 months, vaccine recipients
had experienced 11 exacerbations (an annual rate of 0.45) compared with 6 among
the placebo recipients (annual rate 0.22). The difference was not significant (chi-
square analysis). The mean change in disability status score (vaccine = 0.02,
placebo = 0.09) was not significantly different between the two groups (based on
t-test for independent samples). The authors concluded that the vaccine did not
appear to be associated with an increased risk of MS relapse.

MS Relapse: Controlled Observational Studies

Arizona, 1976.  Bamford and colleagues (1978) examined the effect of the
1976 swine influenza vaccine on MS patients receiving care at the MS clinic of
the Arizona Health Sciences Center. These patients were examined on a regular
basis at the clinic, and their disability rated with the Kurtzke Disability Status
Scale. A bivalent swine influenza vaccine was used in the study.

A total of 127 patients were assessed during November and December 1976
(ages of subjects were not reported). Of this group, 65 patients elected to receive
the vaccine, and 62 served as unvaccinated controls. The two groups were
described as similar in terms of levels of disability and disease course. Patients
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were interviewed during the month following vaccination and asked about any
new neurologic symptoms, deterioration of existing symptoms, or (among vacci-
nated patients) any allergic or toxic reactions to the vaccine. Two patients reported
systemic symptoms following vaccination. The vaccinated group also had one
patient with onset of a new neurologic symptom and one patient with increased
severity of an existing dysfunction. In the unvaccinated group, two patients had
new symptoms and two had increased disability.

The vaccine recipients experienced 0.031 episodes of deterioration
per patient-month of exposure, compared with 0.032 episodes per patient-month
for the unvaccinated group. No statistical tests were reported. The authors noted
that the occurrence of symptoms was similar to findings from other studies and
concluded that the vaccine did not seem to affect individuals already diagnosed
with MS. Other study limitations include the short time frame (four weeks)
between vaccination and reporting of outcome, and patients self-selecting to
receive the vaccine and self-reporting outcomes.

New York, 1993.  Mokhtarian and colleagues (1997) examined the safety
and efficacy of influenza vaccination for MS patients in a double-blind clinical
trial sponsored by the MS Society. Eligible patients had a diagnosis of clinically
definite relapsing-remitting MS and a Kurtzke Extended Disability Status Score
(EDSS) of less than 6.5. Exclusion was based on a Kurtzke score of ≥ 6.5, an
acute exacerbation within the previous 4 weeks, treatment with immunosuppres-
sive medications within the previous 6 months, or a history of allergy to influenza
vaccine or eggs. A single neurologist examined all participants before and after
inoculation. Patients were evaluated at 4 weeks and followed for 6 months. They
were asked to report any clinical exacerbations or the occurrence of influenza.

The study participants included 19 MS patients, ranging in age from 28 to 60
years, and 9 age- and sex-matched subjects without MS. Trivalent influenza
vaccine prepared by a single manufacturer for the 1993–1994 season was given to
11 MS patients and the 9 participants without MS. The remaining 8 MS patients
received a placebo (vaccine diluent). No randomization procedures were reported.

Overall, three exacerbations occurred among influenza-vaccinated MS patients,
at 19, 98, and 177 days after vaccination. The authors noted that the two late-
occurring exacerbations may not have been related to the vaccination. In the
placebo group, two MS patients experienced attacks at 22 and 43 days after
inoculation. Overall, there was no significant difference in EDSS at the beginning
and the end of the study for either the placebo- or influenza-vaccinated groups.
Flu-like symptoms were reported by two influenza-vaccinated MS patients (44
and 90 days after vaccination), one placebo-vaccinated MS patient, and one
influenza-vaccinated subject without MS (20 days post-vaccination).

The authors concluded that the study provided no indication that influenza
vaccine was associated with exacerbation of MS in patients with an EDSS of less
than 6.5, but the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing influenza illness was
unclear. The authors note limitations related to the small size of the study popu-
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lation. Interpretation of the results is also hindered by the lack of formal statistical
analysis of differences between the vaccine and placebo groups.

Vaccines in Multiple Sclerosis (VACCIMUS)—France, Spain, and Switzer-
land. Confavreux and others (2001) conducted a multicenter case-crossover study
to examine whether vaccination increases the risk of relapse in MS. The study
subjects were MS patients from neurology departments associated with the Euro-
pean Database for Multiple Sclerosis network. With the case-crossover design,
patients served as their own controls. Those eligible for the study had a definite or
probable diagnosis of MS according to the Poser criteria (Poser et al., 1983) and
had at least one relapse between January 1993 and December 1997. The index
relapse was the first during this period that was confirmed by a medical visit or
hospitalization and that was preceded by a relapse-free period of 12 months.
Neurologists reviewed patients’ medical records to confirm the diagnosis of MS
and categorized the index relapse as either definite, probable, or possible. A total
of 643 subjects were included in the study.

Vaccination histories during the period January 1992 through December
1997 were collected from study subjects by telephone interview and confirmed
with written documentation, usually a copy of the vaccination record. Vaccine
exposures included influenza, hepatitis B, tetanus, hepatitis A, typhoid, yellow
fever, typhoid-paratyphoid, tetanus-poliovirus, tetanus-diphtheria, and tetanus-
poliovirus-diphtheria vaccines. During the 12 months before the index relapse,
135 subjects had a confirmed vaccination of any sort, and 23 had a confirmed
influenza vaccination. Influenza vaccination exposure was assessed in terms of a
2-month risk period immediately before the index relapse and four 2-month
control periods during the 10 months preceding the index relapse.

A conditional regression analysis was used to calculate the relative risk of
MS relapse associated with exposure to the influenza vaccine or to other vac-
cines. For influenza vaccination, the relative risk of relapse was 1.08 (95% CI,
0.37–3.10); the relative risk of relapse associated with any vaccine exposure was
0.71 (95% CI, 0.40–1.26). The authors concluded that vaccination does not
increase the short-term risk of a relapse among patients with MS who had been
relapse-free for at least 12 months. However, the authors noted that the study
findings are inconclusive with regard to long-term risks.

Limitations cited by the authors include lower power for assessing risks
associated with specific vaccines, exclusion of those patients with frequent or
minor relapses, and an assumption of constancy of vaccine exposure and equality
of risk after each exposure. Study strengths included limited confounding by the
nature of the case-crossover study design, high response rates and validation of
vaccine exposures, limited recall bias through collection of exposure data without
specific reference to the index relapse, and results that are unaffected by a change
in length of effect periods.

The committee notes that the relative risk of 1.08 may reflect not only the
effect of the influenza vaccine on MS relapse, but also the adverse effect of acute
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illnesses. Unlike other vaccines, which are administered throughout the year,
influenza vaccine is generally given only during autumn and winter, a time when
acute illnesses are also more prevalent. Thus, during the risk period of interest,
MS patients may be receiving the influenza vaccine and experiencing respiratory
illness. The relative risk reported by the study may be an overestimate of the risk
of MS relapse associated with influenza vaccine, as it is based on a risk interval
when both influenza vaccination and acute illnesses may occur.

Kurland and others (1984) report unpublished data by Brooks and colleagues
(unpublished, 1980) of MS relapse between 31 MS patients and 28 controls
without MS, matched according to sex and age. Frequency of exacerbations was
compared 3 months before and 21 months after receipt of the influenza vaccina-
tion. There was no increase in exacerbation rate either before or after vaccination.

MS Relapse: Uncontrolled Observational Studies

Arizona.  Sibley and colleagues (1976) examined the effect of polyvalent
influenza vaccinations received between 1962 and 1975 on MS patients treated at
the Multiple Sclerosis Clinic at the University of Arizona Medical Center. Records
of 128 current patients were reviewed for history of influenza vaccination and
subsequent deterioration of MS symptoms. Patients were also interviewed about
reactions to vaccination, such as fever, allergic reactions, headaches, and symp-
toms that suggested an attack of MS. Neurological symptoms occurring within
the month after vaccination were considered vaccine-related. Also included in the
study were data on 24 other MS patients who had received a polyvalent influenza
vaccine in 1962.

Of the 152 patients in the study (ages of subjects were not reported), 93
patients had received 209 influenza vaccinations at various times between 1962
and 1975. Vaccine-related reactions occurred among 19 percent of patients. The
authors noted that the observed rate of relapse (1 attack in 93 patient-months of
observation) was less than expected for the natural course of the disease (4.5
exacerbations per month). Limitations in the study include the lack of a compari-
son control group. In addition, no formal statistical analysis was conducted.

The Netherlands, 1996. De Keyser and colleagues (1998) compared the
effects of influenza vaccine and the effects of influenza illness on patients with
either primary progressive MS or relapsing MS. Primary progressive MS was
defined as a progressive course from onset, without superimposed exacerbations.
The category of relapsing MS included the relapsing-remitting form, with or
without secondary progression, and the progressive-relapsing form.

In December 1996, questionnaires were sent to 320 MS patients listed in the
Groningen MS Databank. Information was collected on age, sex, form of MS,
severity of disability, and duration of the disease. Patients were asked if they had
experienced influenza illness between November 1995 and February 1996 or
received influenza vaccine in autumn of 1996 (the trivalent product for the 1996–
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1997 influenza season). They were also asked if they had experienced any wors-
ening or exacerbation of their MS in the 6 weeks following either influenza
illness or vaccination. Differences in relapse rates were compared using Fisher’s
exact test.

Responses were received from 233 patients (74 percent), including 53 with
primary progressive MS and 180 with relapsing MS. The mean age of subjects
was 44 years. In the primary progressive group, 4 patients had experienced influ-
enza illness and 24 had been vaccinated. None of the vaccinated patients reported
an effect on neurologic symptoms. Among the 180 relapsing MS patients, 36 had
experienced influenza illness and 70 had been vaccinated. Twelve patients (33
percent) reported exacerbations after influenza illness, whereas only 4 patients (5
percent) experienced exacerbations in the 6 weeks after vaccination (p < 0.0001).
For the 48 relapsing MS patients restricted to wheelchair use (those with greater
disability), the incidence exacerbation following vaccination (1 of 42 patients)
was also significantly lower than that following illness (3 of 4 patients)
(p = 0.001). The authors noted that the post-immunization relapse rate was similar
to that found in other studies. They acknowledged that some patients reporting
illness may have had a disease other than influenza.

MS Relapse: Case Series

Italy.  Salvetti and colleagues (1995) evaluated a series of six patients with
clinically definite MS who received influenza vaccine (age range of subjects was
between 25-40 years of age). Patients were clinically evaluated every 3 months
during the year preceding vaccination with trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine
and the year following receipt. Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imag-
ing (GD-MRI) was performed 1 day before vaccination and 15 and 45 days after
vaccination to assess whether changes in the permeability of the blood–brain
barrier were evident following vaccination.

Five patients experienced the same or a lower number of relapses following
vaccination than during the preceding year. These patients also showed no increase
in the progression of disability, based on the EDSS. One patient experienced a
shift from the relapsing-remitting form of MS to the progressive form during the
year after vaccination. This patient was also the only one with new lesion evident
on the GD-MRI (at 15 days post-vaccination). The other patients had unremark-
able GD-MRI scans after vaccination. As a case-series report, this study makes a
limited contribution to the causality assessment.

Incident MS: Controlled Observational Study

United States—Vaccine Safety Datalink. DeStefano and colleagues (2003)
conducted a case-control study to examine the relationship in adults between
vaccination and the development of MS and optic neuritis; the study also exam-
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ined the risk related to the timing of vaccination. The results for MS are discussed
here and those for optic neuritis are discussed below. Data for both cases and
controls were obtained from three health maintenance organizations (HMOs) that
participate in CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) project. Automated out-
patient and hospital discharge data for 1995–1999 were screened, and cases were
confirmed by review of medical records. Cases were defined as having any
physician’s diagnosis of MS or optic neuritis on their medical records. Alterna-
tive definitions were a diagnosis by a specialist or the meeting of the International
Panel criteria for MS (two demyelinating episodes separated in space and time).
Up to three controls were selected for each case and matched according to year of
HMO enrollment (minimum membership of 1 year), age, and sex. Patients who
had a prior diagnosis of MS or optic neuritis in their medical charts were excluded.
A total of 440 cases (332 with MS and 108 with optic neuritis) and 950 controls
(722 controls for MS cases and 228 controls for ON cases) participated in the
study.

Influenza vaccine exposure was determined on the basis of medical chart
reviews and telephone interviews (for those vaccinated outside the HMO). Expo-
sure was categorized as ever or never vaccinated before the index date (i.e., the
date of onset for the matched case). The time intervals between vaccination and
the index date were 0–1 year, 1–5 years, and more than 5 years. Of the cases, 16.6
percent had received a influenza vaccination before the index date; of the con-
trols, 18.6 percent had been vaccinated.

Odds ratios were calculated using a conditional logistic regression stratified
by matching variables and adjusted for family history, race and ethnicity, place of
birth, Scandinavian ancestry, smoking, and marital status. Using the case defini-
tion based on the presence in the medical record of a physician’s diagnosis of MS,
the risk of MS following influenza vaccination was OR = 0.7 (95% CI, 0.5-1.1).
Similar results were obtained using case definitions based on specialist diagnosis:
for MS and optic neuritis combined, the odds ratio was 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6-1.3).
With the International Panel criteria for diagnosis of MS the odds ratio was 1.0
(95% CI, 0.6-1.4). The adjusted odds ratios for timing of influenza vaccination
and risk of demyelinating disease (MS and optic neuritis combined) was 0.8
(95% CI, 0.5-1.4) for less than 1 year before index date, 1.1 (95% CI, 0.7-1.7) for
1 to 5 years before the index date, and 0.6 (95% CI, 0.3-1.1) for more than 5 years
before the index date.

The authors concluded that the results did not support the hypothesis that
influenza vaccination causes or triggers the development of MS. The authors
cited as strengths of the study identifying cases and controls from the large HMO
population covered by the VSD project, minimizing recall bias by focusing on
recently diagnosed cases, using medical records to establish the timing of onset of
MS and of vaccination, and having obtained consistent results with different case
definitions. A limitation of the study was the need to rely on self-report to obtain
information on vaccinations obtained outside the HMOs. About half of both
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cases and controls received such vaccinations, but excluding the self-reported
data had little effect on the results.

Incident MS: Uncontrolled Observational Study

U.S. Army.  Kurland and colleagues (1984) reviewed data on new cases of
MS diagnosed among U.S. Army personnel from 1975 through 1979. The number
of new cases occurring following administration of the swine influenza vaccine
in autumn of 1976 was compared with the number occurring at other times during
the 1975–1979 period. Influenza vaccinations are administered to active duty
personnel each year in October and are administered to new recruits throughout
the year when they begin service. Between 765,000 and 779,000 persons were on
active duty in these years, and an estimated 85 percent received the swine influ-
enza vaccine in 1976. The average number of new MS cases per calendar quarter
was 6.55. Five cases were diagnosed during the final quarter of 1976 and 6 during
the first quarter of 1977. During the seven calendar quarters preceding the 1976
influenza vaccinations, 57 cases of MS were diagnosed; during the final quarter
of 1976 and the next six quarters, 45 cases were diagnosed. The authors interpret
these data as indicating that the 1976 influenza vaccine did not affect the imme-
diate or longer-term risk of developing MS among U.S. Army personnel.

Causality Argument

On the basis of the Confavreaux study (2001) and the consistent findings
from the other studies (Miller et al., 1997; Mokhtarian et al., 1997; Bamford et
al., 1978; Myers et al., 1977) (see Table 5), the committee concludes that the
evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship between influenza vaccines
and relapse of multiple sclerosis in adults. Uncontrolled studies and case series
(De Keyser, 1998; Salvetti et al., 1995; Sibley et al., 1976) provide similar find-
ings, but given their nature they are of limited value in assessing causality. The
occurrence of relapse is rare and the power to detect increased risk is limited.

Few studies have examined the association between influenza vaccination
and the onset of MS. Only one study (DeStefano et al., 2003) provided a thorough
description of the study methods and outcomes (see Table 6). It found no increase
in the risk of onset of MS associated with influenza vaccination, but in the
absence of confirmation from other sources, the committee concludes that the
evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship between
influenza vaccines and incident MS in adults. However, the biological mecha-
nisms involved in the onset of MS are presumed to be related to those involved in
relapse. With the epidemiological data favoring the rejection of a causal relation-
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ship between influenza vaccines and relapse of MS, the committee sees no reason
to suspect that a causal relationship might exist between influenza vaccines and
onset of MS.

Because the available studies did not consistently report ages (some did not
report age at all, and detail is lacking in studies that did report age, for example,
reporting average age without a range) and none of the studies specifically
included children, the committee could not reach a conclusion on causality in the
children’s age group, but also could not clearly define the lower age limit for its
conclusion in adults.

Optic Neuritis

Controlled Observational Study

United States—Vaccine Safety Datalink. As described above, DeStefano
and colleagues (2003) conducted a case-control study examining the relationship
in adults between influenza vaccination and the development of the central
nervous system demyelinating diseases MS and optic neuritis. The study also
examined the risk related to the timing of vaccination. The results for optic
neuritis are discussed here; the results for MS are discussed above.

Automated HMO outpatient and hospital discharge data for 1995–1999 were
screened to select cases and controls, and cases were confirmed by review of
medical records. For optic neuritis, cases were defined as having any physician’s
diagnosis of optic neuritis in their medical records, or alternatively a diagnosis by
a specialist. Up to three controls were selected for each case. A total of 108 cases
and 228 matched controls participated in the study. Influenza vaccine exposure
was determined on the basis of medical chart reviews and telephone interviews
for those vaccinated outside the HMO. Odds ratios were calculated using condi-
tional logistic regression stratified by matching variables and adjusted for family
history, race and ethnicity, place of birth, Scandinavian ancestry, smoking, and
marital status.

With a case definition based on the presence in the medical record of a
physician’s diagnosis of optic neuritis, the odds ratio for optic neuritis following
influenza vaccination was 1.2 (95% CI 0.6-2.3). The authors concluded that the
results did not support the hypothesis that influenza vaccine causes the develop-
ment of optic neuritis. They cited as strengths of the study that it was a large
population-based study, that recall bias was minimized by inclusion of recently
diagnosed cases and use of medical records, and that the results were consistent
with different case definitions.
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TABLE 5 Exposure to Influenza Vaccines and Multiple Sclerosis Relapse

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Myers et al. Random- Patients with active or inactive Randomization to receive
(1977) ized multiple sclerosis (MS). either 1976 influenza

con- Age range of subjects = vaccine (bivalent, whole
trolled 26-64 years. virus) or placebo (vaccine
trial diluent)

Vaccinated: 23
Placebo: 23 Patients with active and
Untreated controls: 22 inactive MS randomized

separately. Patients and
Patients from two Los Angeles physicians blinded to
MS clinics and from private vaccination status.
practice of UCLA neurologist

Active MS defined as
relapse within previous
3 months or progressive
deterioration over past
6 months.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

MS relapse Frequency of relapse Based on the The study provides
within 3 months similar relapse evidence of no

Patients were following injection rates among the association
evaluated by a groups, the between exposure
neurologist at Vaccine group: 4 authors concluded to the influenza
3 weeks and    Myelopathy: 3 that vaccination vaccines and
3 months after    Mild relapse: 3 against influenza relapse of MS in
injection.    Moderate relapse: 1 is safe for adults.

   Relapse Rate:  0.5 case/ patients with MS.
      patient/year

Placebo group: 4
   Myelopathy: 3
   Moderate relapse: 2
   Severe relapse: 1
   Relapse Rate:  0.5 case/
      patient/year

Untreated group: 4
   Myelopathy: 1
   Mild relapse: 4
   Relapse Rate: 0.7 case/
      patient/year

continues
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TABLE 5 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Bamford et al. Cohort 127 MS clinic patients. Vaccinated patients elected
(1978) Ages of subjects were not to receive bivalent influenza

reported. vaccine in November or
December 1976.

Vaccinated: 65
Unvaccinated: 62

Arizona MS clinic
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

New or recurrent Frequency of outcomes: The authors noted The study provides
neurologic symptoms Vaccinated group: that the evidence of no
or increase in rate of Systemic toxic reactions: 2 occurrence of association
deterioration Onset of neurologic symptoms was between exposure
observed during the symptoms: 1 similar to findings to influenza
month following Increased severity of from other studies vaccines and
vaccination. preexisting dysfunction: 1 and concluded relapse of MS;

Episodes of deterioration: that the vaccine weaknesses in the
Vaccinated patients 0.031 per patient-month did not seem to study limit its
were asked about of exposure adversely affect contribution to the
any allergic or toxic individuals causality
reactions to the Unvaccinated group: already diagnosed argument.
vaccine. New neurologic with MS.

symptoms: 2 Limitations
Increased disability: 2 include: No
Episodes of deterioration: statistical tests
0.032 per patient-month were reported;
of exposure the short time

frame (four
weeks) between
vaccination and
reporting of
outcome; and
patients
self-selecting to
receive the
vaccine and
self-reporting
outcomes.
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TABLE 5 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Miller et al. Random- 104 patients with Randomization to receive
(1997) ized relapsing-remitting MS. either 1993 vaccine or

con- Ages of subjects were placebo.
trolled not reported.
trial Each center had its own

Vaccinated: 49 randomization process.
Placebo: 54 Both investigators and

subjects were blinded to
Patients from 5 MS centers vaccination status.
in Northeastern U.S.

Mokhtarian et al. Con- 19 MS patients. Vaccinated participants
(1997) trolled Age range = 23-60 years. received either 1993

trial trivalent influenza vaccine
Vaccinated: 11 prepared by a single
Placebo: 8 manufacturer or placebo

(vaccine diluent).
Vaccinated healthy controls: 9

No randomization
New York procedures were reported.

Basis for assignment to
vaccine or placebo group
unclear.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

MS exacerbations Exacerbations after The authors The study provides
within 28 days or 28 days: concluded that evidence of no
within 6 months after Non-significant difference influenza association
vaccination. in exacerbations between vaccinations did between exposure

vaccine group and placebo not appear to be to influenza
Patients examined by group. (Fisher’s exact test) associated with vaccines and
a neurologist. MS an increased risk relapse of MS.
exacerbation defined Exacerbations after of MS relapse.
as increase of at least 6 months:
0.5 on expanded Non-significant difference
disability status scale in exacerbations between
(EDSS), of at least vaccine group and placebo
one grade on scores group (chi-square analysis)
of two or more of the
Kurtzke functional Mean change in disability
system scores (FSS), was not significant
or of two grades on between two groups
one of the FSS. (t-test)
Changes persisted for
more than 24 hours
(or more than
48 hours after a
fever).

Exacerbation of MS. Frequency of Authors noted The study provides
Neurologist examined Exacerbations: that late evidence of no
participants before Vaccine group, MS patients: exacerbations in association
inoculation and after 3 exacerbations at 19, 98, the influenza between exposure
inoculation at and 177 days after vaccinated MS to influenza
4 weeks, then vaccination. patients may have vaccines and
followed for been unrelated to relapse of MS in
6 months. Patients Placebo group, MS patients: vaccination. They adults; weaknesses
asked to report 2 exacerbations at 22 and concluded that the in the study limit
clinical exacerbations 43 days after vaccination study provided no its contribution to
of MS. indication that the causality

No significant difference influenza vaccine argument.
in EDSS at the beginning was associated
and end of the study for with exacerbation
either the influenza- or of MS in patients
placebo-vaccinated groups. with an EDSS of

less than 6.5.
Authors noted
study limitations,
including small
sample size and
lack of formal
statistical analysis.
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TABLE 5 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Confavreux Case- 643 subjects with MS Vaccination history
et al. (2001) cross- (definite or probable) and at collected from study

over least one index relapse. subjects by telephone
Mean age = 37/39 years interview and confirmed
(+/- 10-11). with written medical

documentation.
Cases:
Patients who experienced an Vaccines received during
index relapse between study period included
1/93–12/97, with previous influenza, Hep A, HepB,
12 months being relapse-free. tetanus, typhoid, yellow
Controls: fever, typhoid-paratyphoid,
Same patients during the first tetanus-poliovirus, tetanus-
8 months of the 12-month diphtheria, or tetanus-
period before the index relapse. poliovirus-diphtheria.

European Database for
Multiple Sclerosis Network;
France, Spain, Switzerland.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

continues

Relapse between Relative Risk of relapse Authors noted The study suggests
1/93–12/97 in within 2 months after that findings were no association
patients with vaccination (95% CI): inconclusive between exposure
diagnosed MS. with regard to to influenza

Influenza vaccine = 1.08 long-term risks. vaccines and MS
Neurologist (0.37-3.10) Study limitations relapse.
categorized relapse included lower
as either definite, Any vaccine: 0.71 power for
probable, or possible. (0.40-1.26) assessing risks
Confirmed by associated with
neurologist through specific vaccines,
review of medical exclusion of
files. patients with

frequent or minor
relapses, and
assumptions of
constancy of
vaccine exposure
and equality of
risk after each
exposure. Study
strengths included
limited
confounding by
nature of study
design, high
response rates
and validation of
vaccine exposures,
limited recall bias,
and results
unaffected by
change in length
of effect periods.
The committee
notes that the
1.08 RR may
reflect not only
the effect of the
influenza vaccine
on MS relapse,
but also the
adverse effect of
acute illness.
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Sibley et al. Uncon- 93 MS patients who received Vaccination histories
(1976) trolled influenza vaccine, 1962-1975. obtained from medical

observa- Ages of subjects were not records. Patients received
tional reported. polyvalent influenza

vaccine between 1962-1975.
MS Clinic at the University of
Arizona Medical Center

De Keyser et al. Uncon- 233 MS patients Patients were asked if they
(1998) trolled Primary progressive MS: 53 received influenza vaccine

observa- Relapsing MS: 180 in autumn 1996 (trivalent
tional Mean age = 44 years product for the 1996-1996
study Patients registered in the influenza season).

Groningen MS DataBank,
Netherlands

TABLE 5 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure
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continues

Exacerbation of MS Percentage of reactions: No comparison The study design
symptoms. Vaccine-related: 19% control group. limits the study’s
Medical records were No formal contribution to the
reviewed to obtain Observed rate of relapse statistical causality
information on of 1 attack in 93 patient- analyses argument.
subsequent months of observation conducted.
deterioration of MS was less than expected
symptoms following for the natural course
vaccination. Patients of the disease
were also interviewed (4.5 exacerbations
about reactions to per month).
vaccination (e.g.,
fever, allergic
reactions, headaches)
that suggested an
attack of MS.
Neurological
symptoms occurring
within one  month
after vaccination
were considered
vaccine-related.

Patients were asked Number vaccinated: No comparison The study design
form of MS (primary Primary progressive group: control group. limits its
progressive or 24 Patients reporting contribution to the
relapsing), severity Relapsing MS patients: 70 influenza illness causality
of disability, duration may have had a argument.
of disease, and if Exacerbations: 4 (5%) disease other
they had experienced experienced exacerbations than influenza.
worsening or in 6 weeks after
exacerbations of MS vaccination (p<0.0001).
in the 6 weeks
following influenza Number reporting illness:
vaccination. Patients Primary progressive group:
were also asked if 4
they had experienced Relapsing MS patients: 36
influenza illness.

Exacerbations: 12 (33%)
experienced exacerbations
after influenza illness.

Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument
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TABLE 5 Continued

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

Salvetti et al. Case 6 MS patients Received influenza vaccine.
(1995; 1997) series Age range = 25-40 years

VAERS Case- Case reports submitted to Receipt of influenza vaccine
series VAERS between July 1990 as reported to VAERS.

and March 2003.
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

Increase in clinical One patient experienced Small number of The study design
disease activity considerable worsening cases studied. limits its
during the year with a shift from Patient with contribution to the
following vaccination. relapsing-remitting to worsening causality
Gd-MRI assessment progressive MS during the condition argument.
1 day before and post-vaccination year. experienced
15 and 45 days after extremely active
vaccination. Gd-MRI signs of disease disease during

activity at day 15 after previous year.
vaccination. Gd-MRI must be

interpreted with
caution.

Multiple sclerosis; Number of MS reports The analytical The nature of
cases identified on 24 value of data VAERS reports
the basis of inclusion from passive limits their
of MS as an surveillance contribution to the
indexing term. systems is causality
Cases were excluded limited by argument.
if they also included such problems as
Guillain-Barré as an underreporting,
indexing term. lack of detail,

inconsistent
diagnostic criteria,
and inadequate
denominator data
(Ellenberg and
Chen, 1997;
Singleton et al.,
1999). Information
did not indicate
whether reports
concerned onset
of MS or relapses.
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TABLE 6 Evidence Table: Exposure to Influenza Vaccines and Incident MS

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

DeStefano et al. Case- 332 cases Receipt of influenza
(2003) Control 722 matched controls vaccine before index date.

Subjects were divided into the
following age groups (years): Influenza vaccine exposure
<18, 18-30, 31-40, >40 was determined on the basis

of medical chart reviews
Cases: and telephone interviews
(1) Physician diagnosis of MS for those vaccinated outside
on medical records or the HMO.
(2) diagnosis by specialist or
(3) meeting International Panel Cases:
criteria for MS. 16.6% received influenza
Controls: vaccination before the
Up to three per case, index date.
matched according to year of Controls:
HMO enrollment, age, and sex. 18.6% were vaccinated.

(Vaccine Safety Datalink, U.S.)

Kurland et al. Uncon- U.S. Army personnel from Influenza vaccine given to
(1984) trolled 1975-1979 (765,000-779,000 all active duty military

Observa- active duty personnel) personnel in October.
tional New recruits are
Study Exposed administered the vaccine

85% received the swine when they begin service.
influenza vaccine
Cases occurring in 1976
compared to cases occurring
in 1975-1979
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

Physician diagnosis Adjusted OR (95% CI): Authors cite The study suggests
of MS in medical Medical diagnosis: study’s strengths no association
record. 0.7 (0.5-1.1) as including study between exposure

International Panel criteria: sample from large to influenza
Potential cases found 1.0 (0.6-1.4) HMO population, vaccines and
from screening minimizing recall incident MS in
outpatient and Adjusted OR (95%CI) bias by using adults.
discharge data from using alternate case recently diagnosed
three HMOs for definitions and combining cases, using
1995-1999. Of 556 MS and optic neuritis (ON) medical records
cases confirmed by Specialist diagnosis: to establish
chart review, 0.9 (0.6-1.3) timing of MS
332 had MS, were onset and of
contacted, and Adjusted OR (95%CI) for vaccination, and
participated in timing of influenza consistent results
telephone interview. vaccination and risk of using different

demyelinating disease case definitions.
(MS and ON combined) Limitations
<1 yr before index date: include reliance
0.8 (0.5-1.4) on information
1-5 yrs: 1.1 (0.7-1.7) from subjects
> 5 yrs: 0.6 (0.3-1.1) who were

vaccinated outside
HMO. Exclusion
of self-reported
date had little
effect on results.

New diagnosis Number of incident MS The authors The study design
of MS. cases: interpret the data limits the study’s

Average per calendar year: as indicating that contribution to the
6.55 the 1976 causality

influenza vaccine argument.
1976, final quarter: 5 did not affect the
1977 first quarter: 6 immediate or
7 quarters preceding 1976: longer-term risk
57 of developing
Final quarter of 1976 and MS among U.S.
next 6 quarters: 45 Army personnel.
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Other Information: Passive Surveillance Data, Case Reports

Information was presented to the committee that from January 1990 through
March 2003, VAERS had received 26 reports of optic neuritis8 following
influenza vaccination (Haber, 2003). Case reports of optic neuritis and related
conditions following influenza vaccination have also appeared in the published
literature (Kawasaki et al., 1998; Ray and Dreizin, 1996; Sibley et al., 1976.

Causality Argument

With a single epidemiologic study available (DeStefano et al., 2003) (see
Table 7), the committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept
or reject a causal relationship between influenza vaccines and optic neuritis
in adults. VAERS data and case reports have limited value in assessments of
causality. Because the available studies that examined optic neuritis did not
specifically include children, the committee could not reach a conclusion on
causality in the children’s age group, but also could not clearly define the lower
age limit for its conclusion in adults.

Other Demyelinating Neurological Conditions

Several case reports have been published mentioning the occurrence of other
neurological disorders (e.g., acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, transverse
myelitis) after influenza vaccination (Saito et al., 1980; Yahr and Lobo-Antunes,
1972; Bakshi and Mazziotta, 1996; Larner and Farmer, 2000 ). Other neurologi-
cal conditions were reported from the surveillance system set-up during the 1976
National Influenza Immunization Program, but the data were not sufficient to
assess causality (Retailliau et al., 1980). No other epidemiological studies were
identified. Based on the nature of case reports and the paucity of epidemiological
data, the committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship between influenza vaccines and other demyeli-
nating neurological disorders.

Children and Influenza Vaccines

Influenza vaccine is generally administered to adults, and relatively few
studies have reported data concerning any neurological complications observed
in children. Currently, ACIP encourages influenza immunization for healthy chil-
dren aged 6-23 months when feasible (CDC, 2003d). A recommendation for

8The outcome category “optic neuritis” was based on indexing terms (COSTART) found in the
reports, not diagnostic or medical coding terms. Reports were counted as optic neuritis if they did not
also mention GBS.
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universal routine influenza immunization in that age group may be made in the
near future (CDC, 2003d). Given concerns that demyelinating neurological dis-
orders might follow receipt of influenza vaccines, the committee describes the
relevant data in children, specifically focusing on the age group 6-23 months .

Both GBS and MS are rare in children, adding to the difficulty of studying
any risk that might be associated with influenza vaccination. Schonberger and
colleagues (1979), in their study of GBS and the swine influenza vaccine, re-
ported two cases of GBS occurring in vaccinated children in the age group 0–17
years, compared with 120 cases occurring during the same period (October 1,
1976–January 31, 1977) in unvaccinated children. Looking only at cases of GBS
that occurred within 6 weeks of vaccination, they calculated attack rates of 1.1
cases per million population per month for the vaccinated children and 0.46 for
the unvaccinated children (RR = 2.4, 95% CI 0.4-16.2). However, because of the
small number of cases and vaccinations in children, the authors noted that the risk
estimates for children were less precise than those for adults.

In their data for Ohio, Marks and Halpin (1980) calculated a rate of 2.8 cases
of GBS per million (1 case) for swine influenza vaccinees in the age group 0–24
years group compared with a rate of 2.4 per million (11 cases) for persons in that
age group who had not been vaccinated (RR = 1.2, reported as not significant
based on χ2 test). It was not possible for the committee to determine which (if
any) of the Ohio cases occurred in children.

Breman and Hayner (1984) examined the incidence of GBS in Michigan
from July 1, 1976, through April 30, 1977. They found no cases of GBS among
99,263 children (ages 0–17 years) who received swine influenza vaccine in 1976.
Among the 2.8 million children who were not vaccinated, 16 cases of GBS were
found, an incidence rate of 0.13 per million person-weeks. By comparison, the
incidence of GBS among unvaccinated adults was 0.36 per million person-weeks.
Of the 16 children who had GBS, 13 had onset during the period January–April
1977, including 6 with a recent respiratory infection.

The committee also found a limited number of more recent reports (France,
2003; Neuzil et al., 2001; Gonzalez et al., 2000; Piedra et al., 1993) on studies of
the safety of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccines in children. However, these
studies provided no basis for assessing causal associations with the neurological
conditions being considered in this report. Three studies (Neuzil et al., 2001;
Gonzalez et al., 2000; Piedra et al., 1993) that examined the safety of influenza
vaccines did not report any neurological reactions after receipt of influenza
vaccines and did not report data specifically in the age group 6-23 months.
Moreover, the small number of subjects in these studies limited their ability to
detect diseases such as GBS and MS, which are rare in children. France (2003)
reported to the committee on unpublished data from a VSD-based study. He and
his colleagues have found no cases of MS or other demyelinating disorders in
children after a review of medical records for specific ICD-9 diagnostic codes.
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TABLE 7 Evidence Table: Exposure to Influenza Vaccines and Optic Neuritis

Assessment of
Citation Design Population Vaccine Exposure

DeStefano et al. Case- 108 cases Receipt of influenza
(2003) Control 228 matched controls vaccine before index date.

Subjects were divided into the
following age groups (years): Influenza vaccine exposure
<18, 18-30, 31-40, >40 was determined on the

basis of medical chart
Cases: reviews and telephone
Physician diagnosis of optic interviews for those
neuritis (ON) in medical vaccinated outside
records or diagnosis by the HMO.
specialist.
Controls:
Up to 3 per case, matched
according to year of
HMO enrollment, age, and sex.

(Vaccine Safety Datalink,
United States).

VAERS Case- Case reports submitted to Receipt of influenza
series VAERS between July 1990 vaccine as reported to

and March 2003. VAERS
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Contribution to
Outcomes Results Comment Causality Argument

Physician diagnosis Adjusted OR (95%CI): Authors cite The study suggests
of ON in medical 1.2 (0.6–2.3) study’s strengths no association
record. as including between exposure

study sample to influenza
Potential cases from large HMO vaccines and first
found by screening population, episode of ON in
outpatient and minimized recall adults.
discharge data from bias by using
three HMOs for recently
1995–1999. Of 556 diagnosed cases,
cases confirmed by use of medical
chart review,108 had records to
ON, were contacted, establish timing
and participated in and onset of ON
telephone interview. and of vaccination,

and consistent
results using
different case
definitions.

Optic neuritis; cases Number of optic neuritis The analytical The nature of
identified on the reports: value of data VAERS reports
basis of inclusion of 26 from passive limits their
optic neuritis as surveillance contribution to the
indexing term. systems is limited causality
Cases were excluded by such problems argument.
if they also included as underreporting,
Guillain-Barré as an lack of detail,
indexing term. inconsistent

diagnostic criteria,
and inadequate
denominator data
(Ellenberg and
Chen, 1997;
Singleton et al.,
1999).
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The published reports concerning the 1976 swine influenza vaccine and GBS
(Schonberger et al., 1979; Marks and Halpin, 1980; Breman and Hayner, 1984)
and the reports on the safety of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in children
(Neuzil et al., 2001; Gonzalez et al., 2000; Piedra et al., 1993) did not directly
examine the relationship between influenza vaccines and demyelinating neuro-
logical disorders in children. These studies use a broad and varied definition of
“children,” and the small number of children in the studies limit the ability to
detect rare neurological outcomes, such as GBS and MS. The committee reviewed
one unpublished study that reported no cases of MS or other demyelinating
disorders in children (France, 2003), but the unpublished nature of the study and
the small number of cases limit its use in assessing causality. No published
studies directly examined receipt of influenza vaccines and the occurrence of
demyelinating neurological disorders in children. Thus, based on the lack of
direct published evidence on influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological
disorders in children, especially those aged 6-23 months, the committee con-
cludes that there is no evidence bearing on a causal relationship between
influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological disorders in children aged
6-23 months.

Biological Mechanisms

Although biological data do not provide an independent basis for evaluating
causality, they can help validate epidemiologically based conclusions that are for
or against causal associations. Such data can also guide further investigation
when epidemiological evidence is inconclusive. In its assessment of the possibil-
ity of a relationship between influenza vaccines and neurological complications,
the committee hypothesized two general ways vaccine could lead to neurological
complications: immune-mediated processes and neurotoxic effects.

Before discussing these mechanisms, there is the issue of year-to-year vari-
ability in influenza vaccine and the role this could play in explaining variability
in adverse effects (e.g. a causal association with the 1976 vaccine and no causal
association with other influenza vaccines).  The antigenic drifts that lead to the
requirement for yearly influenza vaccination could influence the variability in
adverse event profile.  It is well known that other vaccine viruses show markedly
different adverse effect profiles with only small differences between the viruses.
For example, the Urabe strain mumps virus vaccine (never used in the United
States) was causally associated with aseptic meningitis, but the Jeryl Lyn strain
(used in the U.S. vaccine) is not (IOM, 1994a).  The Sabin type 3 polio vaccine
virus’ neurovirulence changes dramatically with just a very few point mutations
(Evans et al., 1985).  The influenza A strains vary remarkably in their ability to
grow in different species, different cell lines, and in eggs. Stimulation of inter-
feron is very limited by some strains and quite prominent by others. Thus, it is not
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necessarily surprising that even closely related influenza viruses, including killed
vaccine strains, could be associated with very different adverse effect profiles.

Immune-mediated Processes

There is considerable evidence that the demyelination in the PNS or CNS
that occurs in diseases like GBS and MS is the result of inflammatory, immune-
mediated processes (Noseworthy et al., 2000; Stuve and Zamvil, 1999; Waubant
and Stuve, 2002). The concern addressed in this report is that, under certain
circumstances, the initiation of the process that produces demyelination might be
related to the activation of the immune system in response to influenza vaccination.

In trying to assess whether and how influenza vaccines might have such
effects, the committee reviewed biological evidence, summarized below, regard-
ing mechanisms by which immune responses to infection or vaccination might, in
theory, play a role in triggering demyelination. The committee also reviewed
evidence from animal models as to whether influenza vaccines might be expected
to induce relevant immune-system responses. Because the influenza vaccine uses
antigens that are produced by the influenza viruses, evidence regarding neuro-
logical complications following influenza infections was also considered relevant.

Theoretical Mechanisms for Infection-Induced Immune-Mediated Neurologi-
cal Injury. Infection can induce immune-mediated tissue injury. In most cases,
this injury is short-lived and resolves as the immune system eliminates active
infection. The injury is a consequence of the immune response to the foreign
invader, and when the invader is eliminated, the damaging immune process
ceases. In some diseases, however, infection appears to induce an injurious
immune response in the form of T and B cells that are directed, at least in part,
against self-antigens. This autoimmune injury must be distinguished from
immune-mediated injury that results from persistent but undetected infection. If
the infectious agent was not detected, ongoing immune-mediated responses to
that agent and the resulting injury of host tissues could be interpreted as auto-
immunity, when in fact the immune response was directed against the foreign
microbe and not against self.

The two major mechanisms proposed to account for the activation of self-
reactive T and B cells and the induction of autoimmunity by infection are
molecular mimicry and bystander activation (Albert and Inman, 1999; Bach and
Chatenoud, 2001; Benoist and Mathis, 2001; Davidson and Diamond, 2001;
Marrack et al., 2001; Regner and Lambert, 2001; Rose, 2001; Singh, 2000;
Wucherpfennig, 2001; Zinkernagel, 2001). For a more extensive discussion of
these mechanisms, see a previous report of this committee (IOM, 2002b).

Molecular mimicry is a mechanism by which an antigenic epitope from an
infectious agent or other exogenous substance that is structurally similar to
(mimics) an epitope of a self-molecule has the potential to trigger the activation
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of self-reactive, naïve T or B lymphocytes. Once activated, self-reactive T cells
could expand in number and mature into effector (memory) T cells that have a
lower threshold for activation by self-antigens. These cells would also gain the
ability to migrate to specific tissues, produce additional mediators/cytokines, and
mediate injury on contact with cross-reacting self-antigens. In addition, they
would gain the potential to help B cells that are responding either to the same
antigen as the T cells or to other self-antigens that are physically linked to it.

Bystander activation results when an infection creates environmental condi-
tions that allow the activation of self-reactive T and B cells that are normally held
in check. For example, tissue damage from an infection (or an inflammatory
process) can lead to the liberation or exposure of host antigens in a context that
allows for presentation to, activation of, and expansion of self-reactive lymphocytes.

Bystander activation does not require that antigens of the infectious agent be
structurally similar to self-antigens. Instead, processes like the infection-induced
death of host cells can result in the release of greater amounts of self-peptides or
in the generation of novel self-peptides (i.e., novel or cryptic epitopes not nor-
mally found in the absence of the infection). At the same time, molecules derived
from the infectious organism (and perhaps also from the necrotic host cells—e.g.,
heat-shock proteins) function as an adjuvant to help stimulate other components
of the immune system to respond to the self-peptides.

Theoretical Mechanisms for Vaccine-Induced Immune-Mediated Neu-
rological Complications.  It is conceivable that vaccine antigens could mimic
self (host), that stimulation from vaccines could trigger bystander activation just
as an infectious organism does, and that either or both of these potentially damag-
ing mechanisms could possibly lead to the development of central or peripheral
demyelinating disease. There is no reason in theory why influenza virus antigens,
or other substances in the vaccines (e.g., residual traces of constituents from the
production process), could not function in this way. Thus, there is a theoretical
basis for influenza vaccines to induce immune responses that could possibly lead
to demyelination. As discussed in the subsequent section, however, the evidence
in support of this theory is limited, and some is indirect.

Evidence from Animal Models for a Possible Role of Influenza Vaccines
in Neurological Complications.  The most studied animal model for GBS and its
peripheral demyelination is experimental allergic neuritis (EAN), which has been
best described in Lewis rats. EAN can be induced by active immunization with
peripheral nerve myelin (as a homogenate of whole peripheral nerve tissue,
peripheral myelin extracts, myelin proteins P2 and P0, or neuritogenic epitopes
from P2) combined with complete Freund’s adjuvant (Hahn, 1996; Vriesendorp,
1997). The Lewis rats develop progressive tail and limb paralysis about 10 days
after immunization with myelin constituents, and histology demonstrates inflam-
mation and demyelination of peripheral nerves.

In a 1983 report, Ziegler and colleagues described inducing an EAN-like
disease in rabbits by injecting large doses of influenza vaccine combined with
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gangliosides (the major surface molecules in the PNS and CNS, expressed on
myelinated neurons), cholesterol, and Freund’s complete adjuvant. Indications of
disease appeared at 21 to 56 days after inoculation. In addition to the PNS lesions
characteristic of EAN, the spinal cords of some animals were affected. The EAN-
like condition could be produced with vaccines containing swine influenza anti-
gens and with vaccines with other influenza antigens. Regardless of the vaccine
used, though, the inclusion of the gangliosides in the inoculation mixture was
essential for induction of symptoms.

Another model of peripheral demyelination—experimental neuritis (EN)—
also requires that a triggering agent, such as various viruses or antigens, be
administered concomitantly with myelin tissue. In this model, the swine influenza
vaccine was shown to trigger autoimmune responses and peripheral demyelina-
tion (Hjorth et al., 1984). The presence of the vaccine was important for the
development of neuritis when low doses of nerve homogenate were injected.
However, when high doses of nerve homogenate were used, the need for co-
administration of swine influenza vaccine to elicit symptoms of disease was
reduced.

For diseases that involve CNS demyelination, such as MS, the best-
established animal model is experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE)—
a syndrome induced in susceptible strains of mice and rats. The inducing agent is
usually immunization with myelin antigens or the transfer of T lymphocytes
reactive against myelin proteins. Similarities between EAE models in animals
and MS in humans include genetic susceptibility, greater female susceptibility,
the clinical presentation, and the pathology. Studies of EAE offered no direct
evidence concerning concerning influenza vaccine.

Other animal models for MS include demyelination induced by viral infections.
Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus, for example, produces inflammatory
demyelination of the spinal cord in mice. The effect appears to be mediated in
part by T cells directed against viral antigens.

The similarities of EAN and EAE to the human demyelinating diseases GBS
and MS, respectively, provide a strong indication that immunization with certain
antigens can trigger autoimmune processes that produce demyelinating injuries.
The committee found no evidence that exposure to influenza vaccines alone leads
to EAN or EAE. But the studies of the EAN-like disease (Ziegler et al., 1983) and
of EN (Hjorth et al., 1984) suggest that the vaccine acted as an adjuvant for
immune responses to the accompanying neural tissue (similar to what might
happen with bystander activation). It is uncertain, however, which components of
the influenza vaccines—virus or virus subunits or contaminants from the manu-
facturing process (such as endotoxin)—contributed to the adjuvant effects. For a
comparable mechanism to operate in the context of routine human use of influ-
enza vaccine, some form of neural injury would have to be initiated by the
immunization process (e.g., injuring a nerve while injecting the vaccine) to release
neural antigens with which the vaccine would act as adjuvant.
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The committee notes that no published follow-up studies could be found to
confirm the 1983 report that influenza vaccines contributed to an EAN-like dis-
ease in rabbits or the 1984 report on the swine influenza vaccine in the EN model.

Evidence from Clinical Studies and in vitro Studies with Human Cells.
There is inconclusive evidence that molecular mimicry between influenza vaccine
glycoprotein antigens and PNS or CNS antigens plays a role in the pathogenesis
of GBS, MS, or other neurological complications. As discussed above, immuni-
zation of rats with the myelin protein P2 or neuritogenic peptides derived from P2
can cause EAN, an experimental equivalent of GBS.  Similarly, immunization of
mice or rats with other myelin components can induce autoimmune demyelinat-
ing disease. This has caused some to ask whether influenza vaccines might con-
tain myelin components or materials that mimicked myelin components.

An abstract published in 1981 but never followed by a peer-reviewed publi-
cation (Sheremata et al., 1981) suggested that influenza vaccines contained mate-
rials that cross-reacted with a polyclonal goat antiserum to bovine myelin P2
protein. However, the methods were not presented in the abstract, the specificity
of the antiserum was not shown, and the actual data were not presented in a
manner that could be independently reviewed. Brostoff and White (1982) tested
nine lots of swine flu vaccine or combination swine flu and H3N2 influenza A
vaccine from three manufacturers and were unable to detect P2 antigens by a
sensitive radioimmunassay. Although the authors did not describe the relation-
ship of the lots tested to the occurrence of GBS, the committee ascertained
through CDC records that at least five of the nine lots tested were associated with
GBS cases that occurred within 6 weeks of vaccination. Four of these lots
were associated with between four and nine cases (Personal Communication,
L. Schonberger, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. September 4, 2003).
However, the sensitivity of this assay for the detection of P2 proteins from species
such as chicken, or proteins that might induce cross-reactive immunity in humans,
is uncertain. Nonetheless, in the absence of any definitive reports on this issue,
there is no evidence that influenza vaccines contain myelin components.

Shortly after it was found that T lymphocytes recognize short peptides bound
to major histocompatibility molecules, which in humans are known as HLA
molecules, several groups used computational methods to see if proteins in
viruses, including influenza viruses, contained peptides that were homologous to
peptides in myelin proteins. Similarities were found between peptides in proteins
from multiple viruses, including influenza viruses, and myelin basic protein, or
myelin P2 protein (Jahnke et al., 1985; Shaw et al, 1986; Weise and Carnegie,
1988). For a number of reasons, such reports do not provide evidence supporting
the induction of autoimmunity to myelin through molecular mimicry.

First, these approaches only reveal hypothetical mimics. Even if the peptides
were identical, which none of these were, amino acid identity is neither necessary
nor sufficient to predict that they would induce cross-reactive autoimmunity to
myelin in a physiological context. For example, the peptide might not be gener-
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ated from the protein and presented on HLA molecules to T lymphocytes in vivo.
Conversely and hypothetically, a peptide lacking sequence homology to a myelin
protein could be generated and bind to HLA molecules in at-risk individuals in
such a way that the HLA-peptide complex mimicked the structure of an HLA-
myelin peptide complex. Thus, a peptide could lead to cross-reactive autoimmu-
nity through molecular mimicry even though it had no sequence homology with
peptides from myelin proteins.

Second, some of the homologies found were to the NS1 or NS2 proteins of
influenza virus. NS1 and NS2 are non-structural proteins that accumulate in the
nucleus of the infected cell but are not part of the mature influenza virus. There-
fore any NS1 or NS2 produced during cultivation of vaccine-strain virus in
chicken eggs should ordinarily be removed from the vaccine during purification.
Whether NS1 or NS2 was actually present in influenza vaccine is unknown.

 Finally, the committee was unable to identify published research further
probing the implications and relevance for autoimmune demyelinating diseases
of the sequence similarities between myelin and influenza proteins, including
NS1 and NS2. Thus, there is no evidence supporting the notion of molecular
mimicry between myelin proteins and components of influenza vaccines.

The use of embryonated chicken eggs in the production of virus for influenza
vaccines raises the prospect of another possible source of antigens with structural
similarities to PNS antigens. Chicken flocks are commonly infected asymp-
tomatically with Campylobacter jejuni, with the bacterium spread in the fecal
matter and sometimes found in eggs. Infection with C. jejuni is one of the most
common precursors of GBS, and the surface antigens of GBS-associated C. jejuni
strains have structural homology with human gangliosides. Specifically, sialic
acid, a component of human gangliosides, is present on the outer core oligo-
saccharide (OS) portion of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of certain C. jejuni
serotypes (Moran and Prendergast, 2001).

It is thought that the antiganglioside antibodies observed in some patients
who develop GBS following C. jejuni infection may reflect molecular mimicry
between peripheral nerve gangliosides and C. jejuni LPS. This hypothesis is
supported by the finding that the most frequently isolated lipopolysaccharide/
lipooligosaccharide of GBS-associated C. jejuni resemble GM1-and-GM2-structures
(Moran et al., 2002). Anti-GM1 antibodies are the most frequently observed
antibodies in GBS. In their review, Moran and colleagues (2002) also found that
the molecular mimicry hypothesis was supported by serological studies, which
demonstrated the binding of antiganglioside antibodies from GBS sera to surface
epitopes of C. jejuni (GBS-associated serotypes).

Strong evidence supports molecular mimicry as a mechanism by which C.
jejuni infection can lead to GBS. In the United States, nearly all GBS is of the
demyelinating type, which is also true for GBS associated with Campylobacter
jejuni and the GBS cases associated with “swine” flu vaccine (Personal Commu-
nication, A. Asbury, University of Pennsylvania, August 27, 2003). Although the
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use of eggs in the production of influenza vaccines appears to present the possi-
bility that contamination with C. jejuni LPS/LOS could contribute to influenza
vaccine-associated GBS, such contamination has not been demonstrated.  How-
ever, influenza vaccines do contain endotoxin (lipopolysaccharides) in varying
amounts (Geier et al., 2003; Hamada et al., 1989), which could contribute to
bystander activation of the immune response, as described in the previous section.
The microbes from which the lipopolysaccharides found in influenza vaccines
are derived are unknown, so the possibility of C.jejuni LPS contamination of
influenza vaccines cannot be excluded at the present time.

Effects of Influenza Virus Infection in Humans.  When an infectious agent
has been associated with a particular adverse health outcome, the possibility
exists that a vaccine against that agent could have a similar effect. The primary
manifestation of influenza infection is respiratory, but other symptoms may occur,
such as myositis, rhabdomyolysis, and myoglobinuria.

Central or peripheral neurological manifestations are not generally a feature
of influenza infection but are observed. Influenza-associated encephalitis/
encephalopathy has been reported in certain populations—in particular, Japanese
children—although a causal relationship has not been proven (Morishima et al.,
2002; Sugaya, 2002). These cases primarily follow influenza A infection and are
associated with unusually high morbidity and mortality rates. Encephalitis also
occurs in association with influenza B infections, but much less frequently than
with influenza A infections (Hochberg et al., 1975). Occurrence is also primarily
in children (Newland et al., 2003). Rarely, acute encephalopathy occurs at the
peak of influenza illness and may be fatal.

People with MS and their treating physicians have often worried that viruses,
such as the influenza virus, may increase the risk of MS relapse.  It is not
prominent in the discussions of viral triggers for the onset of MS, however. In
terms of the implications for risks that might be associated with influenza vaccines,
one study has shown that the risk of relapse is substantially greater following
influenza-like illness9 than after influenza vaccination (De Keyser et al., 1998).

Studies of infections preceding GBS have found that influenza A and influ-
enza B infection each preceded GBS in 1 percent of cases in the population
studied, but not more frequently than in controls (Jacobs et al., 1998).

Known Effects of Other Vaccines.  The evidence for causal associations
between other vaccines and demyelinating diseases of either the CNS or PNS
is mixed. A previous IOM committee found that the evidence favors acceptance
of a causal relationship between tetanus-toxoid-containing vaccines and brachial
neuritis, a peripheral nerve disorder possibly linked to immune-mediated reactions
(IOM, 1994a). In addition, that same IOM committee concluded that the oral
polio vaccine was associated with GBS (IOM, 1994a), but data (Kinnunen et al.,

9The authors noted that the self-reported influenza-like illness may have included some other
etiologies other than influenza virus.
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1998; Rantala et al., 1994) published after that report was issued suggested to
some that the association was not causal (Sutter et al., 1999). Acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis (ADEM), a demyelinating disease of the CNS, has been re-
ported after vaccination with the Semple rabies vaccine (used outside the United
States) and measles-containing vaccines (Stuve and Zamvil, 1999).

Conclusions Regarding Neurological Complications Resulting from
Immune-Mediated Processes.  In summary, there is a theoretical basis for
mechanisms involving immune-mediated processes by which a vaccine could
cause neurological complications, including a peripheral demyelinating disease
like GBS or a central demyelinating disease like MS. There is no reason, in
theory, why influenza vaccines could not operate in this way.

The following biological evidence relates to the theory that influenza vac-
cines could be associated with neurological complications:

• Bystander activation.  Animal models (Hjorth et al., 1984; Ziegler et al.,
1983) show that under contrived experimental conditions inoculation with influ-
enza vaccines in combination with myelin antigens (as tissue or gangliosides)
leads to demyelinating diseases similar in many respects to GBS. Animal models
of MS-like CNS demyelination also exist but have not been linked to influenza
viruses or vaccines. In models of peripheral demyelination (EAN-like disease
and EN), influenza vaccines had adjuvant properties in the presence of neural
antigens. For this model to operate during routine human use of influenza vac-
cine, neural injury would have to be initiated during the immunization process to
release neural antigens with which the vaccine would act as adjuvant, or influ-
enza vaccines would have to contain myelin (which has not been shown) or other
components that mimic myelin.

• Molecular mimicry.  Evidence related to molecular mimicry is mixed.
1. No direct evidence shows that influenza antigens or other vaccine compo-

nents act as molecular mimics of self antigens in the nervous system.
Although two older studies demonstrated similarities in amino acid se-
quences between the myelin protein P2 and the influenza A virus protein
NS2, there is no evidence that this sequence similarity leads to structural
similarity or that NS2 can elicit host autoantibodies. In addition, NS2 is
not likely to be found in influenza vaccines.

2. A strong set of data indicate that C. jejuni antigens can trigger GBS
through molecular mimicry. Influenza vaccines are made using viruses
cultivated in eggs, and eggs can be contaminated with C. jejuni. Although
the production of the 1976 swine influenza vaccine by four different
manufacturers with four different proprietary seed viruses and different
egg sources makes widespread C. jejuni contamination seem highly unlikely,
the available evidence cannot exclude the possibility that C. jejuni anti-
gens were present in the vaccines from all four manufacturers.
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Additional but indirect evidence is provided by the causal relationship that
has been found between brachial neuritis and vaccines other than those against
influenza. Relationships between other vaccines and the neurological disorders
of GBS and ADEM may also be causal, but evidence is not conclusive.

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for biological mecha-
nisms related to immune-mediated processes, including molecular mimicry and
bystander activation, by which receipt of any influenza vaccine could possibly
influence an individual’s risk of developing the neurological complications of
GBS, MS, or other demyelinating conditions such as optic neuritis.

Neurotoxic Effects

Neurotoxin

The FDA requires pre-release testing of samples of each lot of every vaccine
used in the United States to ensure that the vaccine meets specifications for
potency and purity. In theory, however, some component of influenza vaccines
used in 1976 or certain other years might have had a direct neurotoxic effect that
resulted in GBS in some recipients.

The essential component of influenza vaccines is the viral antigens, which
are presented in the form of either whole inactivated virus particles (in older
forms of the vaccine) or viral subunits. Influenza viruses themselves are not
known to be toxic or to produce toxins, making it unlikely that the viral antigens
in the vaccines would be toxic.

Questions have been raised, however, about the possibility that the thimerosal
in certain vaccines recommended for children might have neurotoxic effects (see
IOM, 2001b). Thimerosal is present as a preservative in multiple-dose vials of
influenza vaccines. Single-dose vials that do not require a preservative may con-
tain trace amounts of thimerosal remaining from the production process.

Thimerosal contains approximately 50 percent mercury by weight. At high
doses, mercury and mercuric compounds—including thimerosal and its metabolite
ethylmercury—are well-established neurotoxicants (ATSDR, 1999; EPA, 1997;
NRC, 2000). Demyelinating disorders are not known to be caused by even high-
dose mercury exposure.

Another possibility is that, in theory, influenza vaccines that have been epi-
demiologically associated with an increased risk of GBS—e.g., those produced in
1976—might have contained an unidentified contaminant with neurotoxic proper-
ties. The vaccines administered that year came from four different manufacturers
and included whole- and split-virus products and monovalent and bivalent for-
mulations. As discussed above, studies found no statistically significant differ-
ence among manufacturers or vaccine formulations in the increased risk for GBS.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the direct
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neurotoxic effect of influenza vaccines, the committee concludes that this
mechanism is only theoretical.

SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT

Previous IOM vaccine safety studies focused on conclusions from causality
assessments and recommendations for future research. The Immunization Safety
Review Committee has been asked to also consider the public health response to
the immunization safety concerns that it examines. In doing so, the committee
examines the significance of the hypothesized associations between vaccines and
adverse events in a broader social context—the context in which policy decisions
must be made.

In the present case, the committee considered the significance of the concern
that influenza vaccines might increase the risk of developing neurological com-
plications such as GBS or MS. The scientific assessment provided support for a
link between GBS and the 1976 influenza vaccines, but the evidence for other
outcomes or for vaccines for other years was inadequate to support a conclusion
or favored no association. No evidence was found between influenza vaccines
and demyelinating neurological disorders in children. Vaccination plays a key
role in efforts to reduce the annual impact of influenza infections, making it
important that any vaccine-related risks be identified and evaluated. Reviewed
here is the burden of illness (e.g., the severity, prognosis, and financial costs)
associated with GBS, as well as that associated with influenza infections. Con-
cerns about future influenza pandemics are also discussed. New types of influ-
enza vaccines, expected to be available soon, and the risk-benefit communication
of influenza immunization are described.

Disease Burden Associated with Guillain-Barré Syndrome

As described above, GBS is an acute, immune-mediated paralytic disorder of
the PNS. It is characterized by rapidly progressive, ascending, and symmetric
weakness, with loss of deep tendon reflexes, possible tingling in the feet and
hands, and muscle aches (myalgia). Facial, oculomotor, oropharyngeal, and res-
piratory muscles may also be involved. Four different forms of the disease are
recognized, distinguished in part by varying involvement of the motor and sensory
nerve fibers (Asbury, 2000).

The severity of clinical defects typically peaks within the first 2 weeks after
onset, but some deficits may continue to progress for 3 to 4 weeks. In the most
serious cases, estimated at 20 percent of the total (Buzby et al., 1997), patients
may require respiratory support. There is no known cure for GBS, but recovery
can sometimes be aided by treatment, early in the course of the disease, with
plasmapheresis or intravenous immunoglobulin. Most patients improve and return
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to normal functioning within 6 to 9 months, but some experience relapses or a
prolonged disease course with residual neurological deficits, and death may occur.

Because of its sudden and unexpected onset, GBS can be a devastating
disorder (NINDS, 2001). Moreover, as noted above, recovery is not always timely.
GBS patients not only face physical difficulties but emotional problems as well.
It is often extremely challenging for patients to adjust to sudden paralysis and
dependence on others for help with routine activities, and psychological counsel-
ing is often needed to help them adapt.

The incidence of GBS is usually estimated at 1 to 2 cases per 100,000
population per year (Hughes and Rees, 1997). This rate implies roughly 3,000 to
6,000 new cases a year in the United States, based on the current population of
over 280 million. The causes of GBS are not fully understood, but a widely
recognized risk factor, accounting for 20 to 40 percent of cases, is a prior infec-
tion with the foodborne pathogen C. jejuni (Buzby et al., 1997). In 1976, the
incidence of GBS within 6 weeks influenza vaccination that was considered
attributable to vaccination was estimated at 0.488 to 0.567 case per 100,000
vaccinations (Langmuir et al., 1984). For the 1992–1993 and 1993–1994 influ-
enza seasons, an analysis suggested that vaccination may have been responsible
for 0.11 case of GBS per 100,000 vaccinations (Lasky et al., 1998).

People of all ages can develop GBS, although incidence appears to be higher
among adults than among children. From 2 to 5 percent of cases are fatal, with
most deaths occurring among patients who require mechanical ventilation (Buzby
et al., 1997; Sunderrajan and Davenport, 1985). The average cost of medical care
and lost productivity for GBS has been estimated at $470,000 (1995 dollars) per
case (Buzby et al., 1997).

Influenza Infections and Vaccination

Disease Burden

Influenza is a highly infectious viral illness that peaks in autumn and winter
months in the United States. Frequent changes in the antigenic characteristics of
the influenza viruses in circulation mean that many people in the population are
susceptible to infection each year. Up to 20 percent of the population may be
infected in a single year (Palese and Garcia-Sastre, 2002). Infection rates fre-
quently exceed epidemic thresholds and occasionally reach pandemic levels.

The risk of serious illness and complications is greatest among very young
children, persons aged 65 years or older, and individuals with underlying medical
conditions. In the United States during the 1990s, an average of 36,000 influenza-
associated deaths occurred each year (13.8 deaths per 100,000) (Thompson et al.,
2003; CDC, 2003c), putting it among the leading causes of death. About 90
percent of these deaths were among persons aged 65 years or older. In nursing
homes, 60 percent attack rates and 30 percent fatality rates have been recorded
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(CDC, 2002a). Hospitalizations are necessary, however, across a broad age range.
In children 4 years and younger, hospitalization rates ranged from about 100 per
100,000 in children without high risk medical conditions to approximately 500
per 100,000 in those who are at high risk. Children one year or younger had
hospitalization rates similar to adults 65 years or over (CDC, 2003d). Data for the
period 1969–1970 through 1994–1995 indicate that influenza epidemics were
responsible for an average of 114,000 excess hospitalizations each year (excess
of 49 pneumonia and influenza related hospitalizations per 100,000), with more
than 57 percent occurring among persons younger than age 65 (CDC, 2003d).

Vaccination is the primary method for controlling influenza, but antiviral
agents also have a role, primarily in treatment. Two related drugs, amantadine
and rimantadine, can be used to prevent or treat infections by influenza A viruses
but not influenza B viruses (Kilbourne and Arden, 1999). They act by interfering
with the replication of the virus. Two newer antiviral products, zanamivir and
oseltamivir, are effective against influenza A and B viruses in that they act as
neuraminidase inhibitors. Some potentially serious side effects are associated
with the amantadine drugs,10 and drug-resistant organisms emerge rapidly, so use
is generally reserved for controlling small outbreaks, such as in nursing homes,
where many people could develop influenza illness and complications. Less is
known about the safety and efficacy of the neuraminidase inhibitors (Hilleman,
2002).

The economic costs of influenza—for medical care and lost productivity—
are substantial. CDC (2002a) reports that the total cost of a severe epidemic has
been estimated to be $12 billion.

Influenza Vaccination

Vaccination is the most effective means of reducing the annual impact of
influenza infections (CDC, 2002c). As previously described, the vaccine is up-
dated each year to incorporate viral strains that closely match those in circulation.
In the United States, inactivated influenza virus vaccines, using disrupted or split-
virus formulations, are currently used (CDC, 2002a). Split-virus vaccines are
associated with fewer local and systemic reactions,11 especially in children, than

10The most frequent (5-10%) adverse reactions to amantadine  are nausea, dizziness and  insomnia.
Less often, (1-5%) depression, anxiety and irritability, ataxia and other reactions can occur.
Infrequently (0.1-1%), adverse events such as congestive heart failure, urinary retentions, dyspnea,
optic nerve palsy and others occur. Rarely (< 0.1%), patients  may have instances of convulsions,
leucopenia, neutropenia, oculogyric episodes, and other adverse reactions (PDR, 2003).

11For example, some local adverse reactions include soreness, edema, tenderness, erythema, and
inflammation at the vaccination site. Systemic reactions from the vaccine include fever, malaise,
myalgia, arthralgia, chills, dizziness, headache, pruritus, rash, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.  Most
of these systemic reactions occur in individuals who have had no exposure to the influenza virus
antigens in the vaccine (PDR, 2003).
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the previously produced whole-cell vaccines (Kilbourne and Arden, 1999). A
live attenuated intranasal influenza vaccine was approved by the FDA in June
2003 for use in the United States in healthy individuals aged 5-49 years (DHHS,
2003). If the viral strains used to produce the vaccine are closely matched to the
viral strains circulating during the influenza season, vaccination may prevent
illness (although not necessarily infection) in 70 to 90 percent of healthy children
as young as 6 months of age and healthy adults under age 65. (CDC, 2002b).
Vaccination is only 30 to 40 percent effective in preventing illness in older and
more frail individuals, but it is 50 to 60 percent effective in preventing hospital-
ization and 80 percent effective in preventing deaths (CDC, 2002a). CDC (2002b)
notes conflicting evidence as to whether vaccination helps reduce the incidence
of acute otitis media among young children. Cost-effectiveness studies show that
vaccination reduces both the cost of medical care and the productivity losses
associated with illness among the working-age population (Bridges et al., 2000;
CDC, 2003d; Nichol, 2001).

Influenza vaccine must be given every year and is recommended for large
segments of the population, making it the one of the most widely used vaccines in
the United States. Nevertheless, despite evidence of the effectiveness of influ-
enza vaccine, vaccination coverage levels are lower than what public health
officials seek (CDC, 2003d). Estimates of vaccination coverage for 2001 were 67
percent for adults aged 65 years or older and 35 percent for adults aged 50–64
years. Estimates from 2000 showed that vaccination coverage was 29 percent
among adults aged 18–64 years who had high-risk health conditions. Coverage
among children for whom influenza vaccination is recommended are said to be
low, but systematic data are not readily available.

Influenza vaccine is most effective when it is administered no more than 2 to
4 months before exposure to the virus (CDC, 2002a). In the United States, vacci-
nation programs generally begin in October. In 2000 and 2001, manufacturers’
production problems delayed the delivery of the vaccine (CDC, 2003d). Those
problems were resolved for 2002, and CDC (2003d) reported that 95 million
doses of vaccine were produced, of which 83 million were distributed (although
not necessarily used). For 2003, the number of manufacturers supplying vaccine
for the United States will decline from three to two.

Concerns about Pandemic Influenza

In addition to influenza’s substantial toll every year, there is special concern
about the impact of sporadic influenza pandemics—defined as disease epidemics
that occur worldwide. Influenza pandemics are thought to arise because of a sudden
shift in the influenza A subtype in circulation to one against which large seg-
ments of the population lack any immunity (e.g., from H1N1 to H2N2). With the
last serious pandemic having occurred in 1968, influenza virologists agree that a
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new pandemic is overdue and imminent, but they are concerned that the global
community is inadequately prepared (IOM, 2003; Webster, 1997; Webster, 2003).

The 1918–1919 influenza pandemic had a profound impact. At least 20
million people died worldwide and probably 10 times more were affected
(Webster, 1999). In the United States, this pandemic is believed to have taken the
lives of at least 500,000 people and lowered the overall average life expectancy
by almost 10 years (Palese and Garcia-Sastre, 2002). Less devastating pandemics
occurred in 1957–1958 and 1968–1969 (see Table 8).

Future pandemics could arise from influenza viruses with novel surface
antigens introduced into humans from animals. The 1957 and 1968 pandemic
influenza strains were derived from reassortments of avian and human viral
strains. The reassortment probably occurred in an intermediate host species, but
that host is not known (Steinhauer and Skehel, 2002). Direct transmission from
birds to humans is rare. Generally the directly transmitted viruses have low
virulence except in a small subset of individuals, and transmissibility from person
to person is limited (Hilleman, 2002). Direct transmission was suspected, however,
when avian H9N2 infected two children in Hong Kong in 1999 (Lin et al., 2000).

New Vaccine Approaches

Since influenza vaccine was first introduced, the United States has relied on
vaccine products based on inactivated influenza virus. In other countries, includ-
ing Russia, vaccines that incorporate live attenuated influenza virus have been
used for many years (Wareing and Tannock, 2001).

TABLE 8 Major Twentieth Century Influenza A Pandemics

Virus
Year Subtype Deaths Characteristics

1918–1919 A H1N1 United States:  >500,000 Majority of individuals affected
Worldwide: 20–50 million were young, healthy adults

1957–1958 A H2N2 United States: ≈70,000 First identified in China in late
February 1957; reached US by
June 1957

1968–1969 A H3N2 United States: ≈34,000 First detected in Hong Kong in
early 1968; reached US later that
year.
H3N2 virus still circulates today.

SOURCE: Table adapted from information provided on CDC website. (CDC, 2003c).
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The FDA recently approved a live attenuated intranasal influenza vaccine for
use in the United States. The vaccine uses a cold-adapted influenza virus master
strain into which the HA and NA genes of the current, circulating strains are
incorporated. The vaccine is delivered intranasally and proliferates in the upper
airways, where it stimulates mucosal antibodies and T-cell responses. The use of
a cold adapted master strain means that replication of the live virus in the vaccine
is restricted to the upper respiratory tract of humans because the vaccine-strain
virus is unable to reproduce in the higher-temperature environment of the lower
respiratory tract. Cold adaptation was achieved by propagation of the wild-type
virus in chicken kidney cells at progressively lower temperatures to identify
stable mutants that could grow at 25°C (Maassab and Bryant, 1999).

A primary concern about a live-virus influenza vaccine is the possibility that
the vaccine-strain viruses could undergo genetic reassortment with nonhuman
(e.g., avian or swine) strains and give rise to new, virulent strains to which the
population would be susceptible (Beyer et al., 2002; Pfleiderer et al., 2001). This
theoretical concern has not been borne out in clinical studies, and similar vac-
cines given to tens of millions of children in Russia have not produced any
clinical evidence of live attenuated vaccines reverting to virulence (Belshe et al.,
2002; Cha et al., 2000).

Research related to killed-virus vaccines is also continuing. For example,
efforts are being made to develop techniques to grow influenza virus in mamma-
lian cell culture instead of eggs (Halperin et al., 2002). Other studies are looking
at the influenza virus’s M2 protein as a possible vaccine antigen that could
eliminate the need to formulate a new vaccine each year to respond to the
antigenic drift or shift in the circulating viruses. M2 is highly conserved antigeni-
cally, and antibodies to M2 have been shown to be protective in mice (Neirynck
et al., 1999). There is also interest in developing a DNA vaccine, and studies
immunizing mice with recombinant plasmids bearing coding sequences for
selected HA, NP, or M proteins have been promising (Fu et al., 1999; Okuda et
al., 2001).

Another approach to influenza vaccination involves using Escherichia coli
heat-labile toxin as an adjuvant, complexed with lecithin vesicles, to improve the
immunogenicity of the inactivated trivalent vaccine (Palese and Garcia-Sastre,
2002). These “virosomal” vaccine preparations are given intranasally.12

12One virosomal influenza vaccine licensed for use in Switzerland in 2000 was withdrawn a year
later because of unresolved concerns about an association between the vaccine and Bell’s palsy
(temporary facial paralysis) (Berna Biotech, 2002). The committee did not examine this vaccine
because it was not used in the United States, it is no longer available in Switzerland, and no pub-
lished study is available.
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Influenza Immunization Risk-Benefit Communication

Factors that affect people’s understanding of health risks and the options to
reduce those risks include, for example, personal attributes (e.g., age, gender,
ethnicity, etc.), beliefs about the disease and potential control options, attitudes
about the source(s) of those controls, the risk and benefits attributed to the con-
trols, and the trade-offs among the controls.  In addition, heuristics, as well as
societal and decision contexts, matter in vaccine decision making (e.g., Leask and
Chapman, 1998; Bostrom, 1997).  Although the impacts of these factors on
vaccine decisions are not well understood and may vary somewhat by type of
vaccine, it is clear that no one factor acts alone.  Both individual and contextual
factors are important to the individual’s final decision about whether to get vac-
cinated or not.  It is well known, however, that people often lack knowledge
about disease processes and the safety and effectiveness of vaccines, and usually
do not know what critical information they are lacking.  Individuals may also
underestimate the risk of the disease and overestimate risks of the vaccine and
their own abilities to avoid getting the disease (e.g., Bostrom, 1997; Fischhoff et al,
2000).

In developing a risk communication strategy for a specific health decision, it
is important then to know what key pieces are missing from people’s cognitive
frameworks about the decision and related issues, what they need to know to
complete and/or correct their understandings, and what factors and contexts
strengthen their abilities to make effective and personally meaningful decisions.
As noted by Bostrom (1997), there are several health behavior models and theories
that can be applied to vaccination issues.  To date there has not been a compre-
hensive effort to organize current knowledge and evaluate these models and
theories using the results for various populations.  Knowledge of the key factors
that predict and/or influence influenza vaccination decisions remains constrained,
thereby limiting the basis on which sound risk communication strategies can be
designed.  A more comprehensive and cohesive understanding is needed to iden-
tify what elements are crucial to people’s decision processes, how they relate
those and tangential elements, what they include and/or relate incorrectly in their
decision processes, and what elements they emphasize or de-emphasize inappro-
priately.  Risk communication efforts will remain less than ideal as long as they
are not based on a full, fundamental picture of what people believe they know,
what they see as valid and rational control options, what they believe the conse-
quences of those options are, why they view vaccine issues as they do, and how
they assess the trade-offs between the options.

Influenza vaccination rates typically fall short of national goals, particularly
among susceptible subpopulations such as the elderly and disadvantaged.  Several
studies have been conducted recently to develop insights into the barriers and
incentives that may affect immunization rates (CDC, 1999; CDC, 2003b;
Zimmerman et al., 2003b).  Societal contexts, influences of the mass media, and
cognitive and motivational biases have been investigated.
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People who were more likely to receive the influenza vaccine were found in
these studies to be more likely to believe that:

• Getting vaccinated is a wise decision, a good habit.
• The recommendations of their doctors, relatives, or friends are important.
• The vaccine is effective in preventing influenza.
• Medicare will cover the costs.
• Avoiding getting influenza is important.
• They are at risk for getting the disease.
• Unvaccinated people will contract influenza.

People who did not get vaccinated had beliefs that differed from those who
became vaccinated.  Some of the key beliefs among non-vaccinees were:

• They are not at risk for influenza.
• The vaccine is not for them; it is for old, weak, or sick people.
• The vaccine causes influenza.
• The vaccine causes side effects.
• They had bad reactions to influenza vaccinations in the past.
• They do not need to be vaccinated.
• The vaccine will not prevent influenza.

Potential vaccine recipients have been found to have incomplete or incorrect
knowledge about:

• The nature of influenza as a disease process (e.g., some believe it is part of
spectrum of diseases that begins with the common cold and ends with pneu-
monia),

• the severity of the complications that may arise from influenza,
• the degree to which individual actions (e.g., hand washing, taking vita-

mins, etc.) can reduce the risk of getting the disease,
• the unique role of the vaccine as a preventive measure, and
• the health impacts and side effects related to the influenza vaccine.

In several studies, the most important source of vaccination information has
been found to be health care providers, but physicians do not always recommend
that their elderly patients receive the influenza vaccine, either in conjunction with
or without the pneumococcal vaccine (CDC, 1999; CDC, 2003b; Zimmerman et
al., 2003a,b).

Zimmerman and colleagues (2003a) studied the beliefs and attitudes of the
same elderly people in vaccine supply-rich and supply-limited periods.  They
found shifts in the participants’ attitudes and contexts.  For example, during the
vaccine shortage period the participants reported more doubts and concerns about
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the vaccine (including safety, efficacy, and side effects issues); declines in
physicians’ and friends’ recommendations to get vaccinated; less concern about
unvaccinated people getting ill; and fewer concerns that other family members
would contract influenza if one person got it.  These changes may have led
potential vaccinees to further underestimate the risk of getting influenza and thus
their need for vaccination.

CDC (2003b) also examined physicians’ views about the influenza and pneu-
mococcal vaccines.  The participating physicians saw these vaccinations as an
important patient service, demonstrated that they were knowledgeable about the
vaccines, and said they wanted more involvement of their office managers in
promoting the vaccinations.  However, the physicians had little knowledge of the
costs of the vaccinations and believed that people who were in the habit of
visiting a doctor were more likely to be vaccinated.

These recent studies show that modifications to current influenza risk
communication programs would be beneficial.  People need more appropriate
contexts; information that is relevant to their cultural, societal, and personal
circumstances; and materials in a language they can understand.  An effective
communication strategy must not only simplify and summarize key information,
but also ensure that the needs of a variety of at-risk populations are met.  Fre-
quently, this must be done through carefully tailored methods and messages for
each group.

Conclusions

Influenza vaccine is an essential tool for reducing the substantial burden of
morbidity and mortality associated with influenza infections each year. Not only
is the yearly disease toll high, but the prospect of an influenza pandemic is a
serious concern to many. Because the vaccine is used so widely, and may be
recommended for regular administration to young children, the possibility of
vaccine-related adverse events must be given serious consideration. But although
it is important to fully understand any risk for GBS or other neurological compli-
cation that might be associated with influenza vaccination, it is also important
that this be appropriately weighed against the sizable burden of illness associated
with influenza infections.

 In its scientific assessment, the committee found support for a causal asso-
ciation between the vaccine used in 1976 and GBS. But it found no support for an
association with relapses of MS, and inconclusive evidence regarding influenza
vaccines used in other years and other neurological conditions. The committee
found no evidence bearing on a causal relationship between influenza vaccines
and demyelinating neurological disorders in children aged 6-23 months. GBS is a
serious condition, but it is rare and the additional risk related to vaccination in
1976 translated into fewer than 6 cases per million vaccinee (Langmuir et al.,
1984). By contrast, influenza contributes to an annual average of 13.8 deaths per
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100,000 (36,000 deaths, majority are 65 years of age or older) and to an annual
excess of 49 pneumonia and influenza related hospitalizations per 100,000
(114,000 hospitalizations) (Thompson et al., 2003; Simonsen et al., 2000).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE

The committee’s charge includes making recommendations regarding a broad
range of actions, including potential policy reviews, research needs, and changes
in communication to the public and to health care providers about issues of
vaccine safety.

Policy Review

Despite evidence favoring a causal association between GBS and the influ-
enza vaccines used in 1976, the committee sees no evidence regarding more
recent influenza vaccines that would warrant a review of current influenza immu-
nization policies. Vaccination against influenza remains an essential component
of efforts to reduce the substantial morbidity and mortality associated with influ-
enza infections.

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the recommenda-
tions for influenza vaccination by any of the national or federal vaccine
advisory bodies on the basis of concerns about neurological complications.
Current and future immunization policies should continue to reflect the
benefits of influenza vaccination.

Research

The evidence reviewed by the committee does not support a causal associa-
tion between influenza vaccines and MS relapses and is inconclusive on some
other outcomes, but it does support an association between GBS and the influ-
enza vaccines used in 1976 (i.e., whole- and split-virus products formulated as
monovalent or bivalent vaccines). Although the 1976 vaccines are no longer in
use, experience with them should not be ignored because the mechanism by
which they contributed to GBS remains unclear. With a vaccine as widely used as
influenza vaccine, the committee considers it important to pursue research and
research-related activities aimed at ensuring that any risk of GBS or other neuro-
logical complications is minimized.

Surveillance and Epidemiologic Studies

Influenza vaccine is not only widely used but is recommended for even
wider use than is routinely achieved. In addition, there are expectations that
recommended use will be extended to include all children aged 6–23 months.
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Even though use of the vaccine generally appears to pose minimal risk of adverse
neurological events, the strong association between the 1976 vaccine and GBS
points to the need for appropriate vigilance through adequate surveillance systems
and for better tools to support studies of rare adverse events.

Currently, ACIP recommends annual influenza vaccination for any person
aged 6 months or older who is at increased risk for complications from influenza
(CDC, 2003d). The 2002 ACIP recommendations note that “because young,
otherwise healthy children are at increased risk for influenza-related hospitaliza-
tions, influenza vaccination of healthy children aged 6–23 months is encouraged
when feasible” (CDC, 2003d). But the ACIP, the American Academy of Pediatrics,
and the American Academy of Family Physicians recognize that a full recom-
mendation for annual vaccinations of all children aged 6–23 months cannot be
made until certain issues are addressed (CDC, 2003d). Important among these is
educating parents and providers regarding the impact of influenza infections in
children and the risks and benefits of vaccination. Routine vaccination of chil-
dren, some of whom may require two doses of vaccine within a season, will
require the development of strategic plans to ensure efficient delivery of services
within a limited time each year. Issues regarding vaccination costs and reim-
bursement policies must also be addressed. A recommendation for annual vacci-
nations of all children aged 6–23 months could be made in the near future (CDC,
2003d). In preparation for this change in influenza immunization practices, the
committee recommends increased surveillance of adverse events associated
with influenza vaccination of children, with particular attentiveness to
detecting and assessing potential neurological complications. Enhanced sur-
veillance should be in place before an ACIP recommendation is implemented
for universal annual influenza vaccination of young children.

Better methods are needed to identify and assess risks for rare outcomes such
as the neurological complications considered in this report. The scale of the 1976
vaccination program—almost 45 million people vaccinated within 2.5 months—
helped make detection of the link with GBS feasible. CDC’s Vaccine Safety
Datalink program offers a valuable means of assembling systematic population-
based data on vaccination and medical histories. Nevertheless, it may not cover a
large enough population to successfully investigate concerns about some rare
adverse events. Moreover, in the context of influenza vaccines, which are still
given primarily to adults, the committee learned at its March 2003 meeting that
only three of the participating HMOs have funding to collect data on adults. For
the vaccines routinely administered to older adults, primarily the influenza and
pneumococcal vaccines, Medicare databases may prove to be useful resources for
exploratory analyses. A new project to use Medicare data for this purpose was
described at that meeting (Burwen, 2003). The committee recommends efforts
to develop techniques for the detection and evaluation of rare adverse events
and encourages the use of administrative databases and the standardization
of immunization records as part of this effort.
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Basic and Clinical Sciences

Despite advances over the past 25 years in the broad understanding of the
pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases and of GBS in particular, the exact mecha-
nisms by which the 1976 influenza vaccines precipitated this adverse outcome
remain unknown. To gain a better understanding of these mechanisms, the com-
mittee sees a need for additional basic and clinical research on influenza viruses,
the composition and immunological properties of the 1976 vaccine, immunologi-
cal responses to vaccines in general, and host characteristics that may affect
susceptibility to adverse events.

There is a need to better understand the immunological responses in recipi-
ents of the 1976 swine influenza vaccine who experienced GBS. One avenue of
inquiry should be the pathogenesis of influenza viruses in general and the swine
influenza strain (A/New Jersey/76) in particular to learn whether and how strains
might differ in their ability or predisposition to produce neurological injury. The
committee supports ongoing research aimed at better understanding the
pathogenesis of influenza and encourages efforts to anticipate which strains
might be more neurologically active.

Although, the 1976 influenza vaccines were produced under atypical condi-
tions, with the four manufacturers given less time than usual while being asked to
produce much larger quantities than in previous years, there is no evidence that
the speed of manufacture or volume of production produced lapses that could
have led to a faulty vaccine. Even though the viral strain was first identified less
than 8 months before vaccination began, about 150 million doses of vaccine were
ultimately manufactured (Dowdle, 1997). The increased risk of GBS associated
with the 1976 swine influenza vaccines appeared consistent for vaccine from the
four different manufacturers, for the monovalent and bivalent vaccines, and for
the whole- and split-virus vaccines. The consistency of the risk across the sources
and types of vaccine argues against, but does not rule out, problems related to the
manufacturing process. Issues that might be investigated include whether there
was something atypical about the nonviral components of the swine influenza
vaccines and, if so, identifying it and determining whether it can be controlled.

The use of eggs to produce vaccine-strain influenza virus suggests the possi-
bility that unrecognized antigens might have been present in the 1976 vaccine. C.
jejuni infection is a recognized risk factor for GBS, possibly acting through
molecular mimicry, and C. jejuni commonly infects chickens. Although the com-
mittee concluded that molecular mimicry is only theoretically possible as an
immune mechanism by which influenza vaccines may cause GBS, the evidence
that C. jejuni antigens can trigger GBS is strong, and the possibility cannot be
excluded that C. jejuni antigens were present in swine influenza vaccines from all
four manufacturers of the 1976 swine influenza vaccines. Although stocks of the
1976 vaccine are unlikely available, the committee recommends that if
samples of the influenza vaccines used in 1976 are available, they should be
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analyzed for the presence of C. jejuni antigens, NS1 or NS2 proteins, or other
possible contaminants. The 1976 vaccines should be compared with current
and other historical influenza vaccines.

Studies in animals (Hjorth et al., 1984; Ziegler et al., 1983) have provided at
least some basis for considering bystander activation as a potential mechanism by
which influenza vaccines could cause GBS or related neurological complications.
Under contrived experimental conditions, influenza vaccines had adjuvant prop-
erties in the presence of neural antigens. But whether an immune system mecha-
nism of this sort played any role in vaccine-related cases of GBS remains far from
clear. As it did in a previous report (IOM, 2002a), the committee recommends
continued research using animal and in vitro models, as well as with humans,
on the mechanisms of immune-mediated neurological diseases that might be
associated with exposure to vaccines.

Genetic factors are known to be an important source of variability in the
responses of the human immune system and in the risks of autoimmune disease.
The encephalitis/encephalopathy observed as a complication of influenza illness
in Japanese children, but only very rarely reported in the United States, suggests
the possibility that a genetic factor may be involved in neurological complica-
tions of influenza illness. Indications of selective susceptibility to GBS following
infection with C. jejuni also appear to point to differences in genetic or other host
factors, some of which might be relevant as well to examination of mechanisms
of vaccine-related risk in 1976 or other years. At present, understanding of the
complex interactions among genetic variables and environmental exposures,
including vaccines and wild-type infectious organisms, remains incomplete. The
committee recommends continued research efforts aimed at identifying
genetic variability in human immune system responsiveness as a way to gain
a better understanding of genetic susceptibility to vaccine-based adverse
events.

Communication

It is important that modifications to influenza communication not be seen as
independent activities; it is essential that revisions be integrated in an overarching
risk management strategy (Bostrom, 1997).  While available studies have docu-
mented important attitudes, gaps and errors in knowledge, in-depth research is
needed to develop greater insights into why people have the cognitive limitations,
attitudes, and beliefs they have about the influenza vaccine and related issues.
This deeper knowledge is necessary to provide an appropriate basis for strength-
ening risk-benefit communication within an overall risk reduction strategy.

A broader framework for influenza vaccine issues is critical for substantial
progress in vaccination rates to be achieved. A rigorous, systematic identification
of the influences that affect experts’ and subpopulations’ views and decisions
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about vaccines is an important step toward developing such a framework
(Bostrom, 1997).  Despite the studies that have been conducted to date, a com-
prehensive context has not yet been compiled for the influenza vaccine.  The
committee recommends that research be supported to conduct investiga-
tions that would deepen and expand the knowledge available from existing
studies and more effectively organize what is currently known from these
and future projects.  Comprehensive influence diagrams of expert and at-risk
populations’ views of the vaccine are needed to provide a broader context and
reveal richer insights than are possible from a review of currently available
studies.

SUMMARY

Infection with the influenza virus can have a serious effect on the health of
people of all ages, although it is particularly worrisome for infants, the elderly,
and people with underlying heart or lung problems.  At least 35,000 people die in
the United States every year from influenza infection.  A vaccine exists (the “flu”
shot) that can greatly decrease the impact of influenza.  Because the strains of
virus that are expected to cause serious illness and death are slightly different
every year, the vaccine is also slightly different every year and it must be given
every year, unlike other vaccines.  The influenza vaccine that was used in 1976
for the expected “Swine Flu” epidemic (which never materialized) was associ-
ated with cases of a nervous system condition called Guillain-Barré syndrome
(GBS).  Ever since that time, public health leaders, doctors and nurses, and the
public have wondered whether every year’s influenza vaccine can cause GBS or
other similar conditions.

The Immunization Safety Review committee reviewed the data on influenza
vaccine and neurological conditions and concluded that the evidence favored
acceptance of a causal relationship between the 1976 swine influenza vaccine and
GBS in adults.  The evidence about GBS for other years’ influenza vaccines is
not clear one way or the other (that is, the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship).

The committee concluded that the evidence favored rejection of a causal
relationship between influenza vaccines and exacerbation of multiple sclerosis.
For the other neurological conditions studied, the committee concluded the evi-
dence about the effects of influenza vaccine is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship. The committee also reviewed theories on how the influenza
vaccine could damage the nervous system.  The evidence was at most weak that
the vaccine could act in humans in ways that could lead to these neurological
problems. See Box 4 for a summary of all conclusions and recommendations.
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BOX 4
Committee Conclusions and Recommendations

SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT
Causality Conclusions

The committee concludes that the evidence favors acceptance of a causal
relationship between 1976 swine influenza vaccine and Guillain-Barré syndrome
in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between GBS in adults and influenza vaccines administered
after 1976 (that is, subsequent to the swine influenza vaccine program).

The committee concludes that the evidence favors rejection of a causal rela-
tionship between influenza vaccines and relapse of multiple sclerosis in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and incident MS in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and optic neuritis in adults.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a
causal relationship between influenza vaccines and other demyelinating neuro-
logical disorders.

The committee concludes that there is no evidence bearing on a causal rela-
tionship between influenza vaccines and demyelinating neurological disorders in
children aged 6-23 months.

Biological Mechanisms Conclusions

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for biological mecha-
nisms related to immune-mediated processes, including molecular mimicry and
bystander activation, by which receipt of any influenza vaccine could possibly influ-
ence an individual’s risk of developing the neurological complications of GBS, MS,
or other demyelinating conditions such as optic neuritis.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the direct neuro-
toxic effect of influenza vaccines, the committee concludes that this mechanism is
only theoretical.

continues
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PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE RECOMMENDATIONS
Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the recommendations
for influenza vaccination by any of the national or federal vaccine advisory bodies
on the basis of concerns about neurological complications. Current and future
immunization policies should continue to reflect the benefits of influenza vaccination.

Research

The committee recommends increased surveillance of adverse events associ-
ated with influenza vaccination of children, with particular attentiveness to detect-
ing and assessing potential neurological complications. Enhanced surveillance
should be in place before an ACIP recommendation is implemented for universal
annual influenza vaccination of young children.

The committee recommends efforts to develop techniques for the detection
and evaluation of rare adverse events and encourages the use of administrative
databases and the standardization of immunization records as part of this effort.

Basic Science and Clinical Research

The committee supports ongoing research aimed at better understanding the
pathogenesis of influenza and encourages efforts to anticipate which strains might
be more neurologically active.

Although stocks of the 1976 vaccine are unlikely available, the committee
recommends that if samples of the influenza vaccines used in 1976 are available,
they should be analyzed for the presence of C. jejuni antigens, NS1 or NS2 pro-
teins, or other possible contaminants. The 1976 vaccines should be compared
with current and other historical influenza vaccines.

The committee recommends continued research using animal and in vitro
models, as well as with humans, on the mechanisms of immune-mediated neuro-
logical diseases that might be associated with exposure to vaccines.

The committee recommends continued research efforts aimed at identifying
genetic variability in human immune system responsiveness as a way to gain a
better understanding of genetic susceptibility to vaccine-based adverse events.

Communication

The committee recommends that research be supported to conduct investiga-
tions that would deepen and expand the knowledge available from existing studies
and more effectively organize what is currently known from these and future
projects.

BOX 4 continued
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Appendix A

Committee Recommendations and
Conclusions from Previous Reports

MEASLES-MUMPS-RUBELLA VACCINE AND AUTISM

Conclusions

The committee concludes that the evidence favors rejection of a causal rela-
tionship at the population level between measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine
and autistic spectrum disorders (ASD). However, this conclusion does not ex-
clude the possibility that MMR vaccine could contribute to ASD in a small
number of children.

The committee concludes that further research on the possible occurrence of
ASD in a small number of children subsequent to MMR vaccination is warranted,
and it has identified targeted research opportunities that could lead to firmer
understanding of the relationship.

Recommendations

Public Health Response

The committee recommends that the relationship between the MMR vaccine
and autistic spectrum disorders receive continued attention.

Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review at this time of the
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licensure of MMR vaccine or of the current schedule and recommendations for
administration of MMR vaccine.

Research Regarding MMR and ASD

The committee recommends the use of accepted and consistent case defini-
tions and assessment protocols for ASD in order to enhance the precision and
comparability of results from surveillance, epidemiological, and biological inves-
tigations.

The committee recommends the exploration of whether exposure to MMR
vaccine is a risk factor for autistic spectrum disorder in a small number of children.

The committee recommends the development of targeted investigations of
whether or not measles vaccine-strain virus is present in the intestines of some
children with ASD.

The committee encourages all who submit reports to VAERS of any diag-
nosis of ASD thought to be related to MMR vaccine to provide as much detail
and as much documentation as possible.

The committee recommends studying the possible effects of different MMR
immunization exposures.

The committee recommends conducting further clinical and epidemiological
studies of sufficient rigor to identify risk factors and biological markers of ASD
in order to better understand genetic or environmental causes.

Communications

The committee recommends that government agencies and professional
organizations, CDC and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in particular,
review some of the most prominent forms of communication regarding the
hypothesized relationship between MMR vaccine and ASD, including informa-
tion they provide via the Internet and the ease with which Internet information
can be accessed.
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THIMEROSAL-CONTAINING VACCINES AND
NEURODEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS

Conclusions

The committee concludes that although the hypothesis that exposure to thime-
rosal-containing vaccines could be associated with neurodevelopmental disor-
ders is not established and rests on indirect and incomplete information, primarily
from analogies with methylmercury and levels of maximum mercury exposure
from vaccines given in children, the hypothesis is biologically plausible.

The committee also concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or
reject a causal relationship between thimerosal exposures from childhood vac-
cines and the neurodevelopmental disorders of autism, ADHD, and speech or
language delay.

Public Health Response Recommendations

Policy Review and Analysis

The committee recommends the use of the thimerosal-free DTaP, Hib, and
hepatitis B vaccines in the United States, despite the fact that there might be
remaining supplies of thimerosal-containing vaccine available.

The committee recommends that full consideration be given by appropriate
professional societies and government agencies to removing thimerosal from
vaccines administered to infants, children, or pregnant women in the United
States.

The committee recommends that appropriate professional societies and gov-
ernment agencies review their policies about the non-vaccine biological and
pharmaceutical products that contain thimerosal and are used by infants, children,
and pregnant women in the United States.

The committee recommends that policy analyses be conducted that will
inform these discussions in the future.

The committee recommends a review and assessment of how public health
policy decisions are made under uncertainty.

The committee recommends a review of the strategies used to communicate
rapid changes in vaccine policy, and it recommends research on how to improve
those strategies.

Public Health and Biomedical Research

The committee recommends a diverse public health and biomedical research
portfolio.
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Epidemiological Research

The committee recommends case-control studies examining the potential
link between neurodevelopmental disorders and thimerosal-containing vaccines.

The committee recommends further analysis of neurodevelopmental dis-
orders in cohorts of children who did not receive thimerosal-containing doses as
part of a clinical trial of DTaP vaccine.

The committee recommends conducting epidemiological studies that com-
pare the incidence and prevalence of neurodevelopmental disorders before and
after the removal of thimerosal from vaccines.

The committee recommends an increased effort to identify the primary
sources and levels of prenatal and postnatal background exposure to thimerosal
(e.g., Rho (D) Immune Globulin) and other forms of mercury (e.g., maternal
consumption of fish) in infants, children, and pregnant women.

Clinical Research

The committee recommends research on how children, including those diag-
nosed with neurodevelopmental disorders, metabolize and excrete metals—par-
ticularly mercury.

The committee recommends continued research on theoretical modeling of
ethylmercury exposures, including the incremental burden of thimerosal with
background mercury exposure from other sources.

The committee recommends careful, rigorous, and scientific investigations
of chelation when used in children with neurodevelopmental disorders, especially
autism.

Basic Science Research

The committee recommends research to identify a safe, effective, and inex-
pensive alternative to thimerosal for countries that decide they need to switch
from using thimerosal as a preservative.

The committee recommends research in appropriate animal models on the
neurodevelopmental effects of ethylmercury.
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MULTIPLE IMMUNIZATIONS AND IMMUNE DYSFUNCTION

Conclusions

Scientific Assessment

Causality Conclusions

The committee concludes that the epidemiological evidence favors rejection
of a causal relationship between multiple immunizations and an increase in
heterologous infection.

The committee concludes that the epidemiological evidence favors rejection
of a causal relationship between multiple immunizations and an increased risk of
type 1 diabetes.

The committee concludes that the epidemiological evidence is inadequate to
accept or reject a causal relationship between multiple immunizations and
increased risk of allergic disease, particularly asthma.

Biological Mechanisms Conclusions

Autoimmune Disease
In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding molecular

mimicry or mercury-induced modification of any vaccine component to create an
antigenic epitope capable of cross-reaction with self epitopes as a mechanism by
which multiple immunizations under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could
possibly influence an individual’s risk of autoimmunity, the committee con-
cludes that these mechanisms are only theoretical.

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for bystander activa-
tion, alone or in concert with molecular mimicry, as a mechanism by which
multiple immunizations under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could pos-
sibly influence an individual’s risk of autoimmunity.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding loss of protec-
tion against a homologous infection as a mechanism by which multiple immuni-
zations under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could possibly influence an
individual’s risk of autoimmunity, the committee concludes that this mechanism
is only theoretical.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding mechanisms
related to the hygiene hypothesis as a means by which multiple immunizations
under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could possibly influence an indi-
vidual’s risk of autoimmunity, the committee concludes that this mechanism is
only theoretical.

Considering molecular mimicry, bystander activation, and impaired immuno-
regulation collectively rather than individually, the committee concludes that
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there is weak evidence for these mechanisms as means by which multiple immu-
nizations under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could possibly influence
an individual’s risk of autoimmunity.

Allergic Disease
The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for bystander activa-

tion as a mechanism by which multiple immunizations under the U.S. infant
immunization schedule could possibly influence an individual’s risk of allergy.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding mechanisms
related to the hygiene hypothesis as a means by which multiple immunizations
under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could possibly influence an indi-
vidual’s risk of allergy, the committee concludes that this mechanism is only
theoretical.

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for the existence of any
biological mechanisms, collectively or individually, by which multiple immuni-
zations under the U.S. infant immunization schedule could possibly influence an
individual’s risk of allergy.

Heterologous Infection
The committee concludes that there is strong evidence for the existence of

biological mechanisms by which multiple immunizations under the U.S. infant
immunization schedule could possibly influence an individual’s risk for heterolo-
gous infections.

Significance Assessment

The committee concludes that concern about multiple immunizations has
been, and could continue to be, of societal significance in terms of parental
worries, potential health burdens, and future challenges for immunization policy-
making.

Public Health Response Recommendations

Policy Review

The committee recommends that state and federal vaccine policymakers
consider a broader and more explicit strategy for developing recommendations
for the use of vaccines.

The committee does not recommend a policy review—by the CDC’s Advi-
sory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), the American Academy of
Pediatrics’ Committee on Infectious Diseases, and the American Academy of
Family Physicians—of the current recommended childhood immunization sched-
ule on the basis of concerns about immune system dysfunction.
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The committee does not recommend a policy review by the Food and Drug
Administration’s Vaccines and Related Biologic Products Advisory Committee
of any currently licensed vaccines on the basis of concerns about immune system
dysfunction.

Research

Epidemiological Research

The committee recommends exploring the feasibility of using existing vac-
cine surveillance systems, alone or in combination, to study safety questions
related to asthma and other important allergic disorders, as well as to type 1
diabetes and other important autoimmune diseases.

The committee recommends exploring the use of cohorts for research on
possible vaccine-related disease risks. Furthermore, the committee recommends
that disease registries and research programs for autoimmune and allergic dis-
orders routinely collect immunization histories as part of their study protocol.

Basic Science and Clinical Research

The committee recommends continued research on the development of the
human infant immune system.

The committee endorses current research efforts aimed at identifying genetic
variability in human immune system development and immune system respon-
siveness as a way to gain a better understanding of genetic susceptibility to
vaccine-based adverse events.

The committee recommends exploring the feasibility of collecting data on
surrogate markers for autoimmune and allergic disorders in the vaccine testing
and licensing process.

The committee recommends exploring surrogates for allergy and auto-
immunity in existing cohort studies of variations in the vaccine schedule.

 Communication

The committee recommends that an appropriate panel of multidisciplinary
experts be convened by the Department of Health and Human Services. It would
develop a comprehensive research strategy for knowledge leading to the optimal
design and evaluation of vaccine risk-benefit communication approaches.
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HEPATITIS B VACCINE AND DEMYELINATING
NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS

Scientific Assessment

Causality Conclusions

The committee concludes that the evidence favors rejection of a causal rela-
tionship between hepatitis B vaccine administered to adults and incident multiple
sclerosis.

The committee also concludes that the evidence favors rejection of a causal
relationship between hepatitis B vaccine administered to adults and multiple
sclerosis relapse.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and the first episode of a central
nervous system demyelinating disorder.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and ADEM.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and optic neuritis.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and transverse myelitis.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and GBS.

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between hepatitis B vaccine and brachial neuritis.

The committee concludes that there is weak evidence for biological mecha-
nisms by which hepatitis B vaccination could possibly influence an individual’s
risk of the central or peripheral nervous system disorders of MS, first episode of
CDD, ADEM, or optic neuritis, transverse myelitis, GBS, or brachial neuritis.

Significance Assessment

The committee concludes that concerns about the hepatitis B vaccine remain
significant in the minds of some parents and workers who are required to take the
vaccine because of occupational risk.

Public Health Response Recommendations

Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the hepatitis B
vaccine by any of the national and federal vaccine advisory bodies on the basis of
concerns about demyelinating neurological disorders.
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The committee recommends continued surveillance of hepatitis B disease
and increased surveillance of secondary diseases such as cirrhosis and hepato-
cellular carcinoma.

Basic and Clinical Science

The committee recommends continued research in animal and in vitro models,
as well as in humans, on the mechanisms of immune-mediated neurological
disease possibly associated with exposure to vaccines.

Communication

The committee again recommends that government agencies and profes-
sional organizations responsible for immunizations critically evaluate their
communication services with increased understanding of, and input from, the
intended user.
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SV40 CONTAMINATION OF POLIO VACCINE AND CANCER

Scientific Assessment

Causality Conclusions

The committee concludes that the evidence is inadequate to accept or reject
a causal relationship between SV40-containing polio vaccines and cancer.

Biological Mechanisms Conclusions

The committee concludes that the biological evidence is strong that SV40 is
a transforming virus.

The committee concludes that the biological evidence is moderate that SV40
exposure could lead to cancer in humans under natural conditions.

The committee concludes that the biological evidence is moderate that SV40
exposure from the polio vaccine is related to SV40 infection in humans.

Significance Assessment

The committee concludes that concerns about exposure to SV40 through
inadvertent contamination of polio vaccines are significant because of the serious-
ness of cancers as the possible adverse health outcomes and because of the
continuing need to ensure and protect public trust in the nation’s immunization
program.

Public Health Response Recommendations

Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of polio vaccine by any
of the national or federal vaccine advisory bodies, on the basis of concerns about
cancer risks that might be associated with exposure to SV40, because the vaccine
in current use is free of SV40.

Policy Analysis and Communication

The committee recommends that the appropriate federal agencies develop a
Vaccine Contamination Prevention and Response Plan.

Research

The committee recommends development of sensitive and specific serologic
tests for SV40.
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The committee recommends the development and use of sensitive and spe-
cific standardized techniques for SV40 detection.

The committee recommends that once there is agreement in the scientific
community as to the best detection methods and protocols, pre-1955 samples of
human tissues should be assayed for presence or absence of SV40 in rigorous,
multi-center studies.

The committee recommends further study of the transmissibility of SV40 in
humans.

Until some of the technical issues are resolved, the committee does not
recommend additional epidemiological studies of people potentially exposed to
the contaminated polio vaccine.
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VACCINATIONS AND SUDDEN UNEXPECTED DEATH IN INFANCY

Scientific Assessment

Causality Conclusions

There is no basis for a change in the prior conclusions that the evidence
favors rejection of a causal relationship between DTwP vaccine and SIDS.

The evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship between
DTaP vaccine and SIDS.

The evidence is inadequate to accept or reject causal relationships between
SIDS and the individual vaccines, Hib, HepB, OPV, and IPV.

The evidence favors rejection of a causal relationship between exposure to
multiple vaccines and SIDS.

The evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship between
exposure to multiple vaccines and sudden unexpected death in infancy, other than
SIDS.

The evidence favors acceptance of a causal relationship between diphtheria
toxoid-and whole cell pertussis vaccine and death due to anaphylaxis in infants.

The evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship between
hepatitis B vaccine and neonatal death.

Biological Mechanisms Conclusions

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the ability of
common side effects of immunization, including fever and anorexia, to trigger
sudden unexpected death in infants with underlying neuroregulatory abnormali-
ties, the committee concludes that this mechanisms is only theoretical.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence regarding the ability of
common side effects of immunization, including fever and anorexia, to trigger an
acute metabolic crisis in patients with inborn errors of metabolism, the committee
concludes that this mechanism for vaccine-related sudden unexpected infant death
is only theoretical.

In the absence of experimental or human evidence demonstrating the ability
of vaccines to stimulate an abnormal inflammatory response in the lung leading
to sudden unexpected infant death, the committee concludes that this mechanism
is only theoretical.

The committee concludes that immediate type I hypersensitivity reactions to
vaccines can cause SUDI within 24 hours of vaccine administration. Although a
type I hypersensitivity reaction leading to death could possibly be missed both
clinically and at post-mortem examination, and therefore misdiagnosed as SIDS,
the committee concludes that this possibility is only theoretical.
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Public Health Response Recommendations

Policy Review

The committee does not recommend a policy review of the recommended
childhood vaccination schedule by any of the national or federal vaccine advisory
bodies on the basis of concerns about sudden unexpected death in infancy.

Surveillance and Epidemiological Studies

The committee urges prompt publication of all Vaccine Safety Datalink
results.

Basic and Clinical Science

The committee recommends continued research on the etiology and pathology
of SIDS.

The committee recommends that a comprehensive postmortem workup,
including a metabolic analysis, be done on all infants who die suddenly and
unexpectedly.

The committee encourages efforts by Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention, American Academy of Pediatrics, and others to promote the develop-
ment and consistent use throughout the United States of national guidelines for
investigation, diagnosis, and reporting of SIDS cases.

The committee recommends the development of standard definitions and
guidance for diagnosis and reporting of SUDI for research purposes.
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Appendix B

Public Meeting Agenda
March 13, 2003

Immunization Safety Review
Influenza Vaccine and Possible Neurological Complications

Hotel Monaco
Athens Room, 700 F St., NW

Washington, DC

9:00 – 9:15 am Welcome and Opening Remarks
Marie McCormick, MD, ScD, Committee Chair

9:15 – 9:45 am Influenza
Robert G. Webster, PhD
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

9:45 – 10:15 am Guillain-Barré Syndrome
John Griffin, MD
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

10:15 – 10:45 am The Yearly Production of Influenza Vaccine
Roland Levandowski, MD
Food and Drug Administration

10:45 – 11:00 am Break
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11:00 – 11:30 am VAERS Reports Related to Influenza Vaccine
Penina Haber,MPH
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

11:30 – 12:15 pm Discussion

12:15 – 1:30 pm Lunch

1:30 – 2:15 pm Studies of Guillain-Barré Syndrome After
Influenza Vaccination
Robert Chen, MD
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

2:15 – 2:45 pm Guillain-Barré Syndrome and the 1992-1993 and
1993-1994 Influenza Vaccines
Tamar Lasky, PhD
National Institute of Child Health & Human Development

2:45 – 3:15 pm Safety of Influenza Vaccine in the Pediatric Population
Eric K. France, MD, MSPH
Preventive Medicine Kaiser Permanente Colorado

3:15 – 3:30 pm Break

3:30 – 4:00 pm Intranasal Vaccines
Kathryn Edwards, MD, (presented via conference call)
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine

4:00 – 4:30 pm VSD Data Related to Influenza Vaccine and
Incidence/Relapse of MS
Frank DeStefano, MD
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

4:30 – 4:45 pm Use of Medicare Data to Evaluate Adverse Events
After Influenza Vaccine
Dale Burwen, MD,
Food and Drug Administration

4:45 – 5:30 pm Discussion and Public Comment

5:30 pm Adjourn
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Appendix C

Chronology of Important Events
Regarding Vaccine Safety

Vaccine Legislation and/or IOM Reports on
Year Licensure Policy Statements Vaccine Safety

1955 Inactivated
poliomyelitis
vaccine (IPV) available

1963 Oral poliomyelitis
vaccine (OPV)
available, replaces IPV

Measles vaccine available

1967 Mumps vaccine available

1969 Rubella vaccine available

1971 Measles-Mumps-Rubella
(MMR) vaccine available

1977 Mumps vaccination Evaluation of
recommended Poliomyelitis Vaccines

1979 Current formulation of
rubella vaccine available,
replaces earlier versions

1982 Plasma-derived hepatitis B
vaccine available
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1985 Hib vaccine licensed for
children >15 months

1986 Congress passes Public
Law 99-660, the National
Childhood Vaccine
Injury Act (introduced
in 1984) calls for:
• est. of NVPO
• est. of NVAC
• est. of VICP
• est. of ACCV
IOM review of
1) pertussis and rubella,
2) routine child vaccines

1988 Evaluation of Poliomyelitis
Vaccine Policy Options

1990 2 Hib conjugate vaccines
licensed for use beginning
at 2 months

1991 Acellular pertussis Hepatitis B Adverse Effects of Pertussis
component licensed for the recommended by ACIP and Rubella Vaccines
4th and 5th doses of the for addition to
5-part DTP series in childhood immunization
ACEL-IMUNE schedule

ACIP recommends Hib
be added to childhood
immunization schedule

1992 Acellular pertussis Hepatitis B vaccine:
component licensed for the Added universal
4th and 5th doses of the vaccination for all
5-part DTP series in infants, high-risk
Tripedia adolescents (e.g., IV

drug users, persons with
multiple sex partners)

1993 Combined DTP and Hib
vaccine (Tetramune)
licensed

Vaccine Legislation and/or IOM Reports on
Year Licensure Policy Statements Vaccine Safety
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1994 Adverse Events  Associated
with Childhood Vaccines:
Evidence Bearing on
Causality

DPT and Chronic Nervous
System Dysfunction:  A
New Analysis

1995 Varicella virus vaccine
available (Varivax)

1996 DTaP vaccine licensed for ACIP recommends Options for Poliomyelitis
first three doses given in using IPV for the first Vaccinations in the United
infancy (Tripedia and 2 polio vaccinations, States: Workshop Summary
ACEL-IMUNE were followed by OPV for
previously licensed for only remaining doses.
the 4th and 5th doses). Intended to be a

transitional schedule for
3–5 years until an
all-IPV series is available

ACIP recommends
children 12months –
12 years receive
Varicella vaccine

1997 Additional DTaP vaccine ACIP recommends Vaccine Safety Forum:
(Infanrix) licensed for first DTaP in place of DTP Summary of Two
4 doses of 5-part series Workshops

Risk Communication and
Vaccination: Workshop
Summary

1998 Additional DTaP vaccine ACIP updates MMR
(Certiva) licensed for first recommendation,
4 doses of 5-part series encouraging use of the

combined MMR vaccine

Vaccine Legislation and/or IOM Reports on
Year Licensure Policy Statements Vaccine Safety
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1999 ACIP updates varicella
vaccine recommendation,
requiring immunity for
child care and school entry

ACIP recommends an
all-IPV schedule begin
January 2000 to prevent
cases of vaccine-associated
paralytic polio

AAP and PHS recommend
removal of thimerosal
from vaccines
Also recommended
postponement of hepatitis
B vaccine from birth to
2–6 months for infants
of hepatitis B surface
antigen-negative mothers

Additional supply of MMWR notifies readers
thimerosal-free hepatitis of the availability of a
B vaccine made available thimerosal-free hepatitis

B vaccine, enabling the
resumption of the birth
dose

2000 Pneumococcal vaccine ACIP recommends
for infants and young pneumococcal
children licensed (Prevnar) vaccination for all

children 2–23 months,
and at-risk children
24–59 months (e.g.,
immunocompromised)

2001 October: ACIP drafts Immunization Safety
statement expressing a Review: Measles-Mumps-
preference for use of Rubella Vaccine and
thimerosal-free DTaP, Autism
Hib, and Hep B vaccines
by March 2002 Immunization Safety

Review: Thimerosal-
Containing Vaccines and
Neuro-developmental
Disorders

Vaccine Legislation and/or IOM Reports on
Year Licensure Policy Statements Vaccine Safety
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2002 Immunization Safety
Review: Multiple
Immunizations and Immune
Dysfunction

Immunization Safety
Review: Hepatitis B
Vaccine and Demyelinating
Neurological Disorders

Immunization Safety
Review: SV40
Contamination of Polio
Vaccine and Cancer

2003 Live attenuated intranasal ACIP recommends Immunization Safety
influenza vaccine that children 6 to Review: Hepatitis B
approved for use in the 23 months of age be Vaccine and Demyelinating
United States in healthy vaccinated annually Neurological Disorders
individuals aged against influenza
5-49 years old (FluMist) beginning in the Immunization Safety

2004-2005 influenza Review: SV40
season Contamination of Polio

Vaccine and Cancer

Immunization Safety
Review: Vaccinations and
Sudden Unexpected Death
in Infancy

Vaccine Legislation and/or IOM Reports on
Year Licensure Policy Statements Vaccine Safety
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Appendix D

Acronyms

AAN – American Academy of Neurologists
ACCV – Advisory Commission on Childhood Vaccines
ACIP – Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
ADEM – acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
AIDP – acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy
AMAN – acute motor axonal neuropathy
AMSAN – acute motor sensory axonal neuropathy

CDC – Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CI – confidence interval
CNS – central nervous system
CSF – cerebral spinal fluid

DNA – deoxyribonucleic acid

EAE – experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
EAN – experimental allergic neuritis
EN – experimental neuritis
EMG – electromyography
EPA  – Environmental Protection Agency

FDA – Food and Drug Administration

GBS – Guillain-Barré syndrome
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HA – hemagglutinin
HIV – human immunodeficiency virus
HMO – health maintenance organization

IAVG – Interagency Vaccine Group
ICD – 9 – International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision
IOM – Institute of Medicine
IM – intramuscular
IVIG – intravenous immunoglobulin
LOS – lipooligosaccharide
LPS – lipopolysaccharide

M – matrix proteins
MFS – Miller Fisher syndrome/ Fisher syndrome
MRI – magnetic resonance imaging
MS – multiple sclerosis

NA – neuraminidase
NCHS – National Center for Health Statistics
NP – nucleoprotein
NIH – National Institutes of Health
NVAC – National Vaccine Advisory Committee
NVPO – National Vaccine Program Office

OS – oligosaccharide

PNS – peripheral nervous system

RNA – ribonucleic acid
RRMS – relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis

TMEV – Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus

USDA – United States Department of Agriculture

VAERS – Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
VICP – Vaccine Injury Compensation Program

WHO – World Health Organization


